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ABSTRACT

More and more researchers and clinicians are looking to molecular sensing to pre-

dict how cells will behave, seeking the answers to questions like will these tumor

cells become malignant? or how will these cells respond to chemotherapy? Optical

methods are attractive for answering these questions because optical radiation is

safer and less expensive than alternative methods, such as CT which uses X-ray

radiation, PET/SPECT which use gamma radiation, or MRI which is expensive

and only available in a hospital setting. In this dissertation, three distinct optical

methods are explored to detect at the molecular level: optical coherence tomogra-

phy (OCT), laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), and optical polarimetry. OCT has

the capability to simultaneously capture anatomical information as well as molecu-

lar information using targeted contrast agents such as gold nanoshells. LIF is less

useful for capturing anatomical information, but it can achieve significantly better

molecular sensitivity with the use of targeted fluorescent dyes. Optical polarimetry

has potential to detect the concentration of helical molecules, such as glucose. All

of these methods are noninvasive or minimally invasive.

The work is organized into four specific aims. The first is the design and imple-

mentation of a fast, high resolution, endoscopic OCT system to facilitate minimally

invasive mouse colon imaging. The second aim is to demonstrate the utility of this

system for automatically identifying tumor lesions based on tissue microstructure.

The third is to demonstrate the use of contrast agents to detect molecular expression

using OCT and LIF. The last aim is to demonstrate a new method based on optical

polarimetry for noninvasive glucose sensing.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Optical Coherence Tomography

1.1.1 Applications: Why OCT?

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a non-destructive imaging modality that

uses near-infrared (NIR) light to create depth-resolved images of tissue. OCT first

found a niche in imaging the retina, since no other imaging modality could pro-

vide non-contact, cross-sectional images of the retina with high resolution. These

images enabled physicians to detect and monitor macular diseases including age-

related macular degeneration and glaucoma, and OCT is now a standard of care in

ophthalmology.1

OCT has since expanded into other arenas, enabling non-destructive detection

Barrett’s esophagus2–5, cancers of the gastrointestinal tract6,7, ovarian cancer8, skin

cancer9, and vulnerable plaques10. Since it is non-destructive, OCT can be used to

routinely monitor at-risk patients for these conditions, performing “optical biopsy”

to interrogate subsurface structures for abnormalities.

High resolution, non-destructive imaging provided by OCT is also useful for

imaging small animal models of cancer to speed the development of new cancer

diagnostic and therapeutic agents.11–13. As a research tool, OCT imaging improves

upon current animal research protocols which require euthanizing animals at various

time points to track disease statistically.

1.1.2 Time Domain

OCT provides depth-resolved images using low coherence interferometry. The

method is analogous to depth-resolved ultrasonography, which detects the echo time

of ultrasound pulses. Ultrasound pulses as well as light pulses reflect from tissue

boundaries where the speed of ultrasound / light changes. Unlike with ultrasound
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pulses, however, light pulses cannot be timed directly. Light travels approximately 6

orders of magnitude faster than the sound, requiring fast detectors not yet available

commercially. To circumvent this problem, optical interferometry is exploited.

Optical Interferometry

Optical interferometry measures the time-averaged irradiance, or power per unit

area, of light combined from (at least) two different paths. Light consists of a time-

varying electric and magnetic field, which are mathematically described as traveling

waves. Maxwell’s equations demonstrate that a time-varying electric field induces

a time-varying magnetic field and vice versa, allowing electromagnetic radiation to

propagate even in a vacuum. When light interacts with matter, the atoms respond

more strongly to the electric field of light than to the magnetic field, so in most

mathematical descriptions of light the electric field is described exclusively and the

magnetic field is assumed. Optical detectors, including our eyes, respond to the

energy of light in the form of quantized packets called photons. The energy per

unit time per unit area is proportional to the square of the electric field, called the

irradiance. Due to the relatively slow response of naturally occurring and man-made

detectors, the detected irradiance is time-averaged.

The mathematics of optical interferometry can be simply demonstrated using

the example of light traveling as a plane wave, described by equation 1.1, where the

wave is traveling in the ẑ direction and the electric field is pointed in the x̂ direction.

(The magnetic field, which has the same form, is 90 ◦ out of phase with the electric

field and points in the −ŷ direction.)

x̂E = x̂E◦ cos(kz − ωt+ φ) (1.1)

In equation 1.1, E◦ is the electric field amplitude in Volts per unit length, k

is the circular wavenumber or 2π
λ

where λ is the wavelength of light, and ω is the

angular frequency (ω = 2πν where ν is the frequency of oscillation). The circular

wavenumber k and angular frequency ω are related to the speed of light V by V = ω
k
.
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In a vacuum, V is constant for all wavelengths of light, Vvacuum = c = 3x10 8 m/s.

The speed of light is approximately constant in air, and most applications, including

OCT, assume Vair = Vvacuum = c.

To demonstrate optical interference, assume that the plane wave described in

equation 1.1 is split by a beamsplitter and that half the irradiance (or 1/
√

2 of

the electric field) travels a distance L1 and half travels L2. These waves are then

recombined, so that the resultant electric field is the sum of the two. To make this

equation general, consider that light that travels L1 experiences a loss, due to ab-

sorption, scattering, or other mechanism, such that the final electric field amplitude

is r1√
2
E◦. Similarly the final electric field amplitude from the second path is r2√

2
E◦.

The factor 1√
2

arises from splitting the irradiance in half, but it can be lumped in

with the constants r1 and r2, such that the new r values are defined as the fraction

of the original electric field, E◦, returning from either path.

Etotal = r1E◦ cos(kz − wt+ φ+ kL1) + r2E◦ cos(kz − wt+ φ+ kL2) (1.2)

The detected signal is proportional to the irradiance, or the square of the electric

field.

(Etotal)
2 = (r1E◦ cos(kz − wt+ φ+ kL1) + r2E◦ cos(kz − wt+ φ+ kL2)) 2

= (r1E◦ cos(kz − wt+ φ+ kL1)) 2 + (r2E◦ cos(kz − wt+ φ+ kL2)) 2

+2 ∗ r1E◦ cos(kz − wt+ φ+ kL1) ∗ r2E◦ cos(kz − wt+ φ+ kL2)

= r 2
1E

2
◦ cos 2(kz − wt+ φ+ kL1) + r 2

2E
2
◦ cos 2(kz − wt+ φ+ kL2)

+2 ∗ r1r2E
2
◦ ∗

1

2
(cos(kL1 − kL2) + cos(2kz − 2wt+ 2φ+ kL1 + kL2))

The temporal component of the optical irradiance varies on the order of femtosec-

onds and the relatively slow response of optical detectors results in the detection
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of the temporal average of irradiance. In the above expression, the cosine squared

components and the latter cosine component are time varying. The cosine function

as a function of time is symmetric about zero and spends as much time greater than

zero as less than zero; therefore, the temporal average of a cosine containing ωt is

zero. The cosine squared function is symmetric about 1
2

and spends as much time

greater than 1
2

as less than 1
2
; therefore, the temporal average of a cosine squared

containing ωt is 1
2
. Equation 1.3 gives the temporal average of irradiance, detected

at the detector.

〈(Etotal) 2〉t =
1

2
E 2
◦

(
r 2

1 + r 2
2 + 2r1r2 cos(kL1 − kL2)

)
(1.3)

Optical Path Difference

In this example, we considered a path difference in air (using the assumption that

Vair = Vvacuum), but this equation can be generalized to consider path differences in

any material. Assume, for example, half the light traverses a length of air L1 air, a

length of water L1 water, and a length of glass L1 glass; and half the light traverses a

length of air L2 air, a length of water L2 water, and no glass. In this example, we also

need to consider that the speed of light changes depending on its angular frequency,

ω, when it enters a material other than air. Therefore, the circular wavenumber, k,

is different in different materials. For the moment, a subscript is added to k to show

that it is not the same in all materials. The argument of the cosine in equation 1.3

becomes:

kairL1 air + kwaterL1 water + kglassL1 glass − kairL2 air − kwaterL2 water

The circular wavenumber is related to the more familiar term, wavelength λ, by

k = 2π
λ

. In a material, the electric field is impeded or slowed down by its interactions

with densely packed molecules within the material. Since light entering the material

from air is going faster than light in the material, the wavelength must shorten, as

illustrated in Figure 1.1. The refractive index is the fraction by which light is slowed
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Figure 1.1: The wavefronts traveling at a faster speed outside the material bunch
together as they are slowed inside the material. Interactions with densely packed
molecules inside the material cause the wavefronts to slow by a fraction n called the
refractive index. The wavelength, or distance between the wavefronts, reduces by
the same factor n. The temporal frequency of the wave, which is the speed of the
wavefronts divided by the wavelength, is the same inside and outside of the material.

as compared to air, so the wavelength inside the material is λ = λ◦
n

, where λ◦ is the

wavelength in air and n is the refractive index. The circular wavenumber k can be

similarly restated, such that kmaterial = nk◦, where k◦ is the circular wavenumber in

air. The argument of the cosine in equation 1.3 can be rewritten using n and k◦.

k◦ (L1 air + nwaterL1 water + nglassL1 glass − L2 air − nwaterL2 water)

In the conventional vernacular of optical interferometry, the portion in paren-

theses is termed optical path difference or opd. Equation 1.3 is typically written

using this term. Furthermore, the optical power, S(k◦), incident on the detector is

typically defined in place of the electric field, E. The power on the detector is equal

to the irradiance summed over the beam area or detector area, whichever is smaller.

The fraction of electric field incident on the detector, rE, is typically expressed in

terms of irradiance or power, r 2 ∗ S (k◦) or R ∗ S (k◦).

〈S(k◦)detector〉t =
1

2
S(k◦)source

(
R1 +R2 + 2

√
R1R2 cos(k◦opd)

)
(1.4)
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Figure 1.2: OCT utilizes a fiber-based Michelson interferometer. The light source
is spit by a 2x2 fiber coupler. One portion of the light enters and returns from a
reference arm containing a mirror. The other portion of the light is incident on a
sample, which is shown in this figure to be another mirror. The beams recombine
at the 2x2 coupler and are detected by a photodiode or charge coupled device.

Depth Selectivity

In OCT, the interferometer design used is called a Michelson interferometer, as

shown in Figure 1.2. In time domain OCT, the reference arm mirror is moved to

vary in optical path difference. If the light source is monochromatic, the signal at

the detector is described by equation 1.4. Whenever the opd is a multiple of λ, the

signal is at a maximum. Using one wavelength, therefore, does not provide depth

selectivity because the maxima repeat every multiple of λ. When the light source is

polychromatic or broadband, the signal at the detector is a summation of the signal

described in equation 1.4 over all circular wavenumbers, k◦. Figure 1.4 demonstrates

the effect of adding additional wavelengths. Notice that the summation of multiple

wavelengths produces an appreciable signal near opd = 0.

Figure 1.4 shows that the signal at the detector is a summation of cosinusoidal

signals at difference frequencies, demonstrating that the signal and the source band-

width are related through the Fourier Transform. For a light source with a Gaussian

spectrum, the depth resolution is given by ∆opd = 4ln(2)
π

λ 2
c

∆λ
, where λc is the center

wavelength of the source and ∆λ is the bandwidth of the source.
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Figure 1.3: For monochromatic light, the signal detected from a Michelson interfer-
ometer varies periodically as a function of optical path difference. The wavelength
of light used in this example is 900 nm. Notice constructive interference occurs when
the optical path difference is a multiple of 900 nm.

Figure 1.4: For polychromatic light, the signal detected from a Michelson interfer-
ometer is a summation of the signals from each wavelength. The wavelengths of
light used in this example range from 800 - 1000 nm. Notice appreciable signal
occurs exclusively near where the optical path difference is zero.
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Optical Heterodyning

Figure 1.4 also shows that the area of appreciable signal is modulated by the center

wavelength of the source, λc, as a function of opd. Since the opd is varied by a time-

varying mirror in the reference arm, the detected signal is modulated at a temporal

frequency, f , related to the speed of the mirror, Vm, and λc by f = 2Vm
λc

. The factor

of 2 occurs because the opd is equal to twice the difference in length between the

reference mirror and sample (because the light travels towards the reference mirror,

reflects, and travels back towards the detector). So the movement of the mirror at

a speed Vm results in the opd changing at a rate 2Vm.

To minimize noise in OCT images, the detector is typically followed by a lock-in

amplifier, which shifts the signal frequency f to DC and low pass filters the signal.

The frequency content of the OCT signal depends on the source bandwidth, with

fmax = 2Vm
λmin

and fmin = 2Vm
λmax

. Therefore, ∆f = 2Vm
∆λ

λminλmax
≈ 2Vm

∆λ
λ 2

c
. To maintain

the resolution of the system, this frequency content must be past by the electronics.

However, noise increases with increased electronic bandwidth; therefore, increased

system resolution is accompanied by a decrease in signal to noise ratio.

Noise

The noises present in time domain OCT systems are: 1. receiver noise, 2. mod-

ulation or 1/f noise, 3. shot noise (photon and current), and 4. relative intensity

noise (RIN). Receiver noise in photodiodes, typically used for time domain OCT,

is mainly composed of thermal noise or Johnson noise, which arises from thermally

agitated electrons moving randomly regardless of applied voltage. Modulation or

1/f noise is not completely understood but has been consistently observed at metal-

to-metal, metal-to-semiconductor, and semiconductor-to-semiconductor junctions.14

Shot noise occurs in both the light source and detector and is due to the quantum

nature of light (photons) and current (electrons). Lastly, relative intensity noise or

RIN occurs at the source and is attributed to photon bunching, or the tendency of

photons to arrive at a detector simultaneously, and causes the output power of a
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light source to be unstable. Since time domain OCT signals are typically modu-

lated above 10 kHz and detected using a lock-in amplifier, modulation of 1/f noise

is considered negligible.15 The remaining noises are described in equation 1.5.16,17

σ 2
i =

4kBT

Rfb

∆f + 2q℘Pave∆f + τcoh℘
2P 2

ave∆f (1.5)

The terms in equation 1.5 are the thermal, shot, and RIN noise contributions

respectively. The thermal and shot noise definitions can be found in Sorin and

Baney16 and the RIN definition from Hoeling, et al.17. In these definitions, kB is

the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, ∆f is the temporal bandwidth, Rfb is

the feedback resistance of the detector, q is the charge of an electron, and ℘ is the

responsivity of the detector (current per optical power). Pave is the average optical

power at the detector and is equal to Pave = 1
2
Psource (Rref +Rsamp), where Psource

is the optical power of the source summed over all circular wavenumbers and Rref

and Rsamp are the fractions of incident optical power returning from the reference

and sample arms respectively. τcoh is the temporal coherence of the light source and

is inversely proportional to the source bandwidth.

The signal extracted after lock-in detection and filtering in time domain OCT

is proportional to the optical power 1
2
Psource2

√
RrefRsamp. Converting to current, i,

requires multiplying by the detector responsivity ℘, as shown in equation 1.6.

isignal = ℘Psource
√
RrefRsamp (1.6)

Combining equations 1.6 and 1.5, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) can be com-

puted. Equation 1.7 gives the SNR for time domain OCT systems, using the power

definition of SNR: SNR = 〈i 2〉/σ 2
i . Since time domain OCT is typically used to

image weakly reflective samples, we assume Rref is much greater than Rsamp. There-

fore, Pave ≈ 1
2
PsourceRref . To simplify the equation further and to be consistent with

the literature, let Pref = 1
2
PsourceRref and Psamp = 1

2
PsourceRsamp.

SNR =
4℘ 2PrefPsamp

4kT
Rfb

∆f + 2q℘Pref∆f + τcoh℘ 2P 2
ref∆f

(1.7)
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Most time domain OCT systems have sufficient reference arm power, Pref , to

overcome the contribution from thermal noise. However, as pointed out by Sorin and

Baney16 and Hoeling, et al.17, increasing Pref eventually causes RIN to dominate

and degrade SNR. RIN can be minimized using dual balanced detection18 or by

controlling Pref . Sorin and Baney find that the optimized value for Pref occurs

when the contributions from thermal noise and RIN are equal.

Time domain OCT systems typically achieve shot noise limited performance with

the use of optical heterodyne detection (lock-in detection) and appropriate choice

of Pref . For shot noise limited SNR, equation 1.7 simplifies to 1.8.

SNR =
4℘Psamp

2q∆f
(1.8)

Shot noise limited SNR can be improved through increased Psamp, which typically

cannot be controlled, and decreased ∆f . Recall that ∆f is proportional to the

speed of the reference mirror and the bandwidth of the source. Therefore, SNR

in time domain OCT is traded off for imaging speed and depth resolution. This

trade-off limits the utility of time domain OCT for some applications. For example,

optical imaging in blood vessels requires vessel occlusion or saline flush, which are

time critical. Also, the collection of high-resolution three dimensional datasets may

take prohibitively long to collect with sufficient SNR. Fortunately, a more recent

implementation of OCT, called Fourier domain OCT, has been introduced with

imaging speeds many orders of magnitude faster than time domain OCT with better

or comparable SNR.

1.1.3 Fourier Domain

Fourier domain OCT enables significantly faster imaging speeds than time domain

OCT by fixing the reference mirror and collecting optical power as a function of

circular wavenumber, S (k◦). Recall equation 1.4, repeated below.

〈S(k◦)detector〉t =
1

2
S(k◦)source

(
R1 +R2 + 2

√
R1R2 cos(k◦opd)

)
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Figure 1.5: The top plot shows the signal as a function of circular wavenumber k.
Two scatterers with different reflectivities are simulated, one at an opd of 50 µm
and one at 200 µm. The bottom plot is the Fourier Transform of the spectral signal.
At the opd=0 position, there is an artifact due to the DC term. Also, the Fourier
Transform of a real signal cannot distinguish between positive and negative opds,
so the 50 µm scatterer peak is shown at both +50µm and -50µm.

The signal term, 1
2
S(k◦)source 2

√
R1R2 cos(k◦opd), contains the argument k◦opd,

which links k◦ and opd via the Fourier Transform. If the data is collected as a

function of circular wavenumber, k◦, the Fourier Transform of those data points gives

the depth-resolved data collected in time domain OCT. In other words, scatterers

at different opds are encoded as different frequency components when the data is

collected as a function of circular wavenumber, k◦. Taking the Fourier Transform

separates those frequency components, with peaks in the Fourier Transformed data

corresponding to the relative locations of the scatterers, as shown in Figure 1.5.

Swept Source

Collecting the data as a function of k◦ can be accomplished temporally or spa-

tially. To collect the data over time, the light source is modified to emit a near

monochromatic signal at any given time but with a changing circular wavenumber.

This type of source is called a swept source because it “sweeps” through its circular

wavenumber content. This implementation is called swept source OCT or SSOCT.
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A photodiode detects the time-encoded signal, in which opd is encoded as a temporal

frequency.

The maximum detectable opd depends on the sampling rate, the frequency re-

sponse of the detector, and the speed and stability of the sweep, which can all be

understood as properties of the Fourier Transform. The sampling rate, fs deter-

mines the maximum unaliased frequency, fmax, where fmax = fs/2 according to the

Nyquist criterion. The frequency response of the detector directly affects the atten-

uation of the signal from various opds which are encoded as temporally frequencies.

The speed and stability of the sweep determines how monochromatic the signal is

at any given time. A finite circular wavenumber resolution, δk, at any given time

means that the detected signal is averaged over δk, which acts as a low pass filter.

From time domain OCT, we know that using a light source of bandwidth ∆k results

in a signal length (depth resolution) ∝ 1/∆k. Similarly, a finite δk in Fourier do-

main OCT results in an imaging length opdmax ∝ 1/δk. The depth resolution, ∆opd,

depends on the number of circular wavenumbers sampled and is exactly equivalent

to the depth resolution in time domain.

Spectral Domain

To collect the data spatially, the time domain photodiode detector can be exchanged

with a spectrometer, that spatially disperses the circular wavenumber content of the

light onto a linear charge coupled device (CCD) or complementary metal oxide semi-

conductor (CMOS) array. The advantage of this design is that the source does not

have to modified, which can be complicated or expensive to implement. By conven-

tion, this type of OCT is called spectral domain OCT or SDOCT. The effects on

the maximum detectable opd are analogous to those in SSOCT since these effects

are rooted in properties of the Fourier Transform. The sampling rate and spatial

frequency response of the detector are determined by the number and size of pixels

respectively. The size of the pixels determines the circular wavenumber resolution

δk at the detector. The circular wavenumber resolution can also be affected by other

components in the spectrometer including the dispersive element, usually a grating,
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as well as the imaging optics. In the case of a grating, δk = k/(mN), where m is

the diffractive order (usually 1) and N is the number of grating periods illuminated.

To improve circular wavenumber resolution, a high grating period density is typi-

cally selected. The imaging optics can degrade the circular wavenumber resolution

through beam diffraction and aberrations, underscoring the need for well-corrected

optics with sufficient numerical aperture (NA).

Shot Noise Advantage

When comparing the SNR of shot noise limited systems, Fourier domain OCT sys-

tems out-perform time domain OCT.15,19 The improvement is rooted in the differ-

ence in signal and detection bandwidth, ∆f , between the two systems. Recall for

shot noise limited systems, the SNR is given by equation 1.8, repeated below.

SNR =
4℘Psamp

2q∆f

To compare, consider that both systems interrogate the same imaging depth,

opdmax, in the same amount of time, ∆t, using the same source of bandwidth ∆k

and instantaneous power. In time domain, the detection bandwidth, ∆f , is given

by 2Vm∆λ/λ 2
c or in terms of circular wavenumber, ∆f = 2Vm∆k/2π. The speed Vm

is related to the depth of the image and the time by 2Vm = opdmax/∆t. In Fourier

domain OCT, opdmax is limited by the Nyquist criterion. For N samples over a

bandwidth ∆k, opdmax = 2πN/ (2∆k). Substituting into the SNR equation for ∆f

results in equation 1.9 for time domain OCT.

SNRtd =
4℘Psamp

2q

(2∆t)

N
(1.9)

In swept source, the detection bandwidth depends on the opdmax which is en-

coded as a temporal frequency. By the Nyquist criterion, this depth is dependent on

the number of samples N over the bandwidth ∆k. Since we stipulated that opdmax

is imaged in ∆t, the sweep over ∆k takes ∆t. Therefore, opdmax = 2πN/ (2∆k)

or fmax = N/ (2∆t). (Since f is frequency, not angular frequency, the 2π is not
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included.) Assuming the minimum imaged opd = 0, then ∆f = fmax, which is equal

to the detection bandwidth in time domain.

The instantaneous power in swept source is the same as in time domain, return-

ing Psamp in equation 1.8. However, the signal in SSOCT involves summing the

signal from each sample, so that the resultant signal after the Fourier Transform is

essentially NPsamp. Therefore, the SNR for swept source is N times the SNR for

time domain as shown in equation 1.10. Notice that the N from the increase in

signal and the N from the detection bandwidth cancel.

SNRss =
4℘Psamp

2q
(2∆t) (1.10)

In spectral domain, the detection bandwidth is related to the integration time of

the pixel array by ∆f = 1/ (2∆t).19 The instantaneous power is the same as in time

domain. Unlike with SSOCT, however, the power does not increase by a factor of

N due to the Fourier Transform because the total power Psamp is dispersed onto N

detectors so that each detector sees Psamp/N . The Fourier Transform restores the

total signal power to Psamp, the same as the signal in time domain. So, in SDOCT,

the advantage in SNR comes from the detection bandwidth, which is reduced by a

factor of N as compared to time domain. Notice that the SNR for SDOCT shown

in equation 1.11 is equivalent to that from SSOCT.

SNRsd =
4℘Psamp

2q
(2∆t) (1.11)

As with time domain, the SNR for Fourier domain systems increases with imag-

ing time, but with a factor of N improvement from using multiple detectors. An N

of approximately 1000 is typical, boosting the SNR 30 dB. Often the boost in SNR

is traded off for imaging speed to enable applications such as the aforementioned

blood vessel imaging and the collection of three dimensional datasets.
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Additional Noise Terms

In practice, this improvement is offset by other noise sources. For example, the

low pass filtering due to finite δk attenuates the signal with increased opd in the

range of 4-10 dB at opdmax. Furthermore, pixel arrays have different receiver noises

to be overcome. In particular, CCD arrays have dark noise and read out noise.

Fortunately, these noises do not scale with signal, so Pref can be chosen to again

strike a balance between receiver noise and RIN. A major drawback to SDOCT (and

SSOCT to a lesser extent) is the large DC term that is not filtered out as it is in time

domain. This term eats into the full well capacity of CCD pixels or equivalently the

range of current in CMOS pixels. The unfiltered DC ultimately causes a dramatic

decrease in the dynamic range of Fourier domain OCT images. SSOCT is capable

of mitigating this effect by high pass filtering, although small opd signals are also

filtered affecting the total depth range. In addition to the decrease in dynamic

range, working at low frequencies introduces signficant modulation or 1/f noise that

could be ignored in the noise analysis of time domain OCT. While Leitgeb, et al.15

suggest that short exposure times (< 1 ms) are sufficient to minimize 1/f noise,

Liu and Brezinski14 argue that 1/f noise is a major factor in Fourier domain OCT.

They note, however, that SSOCT with high pass filtering holds promise to generate

images with SNR and dynamic range on par with time domain with faster imaging

speeds.

1.1.4 Dispersion in OCT

Time domain and Fourier domain OCT systems suffer equally from dispersion. Dis-

persion results from having a mismatch in the amount of dispersive material, like

glass or water, between the reference and sample arms. Dispersive material responds

differently to different electric field frequencies, impeding or slowing some more than

others, so that the refractive index varies as a function of frequency. Depending on

how the refractive index varies per frequency, the interference signals at those fre-

quencies may not superimpose at any position and instead become out of phase with
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Figure 1.6: The interferometric OCT signal is shown as a function of optical path
difference at the center wavelength. A mismatch of 2 mm of glass (BK7) causes the
phase of each wavelength to be slightly different. The peaks no longer superimpose.

one another. As a result, the peak intensity drops and the width of the interference

signal summed over frequency broadens, worsening depth selectivity.

Figure 1.6 shows this effect graphically for a mismatch of only 2 mm of BK7

glass between the reference and sample arms. The figure is analogous to Figure 1.4

in the previous section, but includes the effect of dispersion. Notice that the opd

scale on Figure 1.6 is twice the length shown in Figure 1.4, in order to sufficiently

depict the broadened point spread function.

Dispersion is typically quantified as how the circular wavenumber k changes as a

function of angular frequency ω. Recall that the speed of a monochromatic wave is

expressed as V = ω/k. Furthermore, the speed of light in a material, V , is typically

expressed as a fraction of the speed of light in a vacuum, c, by V = c/n, where n is

the refractive index of the material. Combining these two expressions of speed, we

see that the circular wavenumber k can be expressed in terms of angular frequency

ω, refractive index n, and the speed of light in a vacuum c: k = ωn/c. Since the

refractive index n is a function of angular frequency ω, k is more generally defined

as k = ωn(ω) /c.
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In the optical regime (ultraviolet through infrared), the variation of refractive

index with ω is predominately influenced by the material’s outer electrons, whose

ability to propagate light depends upon their electronic energy states and their

molecular environment. The outer electrons have specific energy gaps between their

ground and excited states due to their attraction to protons in the nucleus. When the

energy of a photon (Ephoton = hν) approaches an electronic energy gap or resonance,

the material becomes highly absorbing, using the energy from the light to excite to

a higher electronic state. The absorption properties and dispersion properties are

related, as can be shown using Maxwell’s equations and the Lorentz force equation.

Maxwell’s and Lorentz’s equations show that the polarizability of matter, i.e.

how readily electrons can propagate light within their molecular environment, is

related to the incident electric field via the material’s electric susceptibility, χ. χ is

related to the refractive index ncomplex(ω) as shown in equation 1.12.

χ(ω) = (ncomplex(ω)) 2/ε◦ − 1, (1.12)

where ε◦ is the permittivity of free space (8.85x10 −12 Farads per meter).

In general, χ and thus the refractive index n are complex, where the real part of

refractive index describes dispersion, i.e. how the speed of light varies as a function

of optical frequency, and the imaginary part describes absorption. Mathematically,

the real and imaginary parts of χ are linked by the Kramers-Kronig relationship,

which indirectly links the real and imaginary parts of ncomplex.

Figure 1.7 illustrates how the real and imaginary parts of the complex refrac-

tive index are linked in a typical material in response to radiofrequency photons

through ultraviolet photons. OCT light sources are typically in the NIR, between

the electronic and atomic resonances depicted in Figure 1.7. In this regime, the real

refractive index varies less dramatically (but not negligibly) with optical frequency.

Dispersion analysis, therefore, can be simplified using a Taylor expansion of circular

wavenumber k as a function of ω, shown in equation 1.13, keeping in mind that k

depends upon real refractive index.
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Figure 1.7: The relationship between the real and imaginary parts of the complex
refractive index (squared) is shown. The top line, denoted by ε′, is the real part
of the refractive index squared. The bottom line, denoted by ε′′, is the imaginary
part. The squared refractive index is more easily described mathematically and
so is typically shown. The (unsquared) refractive index follows a similar curve.
Note that near absorption peaks (resonances), dispersion becomes significant. In
regimes between resonances, the dispersion flattens, so that dispersion can be readily
characterized by the first few terms within a Taylor expansion. This image was
produced by the research group of Dr. Kenneth A. Mauritz and is publicly available
at http://www.psrc.usm.edu/mauritz/dilect.html.
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k(ω) = k(ωc)+
∂k

∂ω
|ωc (ω − ωc)+

1

2

∂ 2k

∂ω 2
|ωc (ω − ωc) 2 +

1

6

∂ 3k

∂ω 3
|ωc (ω − ωc) 3... (1.13)

In the absence of dispersion, the refractive index is constant, which only occurs

in a vacuum or approximately in air, n(ω) = n, and only the first two terms in

equation 1.13 are nonzero, such that:

k(ω) = k(ωc) +
∂k

∂ω
|ωc (ω − ωc)

=
ωcn

c
+
n

c
(ω − ωc)

=
ωn

c

In OCT, the signal of interest is the difference in phase between the reference

and sample arms. If the sample arm contains an aqueous solution and the reference

arm contains air, the phase difference is given by the following equation. Assume

to start that the aqueous solution is nondispersive.

∆φ = kwater(ω) zwater − kair(ω) zair

=
ωn

c
zwater −

ω

c
zair

=
ω

c
(nzwater − zair)

Constructive interference for all frequencies ω occurs when nzwater = zair, and

the OCT signal depicted in Figure 1.4 is obtained. Now consider that n varies with

ω to the first order, such that ∂n
∂ω

is constant but nonzero, n(ω) = nc + (ω − ωc) ∆n
∆ω

.

This results in the third term of equation 1.13 becoming nonzero.
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k(ω) = k(ωc) +
∂k

∂ω
|ωc (ω − ωc) +

1

2

∂ 2k

∂ω 2
|ωc (ω − ωc) 2

=
ωcnc
c

+
(
nc
c

+
ωc
c

∆n

∆ω

)
(ω − ωc) +

1

c

∆n

∆ω
(ω − ωc) 2

...

=
ωcnc
c
− 1

c

∆n

∆ω
ωcω +

1

c

∆n

∆ω
ω 2

Now, plugging into the equation for phase difference, we see that the argument

cannot go to zero simultaneously for all frequencies, as shown in Figure 1.6.

∆φ = kwater(ω) zwater − kair(ω) zair

=
ω

c

((
nc −

∆n

∆ω
ωc +

∆n

∆ω
ω
)
zwater − zair

)

So, the terms in equation 1.13 that contribute to signal degradation are nonzero

second derivative and higher derivates of k(ω). Of course, the solution that im-

mediately presents itself is to match the amounts of dispersive material in each

arm. Typically, however, the sample itself is dispersive, meaning that at each depth

of the image the amount of dispersive material is different. This relatively small

amount of dispersion becomes noticeable when trying to achieve depth resolution

near 1 µm. Particularly for retinal imaging of the eye, the length of the vitreous

humor changes from patient to patient, and dispersion matching in the reference

arm becomes impractical.

As a result, a number of post-processing methods have been developed to com-

pensate dispersion. Many of these methods are designed to cancel the phase terms

due to the second and third derivative of k(ω). In the Fourier domain, dispersion

cancellation is accomplished by multiplying the signal by an exponential term with

dispersion of the opposite sign, exp(−φdisp).20–22 This method can be extended to
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the time domain using deconvolution.23 In a dispersive sample, the phase compen-

sation term is dependent on depth, so a new phase compensation term must be

employed at each depth point.

Methods developed by Marks, et al.24,25 and Tumlinson, et al.26, however, em-

ploy a resampling technique to correct dispersion throughout a dispersive sample.

Recall that in Fourier domain OCT, the data is collected as a function of circular

wavenumber, k◦, where k◦ = ω
c
, independent of refractive index n(ω). The signal of

interest is cos(k◦opd), but the opd, which is dependent on n(ω), is different for each

frequency. Therefore, when the data is Fourier Transformed, the peak is spread over

a range of opds, worsening depth resolution. Marks, et al. and Tumlinson, et al. ex-

plain that if the data is sampled evenly in circular wavenumber k = ωn(ω)
c

, the signal

becomes cos(kz), where z is the same for all frequencies. The data Fourier Trans-

formed with respect to circular wavenumber k suffers no dispersion degradation,

regardless of the sample depth z.

Practically, the difficulty is determining the form of k(ω). If the dispersion is

constant, such as dispersion due to optical components or fiber in the OCT inter-

ferometer, the dispersive terms can be measured by placing a nondispersive sample,

such as a mirror, in the sample arm. If the interferometer contains a mismatch of

glass of length zglass and a mismatch of air of length zair, the OCT signal becomes:

cos(kglass(ω) zglass + k◦zair)

The second and third derivatives of kglass(ω) cause the argument of the cosine

to be nonlinear with respect to k◦. Therefore, by fitting the argument as a function

of k◦ to a line and subtracting the fitted line from the argument, the nonlinear or

dispersive terms are isolated.

Dispersion inherent to the sample is more difficult to measure. Cense, et al.21

show that in images of the retina, a bright reflection at the fovea can be used to

compute the dispersive terms due to the vitreous humor. Owing to the difficulty

of consistently locating a bright reflection, free of speckle and other noise, iterative
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techniques are typically used to find the appropriate corrective phase term.20,22,25

1.1.5 Quantitative OCT

In addition to providing images of tissue microstructure, OCT contains information

about the optical properties of the tissue, influenced by absorbing substances like

blood, refractive index changes in the extracellular matrix, and the size and distri-

bution of cellular structures like cell nuclei. Despite these changes occurring below

the resolution of OCT imaging, these changes manifest themselves as changes in

optical intensity, attenuation, and speckle patterns (interference between adjacent

scatterers). Quantifying these changes is being studied for a number of applications,

including determining blood glucose levels in skin27–30, classifying atherosclerotic le-

gions31,32, and detecting and/or grading pre-cancerous lesions4,7,11,33,34.

Contrast agents for OCT affect the optical properties of the tissue. For example,

highly scattering gold nanoshells can be engineered to exhibit plasmon resonance

at OCT wavelengths in the near-infrared.35 Work by Agrawal, et al.36 and Kah, et

al.37 quantitatively demonstrates the effect of nanoshells on OCT images, specif-

ically noting that nanoshells increase tissue scattering which both enhances the

optical intensity at the surface and increases optical attenuation. Furthermore, gold

nanoshells can be targeted to molecular biomarkers of interest, such as epidermal

growth factor receptor (EGFR), infusing molecular information in OCT images.38,39

1.2 Molecular Imaging

1.2.1 Paradigm Shift

A hot topic in the area of cancer research is the development of contrast agents

to image protein expression. This type of imaging is termed molecular imaging.

Molecular imaging may change the way physicians diagnosis and treat disease, by

going beyond morphological indications of disease, like tumor size, and providing

information at the cellular level. A number of molecules have been identified as

biomarkers of disease, including vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and
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epidermal growth factor (EGF). These proteins bind to cell receptors to promote

the growth of blood vessels, in the case of VEGF, and cell proliferation, in the case

of EGF. Cells over-expressing these receptors are ideal targets for diagnostic and

chemotherapeutic agents.

Molecular imaging has applications in research and clinical settings, expedit-

ing drug development and facilitating personal treatment.40,41 For example, a drug

inhibiting angiogenesis, such as a VEGFR inhibitor like pazopanib, can be evalu-

ated based on the prevalence of angiogenesis biomarkers, such as VEGFR receptor

(VEGFR). Recent pre-clinical studies indicate that imaging biomarkers may pre-

dict therapy outcome earlier than more downstream effects like tumor size.42,43 It is

expected that molecular imaging in the clinic guides a process of decision making re-

garding treatment optimization, allowing for optimal combination of anti-angiogenic

and chemotherapy together with precise evidence-based treatment scheduling may

increase the chances of successful tumor elimination.44

1.2.2 Noninvasive Imaging Techniques

In vivo molecular imaging is a two-fold process, involving first the development of

a stable, specific molecular probe and second the development of a non-invasive

or minimally invasive imaging system and protocol for detecting the probe. Clini-

cal imaging techniques for molecular sensing include: positron emission tomography

(PET), single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) / magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS), X-ray computed tomog-

raphy (CT), ultrasound (US), and fluorescence. Preclinical systems include biolumi-

nescence imaging (BLI), photoacoustic imaging, and optical coherence tomography

(OCT). Each imaging technique presents its own unique trade offs between sensitiv-

ity, contrast, resolution, imaging depth, potential for multiplexing, and ease of use.

A table outlining these trade offs is presented in Table 1.1.
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PET

The gold standards for molecular imaging are the nuclear techniques, PET and

SPECT.45 These imaging techniques offer the highest sensitivity owing to having an

extremely low noise floor affording by using positron or gamma emitters as contrast

agents not occurring in nature. The contrast agents used for PET and SPECT

imaging are radionuclides that relax via beta + or gamma decay and ultimately emit

gamma photons. These gamma photons are detected by scintillators that convert

gamma photons into optical photons. These optical photons can be detected by

photomultiplier tubes or CCD cameras.

Positron emission tomography (PET) is performed by injection of a radionu-

clide, such as Carbon-11 ( 11C) or Fluorine-18 ( 18F) with half-lives between 20 and

109 minutes. Due to the short half-life of these agents, they must be made at the

imaging location in a reactor or cyclotron which bombards the agent with neutral

or charged particles. An unstable isotope is produced that has an excess of pro-

tons (number of protons > number of neutrons), that relaxes via beta + decay.

Beta + decay converts a proton into a neutron, positron (anti-electron), and neu-

trino. The positron travels some distance, up to 1 mm, before annihilating with an

electron. The annihilation of the positron and electron produces two high energy

gamma photons (511 keV) traveling in opposite directions. Gamma photons are

detected using a ring of detectors, that determine the location of radionuclide de-

cay by timing-gating gamma photons detected 180 ◦ apart. The near-simultaneous

detection of two photons at detectors 180 ◦ apart defines a line through the imaging

space where the photons originated. The slight time difference (typically on the

order of nanoseconds) between photon detection limit the event to a point on that

line. For example, if the photons are detected simultaneously, the event is assumed

to have occurred midway between the two detectors. If one photon arrives ahead of

the other, the event is assumed to have occurred nearer one detector.
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SPECT

Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) is also performed by in-

jection of a radionuclide, such as Technetium-99m ( 99mTc) or Indium-111 ( 111In),

however, these agents relax via emission of a single gamma photon. Also, their

half-lives are considerably longer than PET radionuclides, ranging from 6 hours

for 99mTc to almost 3 days for 111In, suitable for imaging molecular processes on

a longer timescale.46 The gamma photons emitted have lower energies, within the

X-ray regime, than those emitted from PET, allowing SPECT imaging systems to

be built using diagnostic X-ray equipment. (Due to the overlap of their energies,

the distinguishing feature between gamma photons and X-rays is the type of decay

that produced them. Gamma photons are produced by nucleon (proton or neutron)

decay, and X-rays are produced by core electron decay.)

SPECT localizes gamma photon emission typically by pinhole imaging, rejecting

a significant number of emission events. The rejection of these events makes it less

sensitive and slower than PET imaging but the resolution of SPECT can be an order

of magnitude better, as PET is limited by the travel distance of a positron before

encountering an electron. An additional advantage to SPECT imaging is that the

gamma photons can be distinguished based on their energy, allowing multiplexing

of radionuclides to image multiple molecular processes simultaneously.

X-ray CT

PET and SPECT are often combined with other imaging techniques such as CT or

MRI to capture anatomical information. Often the anatomical location of molecu-

lar processes is as important as detecting them. For example, the combination of

PET/CT allows both the imaging glucose consumption (using fluorodeoxyglucose

18F), indicative of tumor cells, and anatomical location of those tumor cells to assess

tumor metastasis, which is vital for determining treatment options.47

Contrast from CT comes from the difference in electron density between tissues,

resulting in differences in X-ray attenuation measured in CT. Inherent contrast is
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provided by bone and calcifications in the body. The most common external agent

used in CT is iodine for imaging vasculature. Unfortunately, iodine cannot be tar-

geted to molecular biomarkers, limiting its utility for molecular imaging. With

recent progress with gold nanoparticles in molecular imaging, renewed interest has

surfaced to use these particles as targeted contrast agents in CT.48 Gold has a four-

fold higher electron density than iodine, readily distinguished from the inherent

contrast provided by dense tissues. Recent research has reported a sensitivity to

millimolar concentrations of gold, in the form of 15 nm by 45 nm gold nanorods,

targeted to UM-A9 in head and neck tumors48 and 4 nm dendrimer-entrapped gold

nanoparticles49. While this technique has lower sensitivity, it has significant advan-

tages over PET and SPECT including: 1. readily available equipment, 2. ease of

manufacturing and storing gold nanoparticles as compared to radionuclides, and 3.

inherent coregistration of molecular and anatomical information.

MRI

Similar in function to CT, MRI is preferred for clinical imaging soft tissues, such as

the brain, parenchymal abdominal organs, and the musculoskeletal system, which

present lower contrast in CT.47 Additionally, MRI uses non-ionizing radiation, in

contrast to the imaging techniques described thus far. The signal measured in MRI

comes from induced magnetization at the atomic level. In tissue, the hydrogen

atoms in water are the main contributors to the induced magnetization measured.

The nuclear spin of atoms (also called the magnetic moment of the nucleus) aligns

with the MRI magnet (typically 1-5 Tesla). This magnetic field is perturbed by a

radiofrequency (RF) pulse. The nuclear spin relaxes back to align with the MRI

magnet. As the nuclear spin relaxes, electrons around the nucleus are affected,

producing a secondary magnetic field. The secondary magnetic field oscillates at a

frequency, ω◦, determined by the Larmor equation, shown in equation 1.14 where B◦

is the applied magnetic field. The gyromagnetic ratio, γ, depends on the properties

of the atom being imaged, specifically its magnetic momentum and spin number.

Slight changes in the Larmor frequency can be detected and used to determine the
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constituents of the tissue in a specific type of MR imaging called magnetic resonance

spectroscopy (MRS).

ω◦ = γB◦ (1.14)

In order to build a two dimensional, spatially resolved image, the magnetic field

strength and the timing of the RF pulse are varied. The magnetic field strength

varies along one direction, affecting the Larmor frequency of the magnetic field

induced by the atoms. By detecting the induced magnetic field frequency, the

location in one direction of the atoms is known. (The difference in Larmor frequency

is signficantly higher than the slight changes caused by the differing gyromagnetic

ratio γ of different tissues.) In the orthogonal direction, the timing of the RF pulse

is delayed, so that the phase of the induced magnetic field the encodes its location

in the opposite direction. The third dimension can be added by scanning multiple

adjacent slices.

The brightness value assigned to a pixel in an MRI image typically comes from

either T1 or T2 relaxation time. T1 relaxation time is the time it takes for 63%

of the atoms to return to alignment with the MRI magnet. In T1 weighted MRI,

atoms in denser tissues take longer to return to alignment with the MRI magnet,

so they appear brighter. T2 relaxation time refers to the decay of magnetic field

strength in the orthogonal plane to the MRI magnet. Atoms in denser tissues lose

energy to the surrounding lattice, causing their magnetic fields to be out of phase

in the plane orthogonal to the MRI magnet. These atoms have lower T2 relaxation

times. Note the contrast is reversed for T1 and T2 weighted MRI images.

While having poor sensitivity, MR imaging can detect a wide variety of molec-

ular processes, many which can be imaged using endogenous contrast, and, as with

CT, anatomical information is inherently coregistered. For example, brain activity,

kidney function, and cancer legions can all be detected using different mechanisms of

endogenous contrast in MRI.50 A number of exogenous contrast agents are also be-

ing studied for molecular imaging in MRI to expand its capabilities. These agents

can tap into different sources of contrast in MRI imaging, including T1 weighted
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imaging (Gadolinium), T2 weighted imaging, T ∗2 weighted imaging (superparam-

agnetic iron oxide particles), and Chemical Exchange Saturation Transfer (CEST)

imaging (paramagnetic CEST agents).

MRI has become a clinical workhorse, presenting superior contrast in images of

soft tissues. Also, it enables imaging of molecular processes owing to the numerous

sources of contrast available and the growing number of exogenous contrast agents.

Multiplexing is also possible due to the multiple types of contrast. Despite its

versatility, MRI suffers from poor sensitivity and specificity, making it difficult to

image some molecules in the body, such as nucleic acids (1-1000 pM typical) and

intracellular proteins (1-1000 nM typical).50

Ultrasound

Ultrasound or ultrasonography uses pulsed, high frequency sound waves and mea-

sures the echo time from tissue boundaries. It does not use ionizing radiation and is

significantly cheaper and more portable than MRI. Like MRI, a number of sources

of contrast can be exploited in ultrasound to enable imaging of thermal or mechan-

ical strain (for plaque or tumor imaging), motion (speckle tracking for blood vessel

imaging), and elasticity. It can also be combined with electrical current or optical

illumination to detect electrical impedance or optical absorption in tissue.

For molecular imaging (as well as anatomical imaging), ultrasound is attractive

for its high resolution and ease of implementation (safety and cost). Specific molec-

ular imaging is enabled with targeted microbubbles, which are visible in ultrasound

with high contrast. Contrast in traditional ultrasound occurs at the boundaries of

materials in which the speed of sound differs. In air, sound travels at 330 m/s as

compared to between 1400-1600 m/s in soft tissue. The difference in the speed of

sound results in an appreciable signal from air-filled microbubbles as compared to

inherent contrast provided by soft tissues. The mechanics of microbubbles also con-

tribute to their significant acoustic signal, in particular compressibility and density

of the gas and the bubble size.51 These attributes also provide significant contrast in

nonlinear ultrasound imaging. Microbubbles oscillate radially in an acoustic field,
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but signal from bubble compression differs from bubble tension, introducing a non-

linear component depending on the frequency and power of the ultrasound signal

applied. The nonlinearity of microbubbles and other tissues is quanitified by the

B/A parameter.52 The B/A parameter for microbubbles ranges from 1000-10,000 as

compared to 11 for fat, 5 for water, and < 1 for air (unencapsulated).53,54

The high resolution and imaging speed of ultrasound enables imaging of the

cardiovascular system, which is more difficult using other imaging techniques. For

example, perfusion imaging of microvasculature enables the identification of small

tumors. Also, elasticity imaging of vascular plaques may enable the identification

of vulnerable plaques responsible for myocardial infarction. Microbubbles injected

intravenously enhances the contrast of these blood vessels, and can be of particular

use for echocardiography where, for 10-15% of patients, endocardial contours cannot

adequately be visualized.51

Microbubbles may also enable the combination of diagnosis and therapy by en-

capsulating drugs or genes within the bubble. By relying on perfusion or targeted

of microbubbles, these payloads can be delivered, for example, to tumors. Using

diagnostic ultrasound power, the accumulation of microbubbles can be visualized

and, when a sufficient number of microbubbles having accumulated in the site of

interest, a higher power ultrasound beam can be delivered, resulting in payload

diffusion from the bubble or bubble fragmentation.

BLI

Bioluminescence imaging (BLI) detects photons emitted from the interaction of

luciferin and luciferase, the components that make fireflies glow. BLI is commonly

used in animal research to track luciferase expressing cells. For example, luciferase

has been transfected into tumor cells55 and HIV infected T cells56. When the animal

is ready to be imaged, luciferin is injected, causing bioluminescence of the transfected

cells. Using a light-tight box, these photons are collected by photomultiplier tubes or

a CCD camera with minimal background (high contrast). The BL image is typically

overlaid with a white light image of the animal for anatomical reference.
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BLI is similar to PET and SPECT in that single photon events are collected

and identify a particular cell of interest with very low background; however, BLI

provides limited localization of that cell because depth information is usually not

available. (Reconstruction algorithms exist, but tissue scattering severely broadens

depth resolution.) Also, quantification is complicated by the ambiguity of many

cells bioluminescing deep in the tissue and fewer, sparser cells bioluminescing at

the surface. Therefore, BLI is typically used to determine the general location of

cells and can be used to compare with the location of reporting diagnostic drugs or

therapeutic agents or used to visualize tumor growth or shrinkage. Its advantages

over PET and SPECT include using non-ionizing radiation, cheaper equipment, and

easily acquired and stored contrast agents.

While this type of imaging is useful and in common use by researchers, BLI

imaging is of limited clinical use since gene transfection is required.

Fluorescence

Fluorescence imaging can overcome some of the spatial resolution limits imposed on

BLI because it is spatially limited to the excitation volume. Fluorescence is light

emission from excited electronic states. The electronic states are excited using an

excitation light source that is higher energy than the emitted light. The excess

energy is spent within vibrational states in the atom.

Fluorescence typically describes photons in the ultraviolet (UV) to near-infrared

(NIR) regime of the electromagnetic spectrum. At these energies, the outer electrons

of atoms are affected and scattering becomes significant, ultimately limiting the res-

olution of this technique. So, unlike PET, SPECT, and CT, which exploit much

higher energy photons affecting the sparser nuclear and core electrons of atoms, flu-

orescence imaging experiences a trade off between imaging depth and spatial resolu-

tion. High resolution fluorescence techniques include stimulated emission depletion

(STED) microscopy and confocal microscopy. These techniques achieve nanome-

ter to micrometer resolution at a depth in tissue of one millimeter or less. Lower

resolution techniques, such as fluorescence-mediated molecular tomography (FMT),
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attain millimeter spatial resolution at depths up to 10 cm.57

While PET achieves the highest sensitivity of the aforementioned techniques,

fluorescence has the potential to achieve a billion-fold sensitivity increase over PET

for molecular imaging.45 The sensitivity increase is theoretically possible because one

fluorescent molecule may emit a billion photons before photobleaching as compared

to the one photon emitted per molecule in PET. In practice, fluorescence detection

is limited by autofluorescence and excitation light leakage. Autofluorescence is a

problem at excitation wavelengths below 750 nm.45 Indocyanine green (ICG) is

attractive because it is excited 785 nm, beyond the autofluorescence limit, and

emits at 830 nm, sufficiently shifted from its excitation. Unfortunately, ICG is not

readily conjugated for molecular imaging.45 A number of bioconjugate-ready NIR

dyes are becoming available, although none have not yet been approved for human

use. Excitation light leakage is perhaps the most problematic limit in sensitivity.

Some solutions to this problem include the use of upconverting particles, which blue-

shift the fluorescence emission relative to the excitation wavelength, and fluorescence

life-time imaging, which separates fluorescence from excitation by time gating.

As compared to PET, SPECT, CT, MRI and ultrasound, fluorescence imaging

can achieve higher resolution at the expense of imaging depth and may also achieve

significantly higher sensitivity. These advantages having enabled exciting new appli-

cations such as imaging of synaptic transmission58 and rapid DNA sequencing59,60

not possible with other molecular imaging techniques. Multiplexing is another ad-

vantage by using dyes with different emission spectra or different fluorescent life-

times, enabling simultaneous imaging of different targets. In DNA sequencing, for

example, adenine, thymine, guanine, and cytosine can be distinguished by specific

labeling with dyes of differing emission spectra.59

Photoacoustic Imaging

Photoacoustic (PA) imaging is a rapidly growing biomedical imaging technique that

combines the resolution and imaging depth of ultrasound with optical and RF ab-

sorption contrast.61 The photoacoustic effect was first discovered by Alexander Gra-
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ham Bell in 1880, who noted that an acoustic signal was generated by chopped

sunlight incident on an absorbing material. Rapid localized heating is dissipated

as an acoustic wave, which can be detected by an ultrasound transducer. As with

ultrasound imaging, the timing of the incident acoustic wave encodes information

about its spatial origin. In other configurations, PA imaging can achieve optical

resolution by trading off imaging depth and constraining the detected signal to the

optical excitation volume, as in fluorescence imaging.

Using endogenous contrast, PA imaging is being studied preclinically for mapping

microvasculature, including detecting oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin (to-

tal hemoglobin and oxygen saturation) provided by exploiting optical absorption

contrast. Imaging oxygen saturation is of interest for imaging brain activation,

detecting and monitoring tumors, monitoring wound healing, and studying gene

expression.62,63 PA imaging is also being tested for breast cancer detection, partic-

ularly for young women with high risk factors, since X-ray mammography exhibits

poor sensitivity/specificity for detecting tumors in dense breast tissue.64,65 Other

advantages over X-ray mammography include patient comfort (no need to compress

the breast) and the use of non-ionizing radiation.

Contrast agents for PA include optical dyes and gold nanoparticles that enable

targeted molecular imaging. PA molecular imaging, like fluorescence imaging, may

achieve impressive detection sensitivities (limited by background tissue absorption)

and high resolution for clinical detection and monitoring of biomarkers of interest,

although the FDA has not yet approved bioconjugate-ready NIR dyes and gold

nanoparticles for human use. Also, spectrally separable dyes and gold nanoparticles

can be used to enable multiplexing.

Optical Coherence Tomography

Optical coherence tomography, described in detail in previous sections, is a high

resolution imaging technique (spatial resolutions of 1 µm possible) that is gaining

rapid acceptance clinically for non-contact, depth-resolved imaging of the retina,

identifying tumors of the skin and gastrointestinal tract, and blood vessel imaging.
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Its use as a molecular imaging technique is enabled by targeted gold nanoparticles.

As described in the Quantitative OCT section, gold nanoparticles can be engineered

to exhibit significant scattering at NIR wavelengths used in OCT imaging. The

increase in scattering can be detected as an increase in surface signal and/or as an

increase in attenuation with depth. Agrawal, et al.36 measured an intensity gain at

the surface of 2-7 dB in a tissue phantom using gold nanoshells and an increase in

attenuation of 3-18 dB. The exact values are size and concentration dependent.

As compared to the aforementioned techniques, OCT attains the highest resolu-

tion for simultaneous anatomical and molecular imaging and recent improvements

have enabled video rate imaging of high resolution, three dimensional datasets. The

combination of high resolution and speed is essential for some applications, including

intravascular imaging where vessel occlusion or saline flush is required. Preclinically,

high resolution, high speed imaging enables imaging of small animal models of dis-

ease. Endoscopic OCT has been developed to enable non-destructive, serial imaging

of a mouse model of colorectal cancer.12 By incorporating targeted gold nanopar-

ticles, simultaneous anatomical and molecular imaging of cancer models is possible

and may provide more effective research of diagnostic and therapeutic techniques.

Thus far, gold nanoshells targeted to EGFR have been demonstrated in OCT imag-

ing of in vitro cell cultures.39 Molecular detection in OCT is limited by the high

background signal from scattering tissues, so OCT may be limited to measuring

relative increases in molecular expression.

1.3 Glucose Sensing

Molecular sensing of glucose is of particular interest for diabetic patients. In 2007,

it was estimated that 23.6 million people in the United States were living with di-

abetes.66 Furthermore, in 2005 diabetes contributed to over 230,000 deaths in the

United States. There is currently no cure for diabetes, but regular and accurate

monitoring of glucose is a vital part of managing the disease. Current methods of

glucose monitoring are invasive, requiring a sample of blood from a finger prick. A
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Table 1.2: Optical Glucose Sensing Techniques

Technique Advantages Disadvantages
NIRS Simple components, Nonspecific, influenced by tissue

straightforward methodology scattering, circulation, pH,
temperature

MIRS Simple, more Limited penetration, poor
specific than NIRS circulation severely impacts

signal
OCT Like NIRS and not Similar to NIRS, influenced

confounded by scattering by motion artifact and tissue
heterogeneity

Raman More specific than NIRS Poor signal to noise ratio,
spectroscopy requires high laser power
Fluorescence New possibilities, continuous Requires exogenous agents,

glucose monitoring and perpetual (non-degrading) agent
insulin delivery not yet available

Polarimetry Fewer confounders than Current designs highly
NIRS, OCT, or Raman, sensitive to alignment errors,
ease of calibration large confounding signal from cornea

noninvasive method is an important research initiative to minimize patient discom-

fort and also to facilitate more regular monitoring of glucose.

A number of different paradigms for noninvasive blood glucose monitoring have

been proposed. These methods can generally be grouped into electrical methods

and optical methods. Both methods suffer confounders, but optical methods are

attractive due to biocompatibility, no need for consumable reagents, and speed.

By contrast, electrical methods of glucose sensing can cause skin irritation and, in a

more promising technique called reverse iontophoresis, require consumable reagents.

Optical methods that show promise include near and mid-infrared spectroscopy, op-

tical coherence tomography, fluorescence detection, Raman spectroscopy, and po-

larimetry.67–70 These methods are summarized in Table 1.2.
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1.3.1 Near and Mid-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS and MIRS)

Near and mid-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS and MIRS) draws on techniques pio-

neered in pulse oximetry and tissue oxygenation. The main difficulty with near

infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is the broad absorption of glucose in this wavelength

regime and overwhelming contributions from hemoglobin, water, and other tis-

sue constituents. Tissue scattering, temperature, and pH also confound the sig-

nal.67 NIRS is still attractive, however, due to its ease of implementation and rela-

tively inexpensive components. One product based on this technique, TANGTEST

(TANGTEST, Corp., El Cerrito, CA http://tangtest.com/), has achieved some

success in clinical trials.71 The instrument avoids confounding signals from tissue

constituents by measuring the pulsatile signal from microvessels.5,72 The clinical

trial demonstrated a linear correlation between their algorithm and the fingerstick

method but noted that temperature and impaired microcirculation, a typical prob-

lem for diabetics, cause erroneous readings.

Mid-infrared spectroscopy (MIRS) has also been investigated. Its advantage is

that glucose absorption bands are much narrower than in NIRS. A major draw-

back, however, is the overwhelming absorption of water in this wavelength regime,

limiting signal penetration to 100 µm or less.67 The limited penetration depth pro-

hibits transmissive techniques such as those employed by TANGTEST. This method,

therefore, faces even more hurdles in dealing with changes in temperature and cir-

culation than NIRS.

1.3.2 Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT)

Similar to NIRS, optical coherence tomography (OCT) is another proposed method

to interrogate glucose in the blood in tissue microvessels, specifically in the der-

mis. Unlike NIRS which measures changes in absorption, OCT measures changes in

tissue scattering properties. Tissue scattering is influenced be the refractive index

of interstitial fluid. Glucose concentration impacts the refractive index of inter-

stitial fluid by 10 −5 per 10 mg/dL.28 The technique has been tested on humans
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over a continuous time frame (no movement of the probe) and found to correlate

with glucose levels in plasma.28,30 Confounders for this measurement include motion

artifact, tissue heterogeneity, temperature, blood pressure, and heart rate.28 Pre-

sumably, due to these limitations, a new company, GlucoLight Corp. (Bethlehem,

PA, http://www.glucolight.com/), is marketing the product for continuous glucose

monitoring in a hospital setting only.

1.3.3 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy has been proposed to interrogate glucose in tissue microvessels

as well as in the aqueous humor of the eye. Measurements in tissue are confounded

by other tissue constituents such as collagen and hemoglobin and require extensive

processing to extract individual constituents. Also, since the measurement is based

on glucose concentration in microvessels, the problem is dependent on circulation,

which has caused problems with absolute measurements using NIRS and MIRS. In

2005, human studies using Raman spectroscopy in tissue were reported, demon-

strating a correlation between fitted glucose Raman spectra and finger stick glucose

measurements.73 The measurements were performed continuously, however, and the

ability of Raman to provide absolute glucose measurements over days is still under

investigation. A few groups have explored Raman spectroscopy in the eye, where

there are fewer confounders.74–76 The preliminary studies performed on rabbits show

promise, but there is concern as to whether a usable signal can be extracted using

laser powers that will not damage the eye.

1.3.4 Fluorescence

Fluorescence-based techniques offer many exciting possibilities, such as the prospect

of a closed-loop glucose sensing and insulin delivering scheme77, but in all cases an

exogenous agent is required.67,68 To be a competitive technology, a significant effort

is yet required to create agents that do not degrade, denaturalize, leak, react with

foreign bodies, or photobleach.
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1.3.5 Polarimetry

Polarimetric glucose sensing exploits the effects of glucose molecules on the po-

larization state of light. Glucose molecules are helical structures that rotate the

linear polarization component of light. The amount of rotation is dependent on the

concentration of glucose.

Since polarization is affected by scattering, these measurements cannot be per-

formed in tissue. Fortunately, however, previous research has shown that glucose

concentrations in the aqueous humor of the eye correlate with blood glucose concen-

trations with a lag of under five minutes.78,79 The eye provides an optical window

with minimal depolarization where precise polarimetric measurements can be taken.

Polarimetric glucose sensing has been demonstrated to have the sensitivity suf-

ficient for glucose monitoring (changes of 0.4 mdeg rotations or 10 mg/dL concen-

tration).80–83 The sensitivity and repeatability of these measurements depends on

system stability. Cameron, et al. in 1997 demonstrated a closed-loop polarimetric

system with the required sensitivity and repeatability using in vitro glucose solu-

tions.81

While achieving sensitivity is a major milestone for this technique, it has been

argued that this method suffers too many confounders, including other polarization

rotating molecules, most notably albumin and ascorbic acid, changes in pH and

temperature, and linear birefringence in the cornea. Recent research in polarimetric

glucose sensing, however, points to novel methods for overcoming these confounders.

King, et al. has shown that optical rotation due to glucose, albumin, and ascorbic

acid can be decoupled by using multiple wavelengths.84 Since each molecule has

a unique dispersion characteristic, the contributions from each molecule can be

determined using multi-wavelength data. Furthermore, more recently Baba, et. al

demonstrated that the effect of albumin and ascorbic acid are negligible when using

wavelengths longer than 700 nm.82 Baba, et. al also demonstrated the effects of pH

and temperature and found them to be negligible for the physiological range.

Linear birefringence of the cornea, or more precisely time-varing linear birefrin-
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gence, is thus far the most difficult confounder to overcome. Recently, Wan, et al.85

proposed a solution using multiple wavelengths and Cameron, et. al proposed83 and

patented86 a solution by providing a feedback loop with birefringence compensation.

Despite these advancements, polarimetric glucose sensing is still limited by time-

varying corneal birefringence. With the most recent solution proposed by Cameron,

et al.83,86, the tolerances for system alignment are very stringent and are difficult to

achieve in vivo.
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PRESENT STUDY

The present study investigates methods for classifying tissue based on inherent con-

trast in OCT imaging and methods for supplementing that information with molec-

ular sensing. This work contributes to the fields of OCT and molecular sensing by

demonstrating: 1. a quantitative method for classifying tumor vs. normal tissues,

2. in vivo molecular imaging with OCT using targeted nanoparticles, 3. in vivo

molecular imaging with coregistered OCT and fluorescence, 4. a new method for

noninvasive molecular sensing of glucose. The first three of these items expand the

capability of OCT to enable the development of diagnostic and therapeutic agents

for cancer using small animal models. The last item furthers a key goal for molecular

sensing, which is noninvasive glucose detection for diabetics.

2.1 Converting Time Domain to Spectral Domain OCT

One of the advantages of OCT over other biomedical imaging modalities is high

imaging speed and resolution. To this end, I describe the design and implementation

for converting our lab’s existing time domain OCT system into a spectral domain

OCT system. This system achieves higher imaging speed as well as higher resolution.

Higher resolution is achieved by correcting system dispersion digitally. The design

and implementation of this system as well as a digital system dispersion correction

method are described in Appendix A.

The defining component of spectral domain OCT is the spectrometer detector.

The spectrometer consists of a collimating, off-axis parabolic mirror, a diffraction

grating, a focusing optic, and a linear CCD array. The focusing optic is a custom

designed Cooke triplet, designed in Zemax and Code V, that uses four commercially

available off-the-shelf lenses. Since wavenumber resolution, δk, limits imaging depth,

the focusing optic is well-corrected over a field of view of +/- 8 ◦, corresponding to

the diffraction grating angular dispersion of the source spectrum.
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To enable minimally invasive, endoscopic small animal imaging, our lab’s OCT

systems are endoscopic. One of the problems with the existing endoscope is signifi-

cant back-reflection within the endoscope. Unfortunately, spectral domain OCT is

more sensitive than time domain OCT to this defect. The back-reflections in the

existing endoscope arise near the object and image planes, i.e. the fiber-glass inter-

face and the air-cover glass interface near the tissue. Therefore, a new endoscope

design and implementation are described that introduce tilted interfaces minimize

coupling into the detector of these back-reflections.

Spectral domain OCT images are constructed by taking the Fourier Transform

of the interference signal with respect to wavenumber, k. The data on the CCD

pixels in this design is not evenly spaced with respect to wavenumber, however, so

resampling is performed to remedy this. To determine how to resample the data,

spectra from a mirror at two different opd locations is collected. Using the Hilbert

Transform, the signal phase at each pixel is computed. Each spectrum of a mirror

at a single opd should result in a phase that is linear with respect to wavenumber.

Recall the argument, φ of a spectral domain OCT signal: φ = k◦opd. In the presence

of system dispersion, however, the argument is: φ = k◦opd + φdispersion. By taking

spectra from a mirror at two different opd locations, φdispersion, can be corrected by

subtraction, as follows:

φ1 = k◦opd1 + φdispersion

φ2 = k◦opd2 + φdispersion

∆φ = φ1 − φ2

= k◦opd1 + φdispersion − k◦opd2 − φdispersion

= k◦ (opd1 − opd2)

The resultant phase should be linear with respect to wavenumber, k, since opd1−
opd2 is constant. The phase is resampled to achieve this. Once the resampling values

are determined, φdispersion can be estimated by resampling the original spectrum from

the mirror at opd1, computing the phase with the Hilbert Transform, and fitting a
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line to the phase. Subtracting the fitted line from the phase leaves the nonlinear

portion, or φdispersion.

Software written in C++ is described that includes a graphical user interface

(GUI) and calibration, image reconstruction, and post-processing algorithms. A

MATLAB executable is incorporated in this code to perform some of the calibration

steps.

2.2 Identifying Colorectal Tumors based on Tissue Microstructure

OCT has been shown to provide non-destructive, informational images of the

azoxymethane (AOM) -treated mouse model of colorectal cancer. Changes in tissue

microstructure have been identified that indicate developing colorectal tumors. A

blind expert panel of mouse colon pathologists correctly identified 95% of adenomas

(tumors) and only misclassified one normal location as an adenoma based on tissue

microstructure in OCT images.12 With the increased imaging speeds facilitated with

Fourier domain OCT, more OCT images can be collected per mouse, even enabling

three-dimensional imaging of the entire distal colon. This work presents quantitative

metrics for automatically identifying adenomas in these images. These metrics can

be used to create a two-dimensional “disease map” from a three-dimensional dataset,

allowing a researcher to quickly visualize the entire mouse colon, non-destructively

and over multiple time points. This work is described in detail in a peer-reviewed

publication in the Journal of Biomedical Optics included in Appendix B.

Three quantitative metrics are studied to differentiate normal from diseased tis-

sue, based on changes in tissue microstructure identified by Hariri, et al.12, specif-

ically attenuation and underlying layer visibility. These metrics are 1. average

grayscale in the mucosa, 2. the slope of attenuation in the mucosa, 3. slope standard

deviation due to underlying layers. A MATLAB code is described that computes

these metrics at each A-scan and saves them in a text file. Another MATLAB code

keeps track of the actual disease state of the tissue at each A-scan, determined man-

ually using ex vivo hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) slides. Lastly, MATLAB is used
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to compare the quantitative metric values to the disease state of the tissue to mea-

sure the sensitivity and specificity of the metrics for identifying disease. The most

consistent metric for identifying developing tumors is shown to be slope standard

deviation, which achieves 89% sensitivity and 70% specificity.

To create a two-dimensional disease map, the slope standard deviation metric

is encoded as a color for each en face colon location. The areas with low slope

standard deviation (or minimal layer visibility) correlate well with adenomas and

developing tumors identified in ex vivo histology slides.

2.3 Imaging Contrast Agents for Molecular Sensing

2.3.1 EGFR Targeted Nanoshells

Molecular sensing in OCT is facilitated by gold nanoparticles. This study, also

described in Appendix B, shows that epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)

targeted gold nanoshells enhance the surface signal of OCT images in regions of the

AOM-treated mouse colon with up-regulated EGFR expression. Identifying EGFR-

rich regions in vivo enables tumor stratification and the identification of normal

areas at risk for tumor development.

The quantitative metrics described in the previous section also address the an-

ticipated changes due to the presence of gold nanoshells. EGFR-rich regions are

identified using immunostained ex vivo slides, and MATLAB is used to test the cor-

relation with the quantitative metrics. Average grayscale is shown to best correlate

with increasing expression of EGFR.

2.3.2 VEGFR Targeted Fluorescent Probe

Molecular sensing with OCT is limited by the nonspecific background of heteroge-

nous tissue scattering. Fluorescence in the near-infrared (NIR) has a significantly

lower background, improving specificity, and can be coregistered with OCT to cap-

ture anatomical information. In this study, the location of adenomas identified in

OCT is compared with fluorescence from a vascular endothelial growth factor recep-
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tor (VEGFR) targeted probe, as described in a manuscript submitted to the Journal

of Molecular Imaging included in Appendix C.

MATLAB analysis is described to differentiate autofluorescence from VEGFR-

targeted probe fluorescence and to compare VEGFR-targeted probe fluorescence

with OCT-identified tumor locations. The study shows that fluorescence from the

probe is a potential diagnostic agent for colorectal tumors, with 83% sensitivity and

85% specificity.

Marked variation in fluorescence between tumors indicates the probe as a po-

tential agent for stratifying tumors based on VEGFR expression. A short follow-up

study of two AOM-treated mice is described in the manuscript that verifies that

fluorescence from VEGFR-targeted probe is colocalized with VEGFR expression.

Some locations with nonspecific fluorescence are identified.

2.4 Noninvasive Glucose Sensing using Polarimetry

An important goal in molecular sensing is noninvasive glucose detection for diabetics.

Optical polarimetry is a promising method for glucose detection, which is readily

calibrated to provide absolute values of glucose concentration. The current hurdle

for this method is the confounding signal from time-varying, corneal birefringence.

A new polarimetric method is presented in an SPIE Proceedings paper included

in Appendix D which is less sensitive to this confounder than previously reported

methods.

The unique aspect of this design is that a polarimetric signal is measured using

optical interference without the use of polarizers. This design is insensitive to corneal

alignment errors, critical for previous designs. The insensitivity to corneal alignment

as well as not using polarizers minimizes the signal due to time-varying corneal

birefringence, as shown using a Mathematica simulation modeling the system design

and the polarization properties of the eye.
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2.5 Conclusion

This work demonstrates the utility of OCT to rapidly identify colorectal tumors

in the AOM-treated mouse colon as well as identify relevant biomarkers (such

as EGFR) using targeted gold nanoshells. To overcome poor contrast of these

agents due to a highly scattering, heterogenous background from tissue, a combined

OCT/fluorescence imaging system is shown that coregisters tissue microstructure

with OCT and specific molecular sensing with fluorescence. Quantifying molecular

concentration is difficult with OCT and fluorescence but is relatively straightforward

using optical polarimetry. A new polarimetric method of noninvasive glucose de-

tection is presented that is minimally sensitive to confounders identified in previous

designs.
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APPENDIX A

Endoscopic Spectral Domain Optical Coherence Tomography

A.1 Spectrometer Design

To convert our time domain OCT system into a spectral domain OCT system, the

photodiode detector is replaced with a CCD-based spectrometer. The specifications

for the spectrometer are dictated by the light source spectrum, the depth resolution,

and the imaging depth. The depth resolution should ultimately be limited by the

light source, via the coherence length ∆z = 2ln(2)
π

λ 2

∆λ
where ∆z and ∆λ are the

full widths at half maximum (FWHM) for the depth point spread function and

the source bandwidth respectively assuming a Gaussian source spectrum. Ideally,

the imaging depth should be limited by the scattering properties of the sample at

the source wavelengths. For most applications in our lab, we are limited due to

scattering at 1-2 mm. Considering this parameters for our light source, which emits

light from 800-1000 nm, the spectrometer specifications are given in Table A.1.

In spectral domain OCT, like time domain OCT, the depth resolution of the sys-

tem depends on the detected spectral bandwidth. For this CCD-based spectrometer

design, the entire spectral bandwidth, from 800-1000 nm must be imaged onto the

pixel array.

The imaging depth, zmax, is related to the spectral resolution, δλ, in the same

way that the spectral bandwidth, ∆λ, is related to the depth resolution, ∆z. Both

Table A.1: Spectrometer Specifications

Source Bandwidth 800-1000 nm
Depth Resolution 2.3 µm
Imaging Depth 2 mm
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are linked via the Fourier Transform, so zmax = 2ln(2)
π

λ 2

δλ
. Therefore, δλ should be

no greater than: 2ln(2)
π

λ 2

zmax
. The greatest restriction on δλ occurs at the minimum

wavelength, λ = 800nm, or δλ ≤ 0.14 nm.

The spectrometer design contains four main components: a collimator, a spec-

trally dispersive element, a focusing lens, and a detector array. In the design of

this spectrometer, the constrains begin at the detector, which is the most expensive

element, the choice of which subsequently constrains the other components.

A.1.1 CCD Array

To achieve a spectral resolution of δλ ≤ 0.14 nm and detect the full 200 nm band-

width, a minimum of 200/0.14 ≈ 1, 429 pixels is required. Commercially available

CCD arrays typically come with a number of pixels factorable by two (512, 1024,

2048, 4096).

At the time this spectrometer was designed, CCD arrays with up to 4096 pixels

were commercially available. The specifications of these arrays showed that pixel

arrays with 2048 pixels had larger pixel sizes than arrays with 4096 pixels, result-

ing in less read-out noise. Larger pixel size also loosens the geometric spot size

specification for the focusing optic. Therefore, a CCD array with 2048 pixels was

chosen.

The commercial CCD array selected is an Atmel Aviiva M2 CL Linescan Camera

(San Jose, CA) with 2048 pixels and a 14 µm pitch. The specifications for this

camera are included at the end of Appendix A. Each pixel is 14 µm by 14 µm with

no spacing between pixels resulting in a 28.672 mm array length.

A.1.2 Grating

Spectral dispersion can be accomplished with a prism or a grating. Gratings are

typically used because high spectral resolution can be achieved with a relatively

small beam diameter and also because they are less bulky.

The spectral resolution of a grating, δλ, is limited by the diffraction order, m,
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and the number of periodic grooves illuminated, N , as shown in equation A.1. Most

gratings are first order gratings, that is they are efficient at m = 1. The number of

grooves illuminated, N , depends upon the density of the grooves as well as the beam

diameter. Groove densities range from 200 grooves per mm up to 3600 grooves per

mm. Groove densities between 200 and 1200 mm −1 are easily manufactured, and

therefore relatively inexpensive.

λ

δλ
= mN (A.1)

To achieve δλ ≤ 0.14 nm, assuming m = 1, the number of illuminated grooves,

N , must be at least 7,143. For a groove density of 1200 mm −1, the beam diameter

must be 6 mm. This diameter is assuming uniform light distribution; however, this

OCT system is fiber-based to facilitate endoscopic imaging, and light propagating in

a single mode fiber has a Gaussian profile. Gaussian profiles are preferred for many

applications because they retain their profile shape when propagated through space

or through lenses, so long as the Gaussian beam is not clipped by an aperture. Beam

clipping results in undesirable sidelobes, that limit system sensitivity. Diffraction

from a Gaussian beam can be roughly equated to diffraction from a uniform beam,

assumed in equation A.1 by using the FWHM, ∆xFWHM in place of the uniform

beam diameter. Therefore, the constraint for a Gaussian beam is that the FWHM

is 6 mm, but the actual aperture size should be greater to minimize beam clipping.

The FWHM is the diameter of the beam where the amplitude has dropped to 1/2 of

the maximum. The beam diameter at 1/ε of the maximum can be found by equation

A.2.

∆xε = ∆xFWHM

√
ln ε

ln 2
(A.2)

To collect out to 1% of the maximum (ε = 100), the aperture must be at least

15.5 mm in diameter, enabling the use of widely available one inch (clear aperture

22 mm typical) optical components.

The angular dispersion of the grating is determined by the grating equation,
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A.3, where θd is the dispersion angle referenced to the optical axis, θi is the angle

of incidence, G is the groove density, and m is the grating order.

sin(θd)− sin(θi) = mGλ (A.3)

Equation A.3 is valid for a thin grating, but when the grating becomes thick,

the efficiency for higher orders (m 6= 1) and for wavelengths other than the design

wavelength diminishes. For a limited wavelength and angular range, the efficiency

can be quite high. The information about the wavelength / angular range is given

by the grating manufacturer as the Bragg wavelength. When the grating meets

the Bragg condition (θi = −θd) at the specified wavelength (dubbed the Bragg

wavelength), efficiency above 80% is easily achieved.

Wasatch Photonics (Logan, UT) designs transmissive, holographic gratings near

the wavelength range of our system, λBragg = 830 nm, with 1200 G/mm (1.2

G/µm). At this wavelength, the angle of incidence for highest efficiency occurs

at θi = arcsin(−0.5 ∗ 1.2 ∗ 0.830) = −30 ◦. When used away from this specific angle

of incidence, high efficiency performance can be shifted to a different wavelength.

The angle/wavelength pair to achieve high efficiency can be found using Kogelnik’s

analysis for thick gratings87.

The equation for grating efficiency, η, as described by Kogelnik is given in equa-

tion A.4.

η =
sin
(√

ν 2 + ξ 2
)

2

1 + ξ 2

ν 2

(A.4)

The variable ν depends on the physics of the grating, which are unknown; there-

fore, for the analysis the highest (best) value of ν is assumed: ν = π
2
. The variable

ξ depends upon the wavelength (in air) and angle of incidence in the medium, as

shown in equations A.5 and A.6. The angle of incidence in the medium, θ′i, is re-

lated to the angle of incidence in air, θi, via Snell’s Law: θ′i = arcsin(sin(θi) /n).

The refractive index of the medium (dichromated gelatin), n, is around n = 1.55.
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ξ =
Θd

2 cos(θ′i)
(A.5)

Θ = ∆θ′i2πG cos(θ′i)−∆λG 2π

n
(A.6)

The variable Θ is called the detuning parameter, which indicates how a change

in incident angle or wavelength affects the overall efficiency. The variable d is the

grating thickness (estimated to be 6 nm for this grating, which is typical). The

optimal efficiency for center wavelength λ = 900 nm occurs at θi = −33 ◦, found

empirically using MATLAB. The maximum drop in efficiency occurs for 800 nm

and 1000 nm at about 30%. The maximum efficiency in the specifications for this

grating, provided by Wasatch Photonics, is 85%, so the minimum efficiency is about

60%.

Using θi = −33 ◦, the angular dispersion for 800-1000 nm can be determined

using the grating equation, A.3. The spectrum from 800-1000 nm disperses approx-

imately around 33 ◦ +/- 8.1 ◦.

A.1.3 Collimator

Recall that to achieve the appropriate spectral resolution, the beam diameter of

15.5 mm at the 1% maximum is required. This beam diameter is determined by the

focal length of the collimator and the numerical aperture (NA) of the fiber. The

fiber in this spectrometer is Corning HI780, which has an NA of 0.14 at the 1%

maximum. The NA is related to the angle, U , at which the light exits the fiber, as

measured in the far field, into a material of refractive index n, as shown in equation

A.7. In this system, the fiber exits into air, so n = 1. The angle, U , for NA=0.14

is approximately 8 ◦. The beam reaches 15.5 mm at 0.5 ∗ 15.5/ tan(8 ◦) ≈ 55 mm.

Therefore, the focal length of the collimator must be near 55 mm.

NA = n sin(U) (A.7)

To collimate the beam with theoretically no aberrations, an off-axis, parabolic

mirror is used. A number of off-axis, parabolic mirrors are available from Edmund
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Optics (Barrington, NJ). A parabolic mirror 30 ◦ off-axis is used because in this

configuration the fiber and fiber mount do not block the reflected light. The effective

focal length (EFL) of the mirrors, as defined on the Edmund Optics website, is the

distance from the focal point to the center of the mirror. The nearest available EFL

to the calculated value of 55 mm is EFL=54.45 mm (Edmund Optics part number

NT47-085).

A.1.4 Focusing Optic

The focusing optic focuses the spectrally dispersed light from the grating onto the

CCD array. The spectral range 800-1000 nm, dispersed at 33 ◦ +/- 8.1 ◦, needs to

be imaged onto the 28.672 mm array. The angular spread, ∆θ = 2 ∗ 8.1 ◦, and the

length of the image plane, L = 28.672 mm determine the focal length of the optic,

F = L
2
÷ tan

(
∆θ
2

)
= 101 mm. With 2048 pixels, the spectral resolution is smaller

than necessary to achieve the specified image depth, so the 200 nm bandwidth may

be imaged onto a subset of these pixels and still meet the image depth specification.

This flexibility allows the focal length to be varied in the focusing optic design,

allowing a lens design package to find an optimum solution (small spot size). Using

this flexibility, the target system focal length is F ≈ 100 mm and allowed to vary

during optimization.

The focusing optic design is a Cooke triplet, which uses multiple lenses to min-

imize all five third order Seidel aberrations (spherical, coma, astigmatism, field

curvature, distortion). By choosing appropriate glass types, crown glasses for the

outer, positive focal length elements and a flint glass for the central, negative focal

length element, chromatic aberration can also be minimized. These aberrations can

also be well-corrected over the specified field of view using a single lens with aspheric

surfaces, but such custom optics can be expensive. Using multiple lenses allows for

greater flexibility when trying to match commercially available lenses to decrease

the cost of the optic.

The starting point for this lens is taken from Kingslake’s book, Lens Design Fun-

damentals.88 A Cooke triplet lens is described in the book for photography, using
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the visible bandwidth, 400-700 nm, a focal length of 10 units (f-number, f/4.5), and

a field of view of +/-20 ◦. Using this starting point, a lens design software package,

such as Zemax, can optimize a new solution for the appropriate bandwidth (800-1000

nm), focal length (100 mm), and field of view (+/-8.1 ◦). After inputting the values

for the surface curvatures, spacings, and refractive indices given in Kingslake (page

293), I scaled the f/4.5 system to have a focal length of 109 mm. Then, I incremen-

tally optimized using standard glasses (BK7 and SF11), the appropriate bandwidth

(800-1000 nm), and lower field of view (+/-8.1 ◦). I limited the lens apertures to

22 mm, consistent with commercially available optics. I also incrementally moved

the system stop from the center of the system to outside of the system, since the

physical system stop in this design is the diffraction grating. After incrementally

optimizing for the appropriate system parameters, I began searching for commer-

cially available lenses to fit the curvatures defined by Zemax. I split the middle lens,

so that I could use two different lenses to better match the defined curvatures. I

optimized the remaining optics after finding each commercially available match.

The metric used to optimize the lens design is the Modulation Transfer Function

(MTF). The MTF assesses the ability of the optic to capture spatial frequencies.

The y-axis is the visibility of the spatial frequency in the image plane, and the x-

axis is the spatial frequency. Ultimately, the CCD array should limit the maximum

spatial frequency, dictated by the pixel size. A pixel array with 14 µm pixels samples

at spatial frequency, fsampling = 1/0.014 = 71.4 mm −1. As described by the Nyquist

sampling theorem, the maximum recovered frequency is half the sampling frequency,

fmax = fsampling/2 = 35.7 mm −1. Therefore, the MTF from 0 to 35.7 mm −1 is the

optimization metric.

On a side note, the design was started in Zemax and finished in Code V due

to the availability of software packages. Either lens design package, in general, is

capable of the full design. The figures shown are from Code V.

The final design is shown in Figure A.1. The lens vendors, part numbers, curva-

tures, and spacings are given in Table A.2. Table A.2 is formatted as in Zemax and

Code V, where each row corresponds to a surface. The surface has a radius of cur-
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Figure A.1: The focusing optic is a Cooke triplet design. To fit the design to com-
mercially available lenses, the middle lens is split, allowing for additional flexibility.
The wavefronts originate from the system stop (grating) placed 19 mm ahead of the
first lens component. The field angles 0, 4 ◦, 5.6 ◦, 6 ◦, and 8.1 ◦ are shown.

vature and a protruding distance following it (center or edge thickness). The space

following the surface is filled with either glass (specified) or air (default). Lenses are

labeled at the first surface.

The spacers are custom machined aluminum rings with an outer diameter of 25

mm and inner diameter of 23 mm. The thickness of the rings is equivalent to the

edge thickness given in Table A.2. Varying the lens spacings in Code V shows that

errors in lens spacing of+/- 0.05 mm minimally influence the Modulation Transfer

Function (MTF) out to 35.7 mm −1. This precision is easily achieved. The lenses

and spacers are mounted in a C-mount extension tube from Edmund Optics (part

number NT58-736).

Figure A.2 shows the MTF for 800, 900, and 1000 nm. The MTFs are shown

separately for different wavelengths because the wavelengths are spatially separated

by the grating and do not superimpose. The contrast drops to 0.1, 0.4, and 0.5 at

35.7 mm −1 for 800, 900, and 1000 nm respectively.

The focusing optic is mounted in a C-mount extension tube, which is mounted to

the CCD array camera using a standard F-mount adapter plate (Atmel) and custom

aluminum tubes. The first tube is threaded to allow the C-mount extension to be
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Figure A.2: The Modulation Transfer Functions (MTF) for three wavelengths - 800,
900, 1000 nm - are shown. The different curves represent various field angles (0, 4 ◦,
5.6 ◦, 6 ◦, and 8.1 ◦) in the sagittal (dotted line) and tangential (solid line) planes.
The pixel array is in the tangential plane, so the MTF of the tangential field angle is
most relevant. Each wavelength is associated with a particular field angle, which is
indicated in bold for each MTF. For 800 nm and 1000 nm, the field angle is nearest
8.1 ◦. For 900 nm, the field angle is nearest 0 ◦.
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Figure A.3: The focusing optic is mounted in a C-mount extension tube, cut to 25
mm in length. The extension tube is threaded into a custom aluminum tube, which
is fitted inside a second tube to adjust the distance between the focusing optic and
the CCD array. The outer tube is mounted to the CCD array camera via a F-mount
adapter plate.

attached. This tube fits into an outer tube. The outer tube contains through-holes

at the back in order to attach with screws to the F-mount adapter plate. The tubes

slip together to vary the length from the C-mount extension tube (containing the

focusing optic) and the CCD array. The target distance from the final lens in the

focusing optic to the CCD array is 71 mm. The tube length is set by three padded

screws around the outside of the outer tube, locking the inner tube in place. This

mount is illustrated in Figure A.3.

A.1.5 Alignment

The assembled spectrometer is shown in Figure A.4. A procedure for aligning the

described spectrometer is described below. It is helpful to keep in mind some rel-

atively simple goals while stepping through this procedure. The first goal is to

position the fiber at the focal point of the parabolic mirror. Deviations from the

focal point result in aberrations that cause the reflected light to appear asymmetric.
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Figure A.4: Light from the OCT detection fiber is collimated by an off-axis parabolic
mirror. Light is dispersed by a diffraction grating and focused onto a linear CCD
array via a custom focusing optic.

When positioned correctly, the reflected light maintains its diameter (collimated)

and is perfectly circular. The second goal is to orient the grating such that the light

is dispersed in the horizontal direction. Rotating the grating about the optical axis

causes the light to disperse at an angle, which will not be efficiently captured by

the horizontal CCD pixel array. The last goal is to position the focusing optic such

that the dispersed light is focused on the CCD array.

1. The mechanical mount of the grating is at a fixed height. Therefore, adjust

the height of the fiber mount such that light traveling parallel to the table will

clear the grating aperture.

2. Adjust the mirror height by eye such that the center of the mirror is at the

same height as the center of the grating.

3. Position the fiber and mirror such that the distance between them is approx-

imately 54.45 mm and the angle between them is approximately 30 ◦. (After

reflection at the mirror, the propagation direction of the collimated beam
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should be 60 ◦ relative to the propagation direction of the beam incident on

the mirror.)

4. Adjust the fiber mount xy-translation stage while observing the reflected beam

at a distance of 1-2 feet. Find the location where the beam is a perfect circle.

5. Let the beam travel the length of the optical table. Two aberrations should

dominate when the fiber is not at focus: coma and astigmatism. Adjust the

mirror orientation (rotation about the optical axis). When correctly oriented,

the tangential and sagittal foci (due to astigmatism) are parallel and perpen-

dicular to the optical table respectively. (The pattern with depth forms a

cross, not an ‘X’.)

6. Use a laser level to test the beam height over the length of the optical table.

Adjust the tip (up/down) of the tip/tilt mirror mount together with the height

of the fiber mount to achieve a constant beam height.

7. Screw a tall post into the line of holes in the optical table containing the mirror

mount and (eventually) the grating mount. Adjust the tilt (left/right) of the

tip/tilt mirror mount and the lateral position of the fiber mount so that the

beam travels straight over that line of holes in the optical table.

8. For each lateral adjustment, check that the light exiting the fiber is still inci-

dent on the center of the mirror. Rotate the fiber mount post in its post base

to achieve this.

9. Iterate until the beam is traveling in a straight line and asymmetry in the

beam shape (due to coma and astigmatism) is minimized.

10. Translate the fiber mount toward/away from the mirror to find the best focal

position and collimate the beam. Check the beam diameter as a function of

distance to test collimation.

11. Place the camera in the beam path (without the grating).
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12. Visually inspect the height of the beam relative to the CCD array and adjust

the camera height.

13. Add the focusing optic in front of the CCD array and observe the digital output

of the camera on the computer. Adjust the tip (up/down) of the tip/tilt mirror

mount to position the focused light on the CCD array.

14. Adjust the distance between the focusing optic and the CCD array to achieve

the highest signal (best focus).

15. Insert the grating. Rotate the grating to approximately -32 ◦ degrees (angle

from the grating normal to the incident beam points clockwise) and fine tune

the rotation such that the dispersed light is visually brightest using an IR

card.

16. Orient the grating by rotating it about the optical axis such that the light is

dispersed in the horizontal direction.

17. Position the camera / focusing optic assembly such that the dispersed light

is centered on the CCD array. The orientation of the grating (rotation about

the optical axis and rotation about its mount) may need to be fine tuned to

capture the entire spectrum.

A.2 Endoscope Design

The original endoscope built for time domain OCT suffers significant back reflections

at the fiber/GRIN interface and the cover glass interfaces. Spectral domain OCT

usually does not filter the DC term, so it is more sensitive to back reflections than

time domain OCT. Therefore, an endoscope re-design is required. The design is

based upon the combined time domain OCT and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF)

endoscope design by Alex Tumlinson.89 A mechanical drawing of this design is shown

in Figure A.5. The endoscope described for this system draws on this basic design

but changes the numerical aperture, the curvature of the rod prism where the light
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Figure A.5: The endoscope re-design described in this section is based on the original
dual modality OCT and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) endoscope designed in our
laboratory.89 The OCT fiber is focused by a GRIN lens and reflected onto the tissue
by a rod prism with aluminized reflective coating. The excitation (1) and collection
(2) fibers are attached directly to the rod prism and are unfocused. The entire
assembly is enclosed in a cover glass, shaped like a test tube, to isolate it from the
tissue.

exits, and the angles between the fiber/GRIN interface and rod prism reflective

interface.

The endoscope design uses a gradient index (GRIN) lens to focus the OCT chan-

nel and a rod prism to direct both the OCT and LIF excitation sideways out of the

endoscope. The LIF excitation is unfocused and produces a spot of approximately

1 mm on the tissue. The numerical aperture (NA) of GRIN lens is affected by its

length, as shown in Figure A.6. By choosing a length between 1/4 and 1/2 pitch, the

NA can be tailored. For the OCT channel, the NA determines the lateral resolution

and depth of focus. Furthermore, a spacer placed between the fiber and GRIN lens

can tailor the location of the focus (working distance).

The main application for this endoscope is mouse colon imaging. Based on

previous work in our laboratory imaging mouse colon, the region of interest lies from
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Figure A.6: The length of the GRIN lens determines its numerical aperture. As
shown in this illustration by GRINTECH90, a pitch length, P, is the distance between
conjugate points within the GRIN. A pitch between 1/4 and 1/2 P describes a
focusing GRIN lens.

the colon surface to approximately 420 µm deep. The location of the submucosa is

diagnostically relevant, as mucosal thickening is indicative of disease. In a normal

colon, the submucosa is approximately 210 µm deep in tissue. Using MATLAB

to model Gaussian beam propagation for a given numerical aperture, NA 0.1 can

be shown to exhibit high resolution over this length in tissue (n=1.4). Figure A.7

illustrates the lateral spot diameter as a function of depth at the half maximum

(solid red line) and the 1/e 2 point (dotted blue line). The half maximum point is

typically quoted to describe the lateral resolution. From -210 µm to +210 µm, the

spot diameter ranges from 5 µm to 15 µm.

The working distance is specified to position the focus at a tissue depth of 210

µm. After exiting the GRIN lens, the light travels through a rod prism, an air gap,

the cover glass, and then the tissue. The air gap and cover glass thickness are known

from the original endoscope design. The rod prism, however, is redesigned to limit

coupling from reflections at the cover glass. The rod prism design is nearly identical

to the original, shown in Figure A.5, with the exception that the light exits the flat

face of the rod prism instead of the curved interface and the rod prism is angled

at 41 ◦ instead of 45 ◦. With this design, only the flat faces need to be optically
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Figure A.7: The spot diameter as a function of depth in tissue (n=1.4) is shown.
The depth is measured as the distance from the beam focus. The spot diameters
at the half maximum (solid red line) and at the 1/e 2 point (dotted blue line) are
shown. The lateral resolution is typically quoted at the half maximum; whereas,
the numerical aperture (NA) for a fiber-based GRIN assembly is typically quoted at
the 1/e 2 point. The length of interest in the colon is approximately 400 µm, over
which the FWHM lateral resolution ranges from 5 µm to 15 µm.

polished, reducing the expense of manufacturing. Also, the angle of the reflective

face results in the reflected light striking the outer cover glass 3 ◦ away from normal

incidence, reducing coupling from back reflections at the cover glass interfaces. Since

these interfaces are near the focus of the endoscope, they are efficient at coupling

reflected light at normal incidence. The new rod prism design is shown in Figure

A.8.

With the rod prism design fixed, the working distance can be computed. This

distance is specified as the equivalent distance in air, as opposed to the physical

distance the light travels through the rod prism (silica, n=1.45), through the air gap

(n=1), through the cover glass (silica, n=1.45), and into the tissue (n=1.4). The

equivalent working distanceWD in air is the physical length divided by the refractive

index. The OCT beam travels a distance Lp in the rod prism with refractive index

1.45 (silica), a distance in air between the rod prism and cover glass La, a distance

in the cover glass Lc with refractive index 1.45 (silica), and a distance in tissue Lt
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Figure A.8: The rod prism has an aluminized face to reflect the OCT and LIF
light outward, onto the tissue. The reflective face is angled at 41 ◦ so that light
reflected at interfaces following this surface will not efficiently couple back into the
fiber. Limited coupling of back reflected light is important in spectral domain OCT,
which does not filter the DC term.

with refractive index 1.4.

WD =
Lp

1.45
+
La
1

+
Lc

1.45
+
Lt
1.4

(A.8)

Without delving into the geometry, the distances are computed as follows, where

2.20 mm is the physical length of the rod prism, 0.6 mm is the height at which the

OCT beam is incident on the reflective surface of the rod prism, 0.15 mm is the

distance in air between the rod prism exit and the cover glass, 0.10 is the thickness

of the cover glass, and 0.21 is the tissue depth. Since the beam does not exit at

normal incidence to the surfaces following reflection, cosine terms are needed.

Lp = 2.20− 0.60/ tan(41 ◦) + 0.60/ cos(4 ◦)

La = 0.15/ cos(4 ◦)

Lc = 0.10/ cos(4 ◦)

Lt = 0.21/ cos(4 ◦)
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Figure A.9: The GRIN assembly is composed of a glass spacer and a GRIN lens
to simultaneously achieve an NA 0.1 and WD 1.83 mm. Although not specified in
the drawing, the first surface, where the fiber is incident on the GRIN assembly, is
angled at 8 ◦ to limit back reflections.

The working distance for a focal position 210 µm in tissue is 1.83 mm in air.

The final specifications for the GRIN/spacer assembly are NA 0.1 and WD 1.83

mm. The diameter of the GRIN assembly, as in the original endoscope design, is

1.0 mm. A mechanical drawing of the GRIN assembly, produced by GRINTECH

GmbH (Jena, Germany), is shown in Figure A.9. To limit back reflections, the fiber

(enclosed in a glass ferrule) / spacer interface is angled at 8 ◦. This angled interface

is the most crucial, as in the previous endoscope, this interface exhibited the most

efficient coupling of reflected light.
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A.3 System Performance

The sensitivity, dynamic range, and imaging depth (roll-off) quantify system per-

formance for spectral domain OCT. Sensitivity and dynamic range are similar in

definition. Both describe the ratio of the maximum to minimum signal (noise floor)

detectable with a system. The difference is that the minimum detectable signal

described with sensitivity can be measured with maximum system gain, where the

maximum detectable signal is saturated. The dynamic range describes the maxi-

mum and minimum signal detectable with the same gain settings. Therefore, the

sensitivity is always greater than the dynamic range of the system. The imaging

depth or roll-off describes the decrease in signal as the opd moves away from zero.

Roll-off is inherent to Fourier domain OCT systems as a result of finite spectral

resolution.

The sensitivity and dynamic range of this system are 88 dB and 68 dB respec-

tively. The signal drops by 6 dB at an imaging depth of 0.85 mm. The following

sections describe methods for measuring these values.

A.3.1 Sensitivity

The method for measuring system sensitivity and dynamic range is described in

detail by Tumlinson, et al.91 My specific procedure is as follows.

1. Place an aluminized fiber, taped to a microscope slide, at the focus of the

endoscope.

2. Adjust the polarization paddles to achieve maximum fringe visibility across

the spectrum, using the spectral view.

3. Switch to the A-scan view. Slightly decouple the fiber butt coupler at the

entrance to the endoscope until the A-scan peak is just at the noise floor.

4. Adjust the reference arm mirror location to place the A-scan peak near zero

opd (pixel location 100).
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5. Set the camera exposure time high, close to 3 ms, and attenuate the reference

arm with an ND filter to keep from saturating (ND 0.6 recommended).

6. Capture 1000 A-scans and measure the peak, Soct, and standard deviation of

the noise, σ, near the peak position.

7. Remove the aluminum fiber and measure the power exiting the endoscope with

an optical power meter, Pmin.

8. Re-couple the fiber to the endoscope and measure the power exiting the en-

doscope, Pmax.

9. Compute the sensitivity, Σ, using equation A.9

Σ = 20 log
(
Soct
σ

)
+ 20 log

(
Pmax
Pmin

)
(A.9)

The sensitivity is defined as the ratio of the maximum to minimum detectable

signals. Using the mathematical properties of logarithms and by rearranging terms,

the ratio can be more clearly illustrated, as in equation A.10.

Σ = 20 log
(
Pmax
σ

Soct
Pmin

)
(A.10)

The term Soct

Pmin
effectively converts the optical power measurement Pmax into an

OCT signal. This signal cannot be measured directly because the gain settings are

at maximum and the signal would saturate.

The units of sensitivity are typically given in decibels (dB). The equation to

convert a ratio to dB depends on whether the signal is collected as a voltage or

as power. Since optical power is converted to a voltage in this system, the voltage

equation for dB is utilized.

Using this procedure, I measured a system sensitivity of 88 dB.
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A.3.2 Dynamic Range

The dynamic range can be measured using a typical image taken with the system.

The dynamic range (DR) is computed by taking the ratio of the maximum signal,

Soct, to the standard deviation of the noise, σ, and converting to decibels, as shown

in equation A.11. Since the maximum signal and noise floor are computed within

the same image, the system settings are necessarily the same.

DR = 20 log
(
Soct
σ

)
(A.11)

Using multiple images of mouse colon, I measured a DR between 44 and 68 dB.

The variation in DR is due to the variation in the maximum signal. Higher DR is

measured in images in which the maximum signal is near saturation.

A.3.3 Roll-off

Due to finite spectral resolution, the signal drops as a function of imaging depth. To

quantify this effect, the image depth at a signal drop of 6 dB is typically reported

in the literature. This depth is found as follows.

1. Locate the signal peak on the A-scan viewer from the outer cover glass of the

endoscope.

2. Use the reference arm mirror location to position this peak at or near zero opd

in the A-scan. Note the peak value and the reference arm mirror location, as

read from the micrometer actuator on the translation stage.

3. Identify the value associated with a drop of 6 dB.

4. Move the reference arm mirror until the peak from the outer cover glass drops

to this value.

5. Note the mirror location on the micrometer actuator and compute the distance

traveled.

I measured a drop of 6 dB at an imaging depth of 0.85 mm.
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A.4 System Software

The guided user interface (GUI) for this system is written in Microsoft Visual Studio

C++. The following procedure outlines how to use this software to acquire an image

or multiple images. The procedure is organized into six steps: 1. open program, 2.

adjust settings, 3. acquire background image, 4. acquire an image, 5. acquire an

image series, and 6. image processing.

1. Open FDOCT.exe

2. Adjust Settings

(a) Click the Settings tab at the top of the Fourier Domain Imager interface.

(b) Adjust the exposure time to the desired level, shown in Figure A.10. The

units are in microseconds; 250 microseconds is a typical setting to start.

(c) Check the box to “Continuously Acquire Spectra”. Click the button

“Acquire Spectrum”.

i The Fourier Domain Imager interface will enlarge automatically,

and the bottom graph will begin flickering as spectra are acquired

and displayed, shown in Figure A.11. The graphing function of this

software contains several options. The most commonly used option

is the zoom feature. Simply click and drag to outline the section

to zoom in on. Notice that the graph autoscales unless the user

performs a zoom. Zoom on the entire graph to halt autoscaling. (To

re-enable autoscaling, right click on the graph and choose “Undo

all Zoom/Pan”.)

ii With autoscaling halted, adjust the tip/tilt stage on the reference

arm fiber coupler until the light level is maximized. It may be

necessary to “Undo all Zoom/Pan” if the light level increases sig-

nificantly.
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Figure A.10: The exposure time setting is at the top, highlighted in blue in this
screen capture.
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Figure A.11: Continuously Acquiring Spectra
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iii The y-axis for the acquired spectrum cannot exceed the bit value

4095 (for a 12 bit camera). Beyond 4095, the spectrum saturates

and can obscure an entire A-scan. A y-axis value between 3000 and

3500 is recommended to minimize saturation events.

iv Adjusting the exposure time will change the maximum y-axis value.

Click “Stop” to stop acquiring spectra. Then adjust the exposure

time by using the arrow buttons or typing in the desired expo-

sure time. The minimum exposure time is 50 microseconds and

the maximum is 3000 microseconds. After each exposure time ad-

justment, the software will freeze for a couple seconds until that

exposure time has been communicated to the camera. When the

software unfreezes, click “Acquire Spectrum” to check the y-axis

value. Repeat as necessary.

v When the exposure time is at the desired level, click “Stop” to

stop acquiring spectra, as other functions are hindered while this

process is active. The “Acquire Spectrum” and “Stop” button are

the same, as shown in Figure A.12. When the button reads “Stop”,

the software is acquiring spectra. When the button reads “Acquire

Spectrum”, the software is not acquiring spectra and the user may

adjust other parameters.

(d) Next, enter the file name and path of the appropriate calibration file,

highlighted in Figure A.13. These files are kept in a folder on the Z-drive

under “Z:\890 Fourier Domain\Current Calibration Files”. Calibration

files are stored for the endoscopic system and the in-air system. Choose

the calibration file within the appropriate folder. Be sure to copy this

calibration file into the folder where the images will be saved, as the

calibration file in this location may be overwritten.

(e) The center portion of the Settings tab, highlighted in Figure A.14, allows

the user to adjust the translation and rotation stages. For the endoscopic
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Figure A.12: Before clicking “Acquire Spectrum”, the button reads “Acquire Spec-
trum” in black characters. While continuously acquiring spectra, the button reads
“Stop” in red characters. The same button toggles between these labels when “Con-
tinuously Acquire Spectra” is checked.

Figure A.13: The red box highlights the area in the “Settings” tab where the user
enters the calibration file path and file name.
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Figure A.14: The red box highlights the area in the “Settings” tab where the user
can control the lateral and rotation stages.

system, the rod prism may not be retracted past the outer lumen of the

endoscope. Ensure that there is some distance (more than 1.5 mm)

between the rod prism and the outer lumen. Note that the endoscope

travels away from the outer lumen when the checkbox “Reversed” is

unchecked and toward the outer lumen when “Reverse” is checked.

(f) This completes the settings adjustments. The user is now ready to ac-

quire an image. For some applications, it is desirable to acquire a back-

ground image first, as described in the next step.
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Figure A.15: The GUI is continuously acquiring A-scans. Note the checkbox “Con-
tinuously Acquire Ascans” is checked, the button just to the left reads “Stop” in
red characters, and the status bar at the bottom reads “Acquiring Ascans...”.

3. Acquire Background Image

(a) Click the “Image Acquisition” tab at the top of the Fourier Domain

Imager interface.

(b) For the moment, ignore the image parameters (Number of Ascans,

Length of Scan, etc.) and check “Continuously Acquire Ascans” towards

the bottom of the tab, as shown in Figure A.15.

(c) Click the “Acquire Ascan” button just to the left of the checkbox. The
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Figure A.16: To capture a background image, immerse the endoscope in a water
bath as shown.

button name will change to “Stop”. The graph will begin flickering as

the A-scans are acquired and displayed. If the graph is still “zoomed”

from earlier, the A-scan data may not display properly. Right click on

the graph and choose “Undo all Zoom/Pan”. Since no background image

has been indicated yet, the A-scan will be dominated by the DC term,

or the term about 0 on the x-axis.

(d) To acquire a background image for endoscopic mouse colon imaging,

insert the endoscope in a water bath and cover with a black cloth as

indicated in Figure A.16. Ensure the light emerging from the endoscope

is incident on the water bath and that the endoscope cover glass is in

direct contact with the water surface.
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Figure A.17: Set the number of A-scans to 1000, the length of scan to 2 mm.
Ensure the number of images is 1 and the angular range is 0.00.

(e) Set the number of A-scans to 1000 and the length of scan to 2 mm, as

shown in Figure A.17. Ensure that the number of images is set to 1 and

the angular range is set to 0.00. Note that some of the parameters have

a colored background, indicating that they are informational (not user

inputs) and update when the user adjusts the parameters with a white

background.

(f) Click “Image Acquire”. Notice that the status bar at the bottom left of

the Fourier Domain Imager interface, highlighted in Figure A.18. The

status changes from “Ready” to “Wait...” and then later to “Acquiring

Ascans...” and “Displaying...”. Do not adjust any parameters until the

status bar returns to reading “Ready”.

(g) The newly acquired image will display in the top right portion of the

Fourier Domain Imager interface, shown in Figure A.19. Note that the

graph at the bottom shows the individual A-scans from the image, which

can be scrolled through by adjusting the “Displaying Ascan Number”

numerical box. Also, the image may be “popped out” into a separate

window by clicking the green arrow at the bottom right of the image.

This button creates a new window displaying only the image, which

can be resized to more closely examine image features or adjusted to a
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Figure A.18: Do not adjust any parameters until the status bar returns to reading
“Ready”. In this screen capture, the system status is “Acquiring Ascans...”

different height/width ratio.

(h) To save the image, type the appropriate file path in the “File Path” text

box and file name in the “File Name” text box. Click Save. When the im-

age is saved, the status bar reads “Saved ‘image name’. Ready”, as shown

in Figure A.19. Background images are named using a specific conven-

tion: “back date month year time”. For example, a background image

taken on April 20, 2010 at 12:00 is named “back 20 Apr 2010 1200”.

The numerical box labeled “Increment” is automatically appended to

each file name, helping to ensure that no image is overwritten. After

each save event, the “Increment” is automatically increased by one. This

value can be manually adjusted, but it is recommended to let it continue

incrementing on its own to prevent overwriting images.

(i) Notice that four types of files are saved upon each save event. The

first is the raw 12 bit data (.raw) collected from the spectrometer. The

second is a processed text image (.oca) similar to time domain images.

The third is a bitmap, from the image display on the Fourier Domain
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Figure A.19: The background image is displayed in the top right portion of the
GUI. After clicking “Save”, the software writes the raw data, image data, image
bitmap, and header file to the file path specified. Upon completion, the status bar
reads “Saved ‘image name’. Ready.”
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Imager interface. The fourth is a header file (.hdr) which contains all

relevant information about how the raw data was processed to produce

the bitmap.

4. Acquire Image

(a) Click on the “Image Acquisition” tab at the top of the Fourier Domain

Imager interface.

(b) Check “Continuously Acquire Ascans” and click “Acquire Ascan”. The

graph will begin flickering as A-scans are acquired and displayed. Adjust

the reference arm mirror location such that the top of the sample is well

away from DC. Between 200 and 400 on the x-axis is typical. When

finished, click “Stop”.

(c) Input the “Number of Ascans” and the “Scan Length”. Ensure the

number of images is set to 1 and the angular range is set to 0.00.

(d) Click “Image Acquire”. Do not adjust any parameters or click any but-

tons on the Fourier Domain Imager interface until the status bar reads

“Ready”.

(e) Click on the “Image Processing” tab at the top of the Fourier Domain

Imager interface to adjust image processing parameters as necessary. The

image processing parameters are described in step 6.

(f) When image processing is complete, click on the “Image Acquisition”

tab at the top of the Fourier Domain Imager interface. Update the “File

Path” and “File Name” text boxes and click “Save”. The status bar will

indicate when the save is complete, as shown in Figure A.20.

5. Acquire Image Series

(a) Click on the “Image Acquisition” tab at the top of the Fourier Domain

Imager interface.
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Figure A.20: An OCT image of a finger is taken with 5000 A-scans and 5 mm in
length. The image processing options have been kept at their default values but can
be adjusted as described in step 6. The status bar indicates that the software has
finished saving this data.
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(b) Check “Continuously Acquire Ascans” and click “Acquire Ascan”. The

graph will begin flickering as A-scans are acquired and displayed. Adjust

the reference arm mirror location such that the top of the sample is well

away from DC. Between 200 and 400 on the x-axis is typical. When

finished, click “Stop”.

(c) Input the “Number of Ascans” (e.g. 1000), the “Scan Length” (e.g.

2 mm), the “Number of Image” (e.g. 8), and the “Angular Range”

(e.g. 360 ◦), as shown in Figure A.21. For a complete 360 ◦ series, enter

360.00 in the “Angular Range” numerical box. This information tells

the software to collect 8 images spaced 45 ◦ (360 ◦÷ 8) apart, each 2 mm

in length with 1000 A-scans.

(d) When the “Number of Images” is greater than 1, the “Image Acquire”

button changes to read “Series Acquire” in red characters, as shown in

Figure A.21. The red text is a warning. Once the button is pressed, the

software cannot be interrupted until the full series has been acquired.

Depending on the number of images specified, this process can take a

while.

(e) Before pressing the “Series Acquire” button, update the “File Path” and

“File Name” fields. After each image is acquired, the image is automat-

ically saved and the “Increment” value is increased by 1.

(f) The system will operate more quickly if only the raw spectral data is

saved. For a large image series, it may be preferable to collect the raw

data as quickly as possible and reconstruct the images offline. To enable

this feature, check the “Save only Raw Data (No Display)” checkbox,

highlighted in Figure A.22. Note that with this box checked, the image

will not display and no image processing tools are utilized.

(g) Double check that all the fields in the “Image Acquisition” tab are prop-

erly set. If the images are to be displayed (uncheck “Save only Raw Data

(No Display) ), ensure that all the fields in the “Image Processing” tab
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Figure A.21: Choose the appropriate values for the number of A-scans, scan length,
number of images, and angular range. For a complete 360 ◦ series, enter 360.00 for
the angular range. When the number of images is greater than 1, the “Image
Acquire” button changes to read “Series Acquire” in red characters. The red text
is a warning. Once the button is pressed, the software cannot be interrupted until
the full series has been acquired.
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are properly set. (Step 6 describes the image processing options.) When

ready, click “Series Acquire”. The status bar at the bottom will read

“Wait...”, “Acquiring Image 1 of 8...”, “Displaying” (if “Save only Raw

Data (No Display” is unchecked), and “Saving Image 1 of 8...”. The

status bar will cycle through these messages as the images are acquired.

When complete, the status bar reads “Ready”. Notice that the “Incre-

ment” value is automatically increased by the number of images taken.

For example, if the “Increment” value is initially 3, after clicking “Series

Acquire” for 8 images it will read 8+3=11, as shown in Figure A.22.

6. Image Processing

(a) Click the “Image Processing” tab at the top of the Fourier Domain Im-

ager interface. For most applications the default settings are appropriate.

(b) The top-most option entitled “Open .raw or .bmp” allows the user open

a previously saved image for editing, shown in Figure A.23. To do so,

manually input a file name and path. Click “Open New Image”. If this

file or file path does not exist, nothing will open and no error message is

displayed. Without opening a new image, the image processing options

are applied to the most recently acquired image.

(c) The “Average Ascans” option averages adjacent A-scans. When set to

0 or 1, no averaging is performed.

(d) Most OCT images are displayed on a log-scale to condense the high

dynamic range onto a scale more easily visualized. The minimum and

maximum values of the image can be scaled before and after logarithmic

transformation. The “Pre-log” Min and Max describe the data values

(before logarithmic transformation) that correspond to black (min→0)

and white (max→255) on an 8 bit scale. The “Post-log” Min and Max

rescale the 8 bit data linearly, so that the Min corresponds to black

(min→0) and the Max corresponds to white (max→255).
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Figure A.22: The software has just completed acquiring a series of 8 images. “Save
only Raw Data (No Display)” is checked, so the displayed image is from data ac-
quired in Step 4 Image Acquire. The “Increment” value, originally 3, has been
updated to 11. The status bar reads “Ready”, indicating the series acquire opera-
tion is complete.
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Figure A.23: An image acquired from Step 5 is opened by entering the file path and
name in the text box and clicking “Open New Image”. If this file or file path does
not exist, nothing will open and no error message is displayed. Without opening a
new image, the image processing options are applied to the most recently acquired
image.
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Figure A.24: Reverse Contrast Image

(e) The “Autoscale Image” checkbox chooses the image value at DC to be

white and the image value 0 to be black. If the background has been

subtracted and the DC is near 0, this operation results in a saturated

image.

(f) The “Reverse Contrast” checkbox changes white to black and black to

white, as shown in Figure A.24.

(g) The “Log Data” checkbox indicates whether or not to apply a logarithmic

transformation.

(h) The “Roll-off Correction” checkbox applies an Gaussian weighting factor

to boost the signal from deeper in the image. The “Roll-of Factor”

governs how much the deeper signals are increased compared to the signal

at DC.
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(i) The “Correct System Dispersion” checkbox multiplies the spectral data

by a phase calibrated to minimize system dispersion.

(j) The “Resolve 2*PI Ambiguity” checkbox displays the full Fourier Trans-

formed image data instead of just half, as shown in Figure A.25. In the

presence of system dispersion, scatterers at positive and negative opds

will have different point spread function widths and amplitudes. This

view can help resolve whether the scatterer is at a positive or negative

opd.

(k) The “Subtract Background” checkbox indicates whether or not to sub-

tract the background file indicated in the text box just below. If the

“Subtract Background” checkbox is checked, but no file is indicated in

the text box, the mean spectrum from the image is used as the back-

ground. The option “Multiple Background by Factor” allows the user to

select a multiplicative factor for the background image to better elimi-

nate the DC term.

(l) When all the options have been set at the desired values, click “Redraw

Image” at the bottom of the tab to re-process and redraw the image

based on the new image processing parameters.

A.5 Calibration

To convert a spectral domain signal to an OCT A-scan, the signal must be sampled

evenly as a function of wavenumber and Fourier Transformed. Calibration is re-

quired in order to resample the measured signal to be evenly spaced with respect to

wavenumber. Consider that the desired sample value, S(ks), occurs at wavenumber,

ks, which is between two actually sampled wavenumbers, kn−1 and kn. The value

S(ks) is assumed to line upon a line drawn between the values S(kn−1) and S(kn).

The equation for this line is given in equation A.12.

S(ks) =
S(kn)− S(kn−1)

kn − kn−1

(ks − kn−1) + S(kn) (A.12)
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Figure A.25: An image with the option Resolve 2*PI Ambiguity is shown. The
image is twice as tall (2048 instead of 1024 pixels) and contains positive and negative
opds. In the presence of system dispersion, the side where the sample is physically
located with respect to the reference arm is well-corrected and the other side is not.
This is clearly visualized in the A-scan plot below the image, where the data on the
left is broader and lower in amplitude than the well-corrected right side.
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From the perspective of the CCD pixel data, the wavenumbers k correspond to

pixels p. The signal read from the pixel array is S(p). By rearranging equation

A.12, the desired signal value, S(ps), can be described as a weighted sum of the

actual sampled values S(pn−1) and S(pn), as shown below.

S(ps) =
S(pn)− S(pn−1)

pn − pn−1

(ps − pn−1) + S(pn−1)

=
ps − pn−1

pn − pn−1

S(pn) +

(
1− ps − pn−1

pn − pn−1

)
S(pn−1)

= W1S(pn) +W2S(pn−1)

To resample the data, only three variables need be recorded for each desired

sample location, ps: W1, W2, and n. To determine the desired sample values, S(ps),

consider the simple case of a mirror in both the sample and reference arms at a

nonzero opd. The phase of the spectral signal is φ = k◦opd + φdispersion. Without

the system dispersion term, the phase φ should be linear with respect to circular

wavenumber k◦. To eliminate the system dispersion term, the spectra from the

mirror at two different opds are collected, resulting in the phase terms φ1 and φ2.

φ1 = k◦opd1 + φdispersion

φ2 = k◦opd2 + φdispersion

Since the dispersion term is the same for both φ1 and φ2, subtracting the two

results in the term ∆φ which is free of system dispersion.

∆φ = φ1 − φ2

= k◦opd1 + φdispersion − k◦opd2 − φdispersion

= k◦ (opd1 − opd2)

Linear interpolation between the maximum and minimum phase can be used to

find the desired sample locations, ps. The locations ps must lie between actually
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sampled locations pn−1 and pn. The calibration algorithm using MATLAB is de-

scribed below which identifies these indices pn and weighting coefficients W1 and

W2.

After resampling φ1 or φ2, any nonlinearity must be due to the system dispersion

term, φdispersion. By fitting φ1 or φ2 to a line and subtracting the fitted line from

the φ1 or φ2, the system dispersion term, φdispersion is isolated. The same MATLAB

code computes φdispersion for every resampled pixel and saves it along with W1, W2,

and n.

While the procedure described assumes a shift in air of the mirror location, a

similar procedure can be used in which the shift is an a dispersive medium like water.

In this case, the sample locations ps are found for sampling evenly with respect to the

circular wavenumber in water, kwater. This type of resampling is proposed by Marks,

et al.24,25 and Tumlinson, et al.26 to eliminate sample dispersion. Sampling with

respect to the circular wavenumber in water means that additional path differences

of water, such as differences in the vitreous humor length in the eye, will not result

in image degradation due to dispersion. The system user must beware, however,

that additional path differences in air will become dispersive using this procedure.

A.5.1 Collecting Calibration Data

The following procedure is for calibrating the endoscopic spectral domain OCT

system.

1. Start by setting the exposure time (under the “Settings” tab) to the appropri-

ate level. Although not entirely necessary, I find it helpful to put the last-used

calibration file for endoscopic imaging in the text box under “Enter filename

and path of calibration file”. This calibration file is stored in the folder “Z:\890

Fourier Domain\Current Calibration Files\Endoscopic”. If no such calibration

file exists, leave this box with the default input.

2. Adjust the reference arm to include the 2 meter Corning HI780 patch ca-

ble, 2 SF2 right angle prisms, and an ND filter (ND0.3). Figure A.26 shows
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Figure A.26: For endoscopic imaging, add a 2 m Corning HI780 patch cable in the
reference arm. The total distance between the fiber collimator and the retroreflector
is approximately 9 cm. The length of SF2 glass is approximately 2 cm. An ND
filter is inserted on a piece of double stick tape between the SF2 prisms and the
retroreflector. ND 0.3 is recommended.

the appropriate amount of air space and prism length to start with. Align the

reference arm while continuously acquiring spectra on the Fourier Domain Im-

ager interface (Settings → Check “Continuously Acquire Spectra” → Acquire

Spectrum).

3. Place a highly reflective, achromatic sample, such as a gold mirror, at the

focus of the endoscope. Orient the mirror at a 3 ◦ incline to obtain the highest

back reflection, as shown in Figure A.27.

4. Adjust the reference arm length to find fringes. Ensure these fringes are coming

from the mirror by lifting the endoscope away from the mirror and replacing it.

The fringes should disappear and then reappear. Figure A.28 shows example

fringes.

5. Under the “Image Acquisition” tab, set “Number of Ascans” to 1000, “Length

of Scan” to 0, and “Number of Images” to 1. Insert the desired file path to

save to. Take a preliminary image to use as a background. This image does
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Figure A.27: Align a gold mirror to efficiently couple reflected light back into the
endoscope fiber optics.

Figure A.28: Spectral fringes from a gold mirror are shown.
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not have to be a high-quality background image, and it does not even need to

be saved. It is only used to visualize the A-scan.

6. Under the “Image Acquisition” tab, check “Continuously Acquire Ascans”

and click “Acquire Ascan”. It is typical to see two or more back reflections

corresponding to the top and bottom cover glass interfaces. Adjust the ori-

entation and/or distance between the mirror and the endoscope to generate a

back reflection from the gold mirror that is significantly stronger than those

from the endoscope cover glass. If no back reflections are visualized in the

A-scan, then check that: 1. the background is sufficiently low that the back

reflections are not simply drowned in noise (if so, take a new background im-

age), 2. the reference arm length is appropriate (adjust the path length back

and forth), and 3. the prisms are sufficiently compensating system dispersion

(adjust the prism length). In case of the latter possibility (3), it is best to not

try to correct system dispersion in software, since the system dispersion is no

longer known. Under the “Image Processing” tab, uncheck “Correct System

Dispersion” and uncheck “Resolve 2*PI Ambiguity”, as these options result in

a dispersion correction that is taken from the previous calibration file, which

is no longer valid.

7. When a single, strong peak from the gold mirror is achieved, as shown in

Figure A.29, adjust the reference arm to place the peak around pixel number

200. The peak can be placed at this position by moving the reference ahead

or behind the point of zero opd. Make sure the reference arm is placed ahead

of the point of zero opd. In other words, lessening the amount of air space in

the reference arm should move the peak away from zero. When the peak is

at the appropriate position, click “Stop”, if still acquiring A-scans, and then

click “Image Acquire”. Enter a file name and click “Save”.

8. Repeat the previous step, this time placing the peak around pixel number 400.

9. Under the “Settings” tab, click the button “Create New Calibration File”,
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Figure A.29: Align the gold mirror to achieve a single, strong peak. The peaks
from the cover glass interfaces should be negligible in comparison.
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Figure A.30: After saving images from the gold mirror at positions 200 and 400,
click “Create New Calibration File” under the “Settings” tab.

highlighted in Figure A.30. A MATLAB guided user interface (GUI) entitled

“Calibration” will appear along with a Windows command window.

10. Enter the file path where the images are saved. Enter a file path where the

calibration file is to be saved. Unless a nearly perfect background image is

available, delete any text under the heading “Background Image”. Enter the

file name of the raw data taken with the peak at pixel location 200 under

“Single Scatterer Image 1”. Enter the second file name (pixel location 400)

under “Single Scatterer Image 2”. Click the “Start” button next to the text

“Generate Calibration File”. The Windows command window will print status

messages. When the calibration file is complete, a MATLAB figure window
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Figure A.31: After clicking “Create New Calibration File” a MATLAB GUI and
Windows command window appear. Enter the “Image Path”, where the mirror
images are located, and “Save Path”, where the calibration file is to be saved. Enter
the file names of the mirror at pixel 200 and at pixel 400. Click “Start” next to
“Generate Calibration File”. Status messages in the Windows command window
are printed. One the calibration is complete, the corrected point spread function is
displayed.

will display the results of the calibration, as shown in Figure A.31.

11. More results can be viewed by clicking the buttons “FFT”, “Correct”, “-

Backgr” under the Display Options and then clicking “Display” next to either

Single Scatterer Image 1 or 2. Note that the images can be displayed with or

without taking the Fourier Transform (FFT / Undo FFT toggle button), with

or without correcting dispersion (Correct / Undo Correct toggle button), and

with or without subtracting the background (- Backgr / Undo - Backgr toggle

button). If a file is not listed under “Background Image”, then the average
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Figure A.32: The point spread function should be smooth and between two and
three pixels FWHM.

spectrum from “Single Scatterer Image 1” is used as the background.

12. If the point spread function is smooth and is between two and three pixels

FWHM, as shown in Figure A.32, enter this file name and path in the Fourier

Domain Imager interface under “Settings → Enter filename with path of cal-

ibration file”. Be sure that the checkbox “Correct System Dispersion” under

the “Image Processing” tab is checked. Measure the point spread function on

the A-scan display of the Fourier Domain Imager interface. Be sure the point

spread function does not broaden significantly over the imaging depth range.

13. Record the point spread function width and the total imaging depth. The

acceptable range is 3-4 µm FWHM and 1.5-2.5 mm imaging depth. These

values change depending on how achromatic the back reflection is. If outside

the acceptable ranges, check that the back reflection produces clearly visible

fringes along the entire spectrum before repeating the calibration procedure.
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A.5.2 generateCalibrationFile.m

The following MATLAB code is used to determine the resampling coefficients and

system dispersion phase. This code is embedded in the MATLAB GUI described in

the previous section. The function argument ‘handles’ refers to the global variables

stored within the GUI. The image path, save path, and image file names are entered

by the user in GUI text boxes named tbImagePath, tbSavePath, tbSingleScat1, and

tbSingleScat2 respectively.

function GenerateCalibrationFile(handles)

path = cd;

cd(get(handles.tbImagePath,’String’));

signalFile1 = get(handles.tbSingleScat1,’String’);

signalFile2 = get(handles.tbSingleScat2,’String’);

% Open files specified by user if the files exist

fprintf(’\nGenerating calibration file using... \n’);

flag = zeros(5,1);

if exist(signalFile1,’file’)

signal(:,:,1) = dlmread(signalFile1);

fprintf([strrep(signalFile1,’\’,’\\’),’\n’]);

else

flag(4) = 1;

end

if exist(signalFile2, ’file’)

signal(:,:,2) = dlmread(signalFile2);

fprintf([strrep(signalFile2,’\’,’\\’),’\n’]);

else

flag(5) = 1;

end
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% Attempt to locate files in the directory if not found previously

if sum(flag)

files = dir;

for j=1:size(files,1)

if ~isempty(strfind(files(j).name,’.raw’))

if ~isempty(strfind(files(j).name,signalFile1)) && flag(4)

signal(:,:,1) = dlmread(files(j).name);

flag(4) = 0;

fprintf([files(j).name,’\n’]);

end

if ~isempty(strfind(files(j).name,signalFile2)) && flag(5)

signal(:,:,2) = dlmread(files(j).name);

flag(5) = 0;

fprintf([files(j).name,’\n’]);

end

end

end

end

if ~sum(flag)

% Initialize variables

phase1 = zeros(size(signal,1),size(signal,3));

phaseTotal = zeros(size(signal));

for k=1:size(signal,3)

normSignal(:,:,k) = (signal(:,:,k)-repmat(mean(signal(:,:,k),2),1,...

size(signal,2)))./repmat(mean(signal(:,:,k),2),1,size(signal,2));

phaseTotal(:,:,k) = unwrap(angle(hilbert(normSignal(:,:,k))));

phase1(:,k) = mean(phaseTotal(:,:,k),2);
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end

phase = phase1(:,2)-phase1(:,1);

start = 1;

iend = max(size(phase));

phaseLinear = phase(start):(phase(iend)-phase(start))/(iend-start+1):...

(phase(iend)-(phase(iend)-phase(start))/(iend-start+1));

ind = start:iend;

% Determine sample locations

indLinear = interp1(phase(start:iend),ind,phaseLinear);

% Interpolate to calculate phase at desired sample locations

phaseCorr(:,1) = interp1(ind’, phase1(:,1), indLinear’);

phaseCorr(:,2) = interp1(ind’, phase1(:,2), indLinear’);

% Fit linear portion of phase and subtract to determine phase from system

% dispersion

a = robustfit(ind’,phaseCorr(:,1));

phaseSystem(:,1) = phaseCorr(:,1)-a(2)*ind’-a(1);

a = robustfit(ind’,phaseCorr(:,2));

phaseSystem(:,2) = phaseCorr(:,2)-a(2)*ind’-a(1);

phaseSystem = mean(phaseSystem,2);

% Create variables required to resample in FDOCT Program

wtCoeff1 = zeros(max(size(phase)),1);

wtCoeff2 = ones(max(size(phase)),1);

index = 0:2047;

for k=2:max(size(indLinear))

a1 = ind(find(ind < indLinear(k), 1, ’last’ ));

a2 = ind(find(ind > indLinear(k), 1 ));

wtCoeff1(k-1+start-1) = (indLinear(k)-a1)/(a2-a1);

wtCoeff2(k-1+start-1) = 1-wtCoeff1(k-1+start-1);
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index(k-1+start-1) = a1-1;

end

cd(path);

% Write Calibration File

path = cd;

cd(get(handles.tbSavePath,’String’));

dlmwrite([’cal_’, strrep(strrep(datestr(clock),’ ’,’_’),’:’,’’), ’.txt’]...

,[index’ wtCoeff1 wtCoeff2 phaseSystem], ’delimiter’, ’\t’, ’newline’...

,’pc’);

cd(path);

fprintf(’\nCalibration file created.\n’);

% Update global variable

handles.CalibrationData = [index’ wtCoeff1 wtCoeff2 phaseSystem];

guidata(handles.bnCalibration, handles);

% Display corrected psf

data = abs(fft(hilbert(interp1(ind’,signal(:,1,1),indLinear’))...

.*exp(-i*phaseSystem)));

figure;

plot(abs(fft(hilbert(interp1(ind’,signal(:,1,1),indLinear’))...

.*exp(-i*phaseSystem))))

axis([0 1024 0 max(data)]);

title(’Corrected PSF of Scatterer 1, Ascan 1’);

else

fprintf(’\nCalibration file not created because\n’);

if flag(4)

fprintf(’Signal File 1 not found\n’);
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end

if flag(5)

fprintf(’Signal File 2 not found\n’);

end

end

% End function GenerateCalibrationFile

A.5.3 processRawFDI.m

The following MATLAB code can be used to construct an OCT image from raw

data, given a calibration file.

function imageN = processRawFDI(imFile,calFile)

image = dlmread(imFile);

calibration = dlmread(calFile);

index = calibration(:,1);

wtCoeff1 = calibration(:,2);

wtCoeff2 = calibration(:,3);

phaseSystem = calibration(:,4);

% Resample, correct phase, FFT

imageN = zeros(size(image));

for j=1:size(imageN,2)

imageN(1,j) = image(1,j);

for k=2:size(imageN,1)

imageN(k,j) = wtCoeff1(k-1)*image(index(k-1)+1,j)+wtCoeff2(k-1)...

*image(index(k-1),j);
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end

imageN(:,j) = 2*imageN(:,j).*exp(-1i*phaseSystem);

end

imageN = abs(fft(imageN-repmat(mean(imageN,2),1,size(imageN,2))));

% End function processRawFDI
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Features
• High Sensitivity and High SNR Performance Linear CCD
• 1024, 2048 or 4096 Resolution with 10 µm Square Pixels
• 512, 1024 or 2048 Resolution with 14 µm Square Pixels
• 100% Aperture, Built-in Anti-Blooming, No Lag
• CameraLink Data Format (Base Configuration)
• High Data Rate up to 60 Mpixels/s
• Flexible and Easy to Operate via RS232 Control:

– Gain: 0 dB to 40 dB by Step of 0.05 dB
– Output Format: 8-, 10- or 12-bit Data
– Offset (for Contrast Expansion)
– Trigger Mode: Free Run or External Trigger Modes
– Data Output Mode (Dual, Single)

• Multi Camera Synchronization
• Single Power Supply: DC 12V to 24V
• Very Compact Design: 56 x 60 x 39.4 mm (w, h, l)
• High Reliability – CE and FCC Compliant
• C or F (Nikon) Mount Adapter (Lens Not Supplied)
• T2 (M42 x 0.75) or M42 x 1 Mount Adapter (Lens Not Supplied)

Description
This camera is designed with three concepts in mind: accuracy, versatility and easy
implementation.

• The same compact mechanical design incorporates all the sensors, from 512 to 
4096 pixels.

• Atmel manages the whole chain, from the sensor to the camera. The result is a 
camera able to work up to 12-bit, with a dedicated electronics offering an excellent 
signal to noise ratio.

• The programmable settings let the user work at different integration time, gain and 
offset. The external clock and trigger synchronize several cameras.

Applications
Performance and reliability of this camera make it well suited for the most demanding
industrial applications, from web inspection to document scanning, from surface
inspection to metrology.

AViiVA™ M2 CL

CameraLink™ 
Linescan 
Camera

Rev. 2160B–IMAGE–04/03
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Typical Performances

Notes: 1. LSB are given for 12-bit configuration
2. nJ/cm2 measured on the sensor
3. Camera front face temperature

Table 1.  Typical Performances

Parameter Value Unit

Sensor Characteristics at Maximum Pixel Rate

Resolution 512 1024 2048 4096 pixels

Pixel size (square) 14
–

14
10

14
10

–
10

µm
µm

Max Line rate 98 53 28 14 kHz

Anti blooming x 150 –

Radiometric Performances (maximum Pixel Rate, Tamb = 25°C)

Output format 12 (also configurable in 8 or 10) bit

Spectral range 250 - 1100 nm

Linearity < 1 %

Gain range
(step of 0.047 dB)

Gmin
0

Gnom
18

Gmax
30 dB

Peak response(1)(2) with 14 µm pitch
10 µm pitch

130
50

1040
400

4180
1600

LSB/(nJ/cm2)
LSB/(nJ/cm2)

SNR
Effective bit

67.4
11.2

49
8.2

37
6.2

dB
bit

Input RMS Noise with 14 µm pitch
10 µm pitch

14
37

pJ/cm2

pJ/cm2

PRNU (Pixel Response Non Uniformity) ± 3% (± 10% max) %

Mechanical and Electrical Interface

Size (w x h x l) 56 x 60 x 39.4 mm

Lens mount C, F, T2, M42 x 1 –

Sensor alignment
(See “Sensor Alignment” on page 14)

∆x,y = ±50 – ∆z = ±30 – ∆tiltz = 0-35
∆θx,y = ±0.2 

µm
°

Power supply DC, single 12 to 24V V

Power dissipation < 7 W

Operating temperature(3) 0 to 65 (non condensing) °C

Storage temperature -40 to 75 (non condensing) °C

pixel 10x10 µm pixel 14x14 µm
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1200 l/mm at 830 nm 
These high-efficiency gratings work well in the 
popular Raman region around 830 nm.  These 
gratings are exposed using well-collimated laser 
light in dichromated gelatin.  After processing, the 
gratings are capped with protective glass covers 
and then AR coated.  The resulting gratings exhibit 
low scatter, high diffraction efficiency, and low 
wavefront distortion in an extremely durable 
package.  They can be cleaned using the same 
methods used to clean AR coated lenses and 
prisms.   These gratings are available in 1 inch 
and 2 inch diameter sizes mounted in black 
anodized aluminum optical rings. 
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Frequency: 
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3 mm B270 

Wavefront 
distortion: 
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Spatial 
Frequency: 
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Clear Aperture: 42.8 mm 
Optical Ring 
Outer Diameter: 
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Optical Ring 
Thickness: 
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Coating: AR coated 
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Manufactured with Corning’s patented outside vapor deposition process, Corning HI 780 Specialty Fiber
offers world-class durability and reliability. When used as component pigtails, this fiber allows for efficient
fiber coupling within photonic products. It also offers reduced bend attenuation due to its high core index 
of refraction. Corning HI 780 Specialty Fiber is capable of operating with short wavelength laser and
LED sources.  

Applications

• Photonic products and fused fiber couplers

• Component fiber for EDFAs, couplers, other DWDM components

• Short wavelength laser and LED sources

• Sensors and gyroscopes

Features

• Patented outside vapor deposition process provides outstanding consistency and uniformity

• Dual acrylate coating system provides excellent protection from microbend-induced attenuation 

• Excellent geometry control

• High core index of refraction 

• Efficient coupling

• High numerical aperture

Corning® HI 780 Specialty Fiber
Optimized for Short Wavelength Sources

Photonic
Materials

PI1264
Issued: September 2006
Supersedes: August 2003



Key Geometric Specifications

Cladding Outside Diameter 125 µm ± 0.5 µm 

Coating Outside Diameter 245 µm ± 10 µm

Core-to-cladding Offset ≤ 0.3 µm

Performance Characterizations

Operating Temperature -60°C to 85°C  

Nominal Delta 0.45%

Numerical Aperture (Typical) 0.14

Standard Lengths 0.5, 1, 2, 5 km

Proof Test 100 kpsi

Key Optical Specifications

Maximum Attenuation 4.3 dB/km @ 780 nm 
3.0 dB/km @ 850 nm

Cutoff Wavelength 720 nm ± 50 nm

Mode-field Diameter 4.6 µm ± 0.5 µm @ 780 nm
5.0 µm ± 0.5 µm @ 850 nm

For More Information

For more information about Corning’s leadership in specialty fiber technology, visit our website at www.corning.com/photonicmaterials.

To obtain additional technical information or an engineering sample, or to place an order for this product, please contact us:

Phone: +1-607-974-9974
Fax: +1-607-974-4122
E-mail: specialtyfiber@corning.com

© 2006 Corning Incorporated
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APPENDIX B

B.1 Accepted Manuscript: Quantitative Tool for Rapid Disease Mapping

The following manuscript has been accepted to the July/August 2010 issue of the

Journal of Biomedical Optics (Vol. 15, No. 04).

A. M. Winkler, P. F. S. Rice, R. A. Drezek, and J. K. Barton. “Quantita-

tive tool for rapid disease mapping using optical coherence tomography images of

azoxymethane-treated mouse colon,” J Biomed Opt. 15(4) in press.
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Abstract:

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) can provide new insight into disease progression 

and therapy by enabling non-destructive, serial imaging of in vivo cancer models.  In 

previous studies, we have shown the utility of endoscopic OCT for identifying adenomas 

in the azoxymethane (AOM) treated mouse model of colorectal cancer and tracking 

disease progression over time.  Due to improved imaging speed made possible through 

Fourier domain imaging, three-dimensional imaging of the entire mouse colon is 

possible.  Increased amounts of data can facilitate more accurate classification of tissue 

but require more time on the part of the researcher to sift through and identify relevant 

data.  Here we present quantitative software for automatically identifying potentially 

diseased areas that can be used to create a two-dimensional “disease map” from a 

three-dimensional Fourier domain OCT dataset.  In addition to sensing inherent 

changes in tissue that occur during disease development, the algorithm is sensitive to 

exogeneous highly scattering gold nanoshells that can be targeted to disease 

biomarkers.  The results of the algorithm were compared to histological diagnosis.  The 

algorithm was then used to assess the ability of EGFR-targeted gold nanoshells in vivo 

to enable functional OCT imaging.  

Keywords:  optical coherence tomography, azoxymethane, mouse, colon, nanoshells, 

epidermal growth factor, three dimensional imaging, image processing
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1. Introduction:

OCT is rapidly acquiring acceptance for several biomedical applications, the most 

notable being assessing retinal diseases of the eye, since no other imaging technology 

can provide non-contact cross-sectional images of the retina with comparable 

resolution.  A growing application for OCT involves studying diseases of the 

gastrointestinal tract (GI).  Clinical applications for OCT in the GI are reviewed by Brand, 

et al. [1] and Shen, et al. [2].  Notable among these applications include detecting 

Barret�s esophagus [3-6], esophageal cancer [3, 4], ulcerative colitis [7], inflammatory 

bowel disease [2], and colonic polyps and adenocarcinoma [8, 9].  For patients, a 

biopsy is still required for diagnosis, but OCT may provide information about subsurface 

structure and guide biopsy locations [8, 10-12].

Nonclinical applications for OCT include research using animal models [13-15].  Since 

OCT is non-destructive and does not use ionizing radiation, it can be used to monitor 

disease progression in animal models over time and evaluate treatment or drug 

effectiveness.  Non-destructive imaging with OCT improves upon current research 

practices, which involve euthanizing animals at various time points to track disease 

statistically.

Previous work in our group has demonstrated the ability of OCT to detect adenomas in 

vivo in a mouse model of colorectal cancer [14].  Mice in the study were treated with a 

carcinogen, azoxymethane (AOM), which causes the spontaneous development of 

aberrant crypt foci (ACF) and ultimately adenomas (polyps) in the colon [16].  A blinded 

panel analyzed OCT images of AOM-treated mouse colon and detected 95% of 
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histologically confirmed adenomas.  Only one normal location was misclassified as 

adenoma out of 38 total adenomas identified and correlated with histology.  Criteria 

were also developed for identifying other abnormalities, including gastrointestinal 

intraepithelial neoplasia (GIN), mucosal lymphoid aggregates, and submucosal 

lymphoid aggregates.

The current paper extends this work by developing quantitative image metrics to 

distinguish adenomas, GINs, and normal tissue.  These metrics allow classification of 

the tissue with minimal or no human observation, increasing data throughput and 

minimizing human errors that can be due to inexperience or lack of training.  The 

improvement in data throughput can be exploited by collecting and analyzing three 

dimensional datasets, which can be impractical to analyze manually.  High-density 

datasets minimize sampling errors and, in studies of distal colorectal cancer in the 

mouse colon, enable all adenomas and GINs to be imaged.

Computer analysis of OCT images, or quantitative OCT, is being studied for a number of 

applications, including determining blood glucose levels in skin [17, 18], classifying 

atherosclerotic legions [20], and detecting and/or grading pre-cancerous lesions [5, 9, 

13, 20, 21].  A recent review article by Bazant-Hegemark, et al. [22] summarizes these 

and other applications for quantitative OCT, specifically in dense tissues such as the 

colon.  One prominent feature in OCT images is light attenuation, which can be 

quantified by fitting a line to averaged A-scans.  For detecting or grading pre-cancerous 

legions, light attenuation tends to increase with disease [9, 20, 21].  Another prominent 

feature of disease is loss of organization, exploited by Pfau, et al. [9] for distinguishing 
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normal, hyperplasia, and dysplasia in human colon, albeit it qualitatively, and by Korde, 

et al. [21] for identifying actinic keratosis in human skin.

Quantitative OCT for detecting colorectal pre-cancers include work by Pfau, et al. [9] 

and Qi, et al. [23].  Pfau, et al. [9] noted that backscattering, measured by the average 

grayscale value in a 60x60 pixel square, was reduced with statistical significance in 

dysplastic and hyperplastic polyps as compared to normal colon in human subjects.  

The endoscopist in the study also scored the tissue organization in real time, and the 

score was found to be a strong predictor of dysplastic polyps.  Qi, et al. [23] identified 

quantitative measures for identifying aberrant crypt foci (ACF), a condition found to 

precede dysplasia in the colon, in human subjects.  By accurately segmenting the 

colonic crypts, crypts with ACF were identified as being less straight and significantly 

less parallel than normal crypts. 

In the mouse colon, crypt segmentation is difficult to perform, even manually, due to the 

small size of the crypts as compared to those in human subjects.  Therefore, in this 

work, colon tissue layer properties are evaluated, including grayscale and attenuation in 

the mucosal layer and underlying submucosal layer visibility. 

In addition to detecting adenomas and GINs, the same quantitative metrics are also 

sensitive to scattering by OCT contrast agents such as gold nanoshells.  Nanoshells are 

composed of a silica core and gold outer shell and can be engineered to exhibit 

plasmon resonance at OCT wavelengths in the near-infrared (NIR) [24].  Their relative 

scattering and absorption properties can also be tuned independently of spectral 

response by varying particle size.  Generally speaking, large particles exhibit higher 
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scattering and lower absorption than smaller particles.  Having control over the relative 

amounts of scattering and absorption allows nanoshells to cater to both enhancing 

image contrast in OCT [25-27] and enabling photothermal therapy [28].  Furthermore, 

nanoshells can be targeted to specific biomarkers, such as HER2 (also known as 

epidermal growth factor receptor or EGFR), for functional OCT imaging and targeted 

photothermal therapy [28, 29].  Previous papers demonstrate targeted nanoshell 

enhancement and photothermal therapy on in vitro cell cultures.    

Work by Agrawal, et al. [26] and Kah, et al. [27] quantitatively demonstrates the effect of 

nanoshells on OCT images, specifically noting that nanoshells increase �s which both 

enhances the surface signal and increases signal attenuation.  While Agrawal, et al. [26] 

notes that both effects could be used as a means of contrast enhancement, Kah, et al. 

[27] focuses on optimizing the surface signal enhancement while maintaining sufficient 

imaging depth, i.e. limiting signal attenuation, through choice of nanoshell 

concentration.  Furthermore, Kah, et al. [27] examines intravenous injection in a mouse 

xenograft tumor model in vivo and notes that functionalizing gold nanoshells with EGFR 

increases the fractional concentration of nanoshells in tumors.

By utilizing the sensitivity of the quantitative metrics proposed in this work, nanoshells 

targeted to EGFR are studied for the first time in vivo in the AOM-treated mouse model.  

Due to having a highly scattering background and significant inherent scattering 

variability between adenomas, GINs, and normal areas, the selectivity of nanoshells for 

EGFR-rich regions can be difficult to assess manually.  The proposed metrics are 
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capable of measuring slight changes in tissue optical properties and can statistically 

evaluate the performance of targeted nanoshells in this model.

2. Materials and Methods:

2.1 Endoscopic Spectral Domain OCT

The imaging system is an endoscopic, spectral domain optical coherence tomography 

system built for in vivo mouse colon imaging, shown in Figure 1.  The light source is a 

superluminescent diode (Superlum Broadlighter, Moscow, Russia) centered at 890 nm 

with a 150 nm full width half maximum (FWHM) bandwidth.  Based on this bandwidth, 

the theoretical point spread function in air is approximately 2.3 μm and in tissue 1.7 μm 

assuming a refractive index of 1.4.  The source optical power is split by a 50:50 coupler 

of Corning HI780 fiber (AC Photonics, Santa Clara, CA).  The reference arm is 

attenuated using an neutral density filter with 0.6 optical density, and SF2 right angle 

prisms (Thorlabs, Newton, New Jersey) are used for dispersion compensation.

The sample arm consists of a 2 mm diameter endoscope.  The endoscope fiber length 

is approximately 2 m with focusing optics at the tip.  The optics consist of a 1 mm 

diameter, 1.435 mm long glass spacer, angled at 8 degrees to limit backreflections, 

followed by a 1 mm diameter, 1.906 mm long GRIN lens (GRINTECH GmbH, Jena, 

Germany).  The focusing optics produce a numerical aperture of 0.1 (1/e2 point), 

resulting in a FWHM spot diameter of 5 μm at focus.  A side-firing endoscope is 

accomplished using a prism with aluminized face oriented at 48 degrees relative to the 

incident light.  The tip optics are enclosed in a 2 mm diameter glass tube.  Light exits 

the tube 3 degrees from the normal to limit light coupling from the tube interfaces.
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The detector consists of a custom-built CCD-based spectrometer.  Light exits the 

detection fiber and is collimated by an off-axis parabolic mirror (Edmund Optics, 

Barrington, NJ).  Collimated light is dispersed by a volume phase holographic grating 

with 1200 line pairs per millimeter, 830 nm blaze (Wasatch Photonics, Logan, UT).  

Light is incident at 31 degrees and exits at 26-43 degrees (800-1000 nm wavelength).  

A custom focusing optic, Cooke triplet design using off-the-shelf lenses, focuses the 17 

degree field of view onto a 2048 pixel silicon CCD array (Atmel AT71SM2CL2014-BAO, 

San Jose, CA).  Data is collected using a frame grabber, Meteor2-CL/32 from Matrox 

Imaging (Dorval, Quebec).  Roll-off inherent to Fourier domain systems is affected by 

pixel size as well as optical diffraction and aberrations introduced by the grating and 

imaging optics.  In practice with this detector, the signal drops by approximately 6 dB at 

0.85 mm imaging depth in air.

The system axial point spread function is affected by the source bandwidth imaged at 

the detector as well as system and media dispersion.  The detector images over 200 nm 

of the source bandwidth, retaining the theoretical 2.3 μm.  System dispersion is 

corrected in system calibration, similar to [30], and is summarized as follows.  Images 

are collected from a single scatterer at two different depths.  A minimum of 1000 A-

scans are collected from each depth and averaged to approximate the background 

signal.  Due to phase instabilities, the average signal does not retain phase information 

about the scatterers, only the background signal.  The background is subtracted from 

each signal and then the Hilbert transform is performed to calculate the phase.  In the 

absence of system dispersion, the phase of each scatterer should be linear with respect 

to wavenumber; however, system dispersion introduces a nonlinear phase component 
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at each wavenumber so that the resultant phase is nonlinear.  Since the system 

dispersion phase component is common to both scatterer signals, the subtraction of 

these two phases eliminates the system dispersion phase component.  This resultant 

phase should now be linear with respect to wavenumber.  Linear interpolation is 

performed to approximate even sampling with respect to wavenumber.  After resampling 

the phase, the system dispersion phase component can be measured by subtracting 

the linear portion of the phase.  The known system dispersion phase component can 

now be removed for all subsequent measurements by multiplying the measured signal 

by exp(-i*phasesystem) at each pixel.  The resultant axial point spread function in practice 

is under 3 μm in air.

Sensitivity and dynamic range were measured using the method published by 

Tumlinson, et al. [31] for endoscopic systems.  The sensitivity is 88 dB.  The dynamic 

range was measured for multiple OCT images of mouse colon and found to vary 

between 44 dB and 68 dB.  

2.2 Gold Nanoshell Fabrication and Functionalization

Highly scattering gold nanoshells were produced as described previously [28].  The 

nanoshells were approximately 120 nm in diameter with a resonant peak near 800 nm.  

Nanoshells were coated in polyethyleneglycol (PEG) and functionalized with epidermal 

growth factor receptor antibody.  Both functionalized (EGFR-targeted nanoshells) and 

unfunctionalized (pegylated nanoshells) were imaged in mouse colon.   

2.3 Imaging Protocol
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A total of eleven A/J mice were imaged in this study.  Of the eleven, nine were treated 

with azoxymethane (AOM) to induce colorectal cancer.  AOM, 10 mg/kg, was 

administered once a week for five weeks, starting at age seven weeks.  The other two 

mice were treated with saline of equivalent volume with the same schedule (control).  

Twelve to 24 hours prior to imaging, mice were separated without food and given 

Pedialyte in place of water.  Immediately prior to imaging, mice were anesthetized with 

2.5% Avertin delivered intraperitoneally.  The distal colon was gently flushed with 3-10 

mL of warm phosphate buffered saline (PBS).  The endoscope was lubricated with a 

water-based lubricant and inserted approximately 35 mm inside the colon.  For all mice, 

OCT images were collected in eight positions, 30 mm long and spaced 45 degrees 

apart, without any contrast agent.  Subsequently, highly scattering gold nanoshells 

targeted to EGFR fabricated at Rice University, 0.2 mL with 1x1010 nanoshells/mL 

(2x109 nanoshells), were intraluminally applied in the colons of five AOM treated mice 

and one control mouse.  After 20 minutes, the colon was flushed with 10 mL PBS.  

Untargeted, pegylated gold nanoshells (Rice University) were similarly applied in the 

colons of three AOM treated mice and one control mouse.  Protocols were approved by 

the University of Arizona Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Eight AOM mice (AOM 1-8) and 2 control mice (Control 1-2) were used to test the 

quantitative metrics for distinguishing tissue types and detecting gold nanoshells.  An 

additional AOM mouse (AOM 9) was used to demonstrate the ability of the algorithm to 

detect disease in a three-dimensional dataset.  The dataset was acquired by taking 120 
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OCT images, 20 mm long, spaced 3 degrees apart in the colon.  Imaging procedures 

per each animal are outlined in Table 1.

Table 1:  Animal information

Alpha-numeric Imaged withoutt contrast agent Imaged withh nanoshells

Label 8 images 120 images EGFR-targeted Pegylated

AOM 1 x x

AOM 2 x x

AOM 3 x x

AOM 4 x x

AOM 5 x x

AOM 6 x x

AOM 7 x x

AOM 8 x x

AOM 9 x

Control 1 x x

Control 2 x x

Column Totals 11 10 1 6 4

2.4 Histology and Immunohistochemistry

After imaging, mice were euthanized and 30 mm of colon was excised.  Colons were 

fixed with Poly/LEM Fixative (Polysciences) for 12 hours, processed, embedded 

routinely in paraffin, and sectioned 6 μm thick.  Sectioned tissue was stained with 

hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) or EGFR immunostain as described below.

After antigen retrieval, sections were washed, blocked with goat serum, and incubated 

overnight with primary rabbit polyclonal anti-EGFR (1005):sc-03 (Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology).  Endogeneous peroxidase activity was blocked by immersion in 3% 

hydrogen peroxide in water followed by a one hour incubation at room temperature with 
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Biotinylated Anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L).  Sections were incubated 10 minutes at room 

temperature with streptavidin-HRP (Dako).  Complexes were visualized (brown) with 

3,3�-diaminobenzidine (Dako) and the sections were counterstained with 0.5% Methyl 

green.  

Disease was positively identified using H&E slides and correlated with disease features 

in OCT as described by Hariri, et al. [14].  Diseased areas identified in H&E slides were 

adenomas and gastrointestinal intraepithelial neoplasia (GIN); all other areas were 

classified as normal.  EGFR immunostained slides were used to quantify EGFR 

expression in adenomas, GINs, and selected normal regions.  Each region was given a 

grade between 0 and 4, judged by eye, representing the average color hue and 

saturation.  The darker the brown in the slides, the higher the EGFR grade, as shown in 

Figure 2.

2.5 Image Processing and Quantitative Metrics

OCT image properties associated with normal, GIN, and adenoma were previously 

determined in a study of 18 AOM treated mice [14].  These imaging features are listed in 

Table 2 as well as illustrated in Figure 3.  

Table 2:  Imaging properties of normal, GIN, and adenoma

Normal GIN Adenoma

clearly visible boundaries visible M/SM boundary no visible layers

Image Properties
mild attenuation through 
mucosa

moderate to high 
attenuation in mucosa

high attenuation in mucosa

thickened mucosa thickened mucosa
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To differentiate tissue based on the image features described in Table 2, specifically 

boundary visibility, attenuation in the mucosa, and mucosal thickening, three image 

properties were measured:  1. average grayscale value in the mucosa after logarithmic 

transformation, 2. slope of a line fitted to log transformed grayscale values in the 

mucosa, 3. slope standard deviation from the tissue surface to approximately 360 μm 

deep, which encompasses the average depth of normal mouse colon to the muscularis 

propria / adventitia boundary.  These three metrics can be described as zero-order, first-

order, and second-order properties, respectively.  The grayscale value and slope in the 

mucosa quantify the amount of attenuation in the mucosa, while the slope standard 

deviation is affected by boundary visibility.  Mucosal thickening decreases boundary 

visibility in at least two ways; first, it pushes the boundaries further from the system 

focus, and second, it increases the number of scatterers ahead of the boundaries.  In 

effect, slope standard deviation is affected by boundary visibility, which is affected by 

mucosal thickening.  

The following describes the specific steps in the automated disease detection algorithm, 

including image preprocessing, calculating the zero, first, and second order image 

metrics, and assessing the efficacy of each metric for identifying disease.

2.5.1 Preprocessing

Image preprocessing includes identifying the surface of the colon and minimizing noise.  

The surface of the colon was manually traced for all images, although in future studies 

the surface can be detected automatically using standard edge detection methods, such 

as Sobel edge detection.  To reduce single pixel noise and smooth speckle, a median 
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filter was performed using a large kernel, 21 x 21 pixels or 125 μm x 25 μm, [32].  A 

rectangular filter was chosen to preserve horizontal features.  The exact dimensions 

were determined empirically, balancing smoothing the A-scan with retaining boundary 

information.  Then, a logarithmic transformation was performed in order to better 

visualize features as well as linearize tissue attenuation.

Residual mucous and cell debris could cause some ambiguity in determining the 

surface of the colon.  In order to be less sensitive to errors in surface tracing, the 

maximum value in the first 25 pixels, or 30 μm below the segmented tissue surface, was 

assumed to be the actual start of the colon tissue.  Based on work identifying physical 

contrast mechanisms in mouse colon performed by Tumlinson, et al. [33], the maximum 

in this range likely corresponds to the base of the apical cell layer.  

2.5.2 Calculating Metrics

All three metrics were calculated for each A-scan.  The average grayscale value and 

slope were calculated over a relatively short depth, 75 pixels or 90 μm from the tissue 

surface, in order to limit the measurement to the mucosal layer.  The equation for this 

metric is shown below where  is the pixel number and  is the grayscale value at 

pixel .

The slope was determined by fitting a line to pixels within the first 90 μm using 

MATLAB�s (The Mathworks, Inc.) �robustfit� function with the default settings.  The 

algorithm uses least squares regression and iteratively reweights the residuals with a 
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bisquare weighting function.  This algorithm was compared with simply averaging the 

difference between adjacent pixels as well as other available MATLAB functions 

including �polyfit� and �regress� and was found to be the least sensitive to surface 

drawing errors and residual noise.

The slope standard deviation was calculated over a larger window, 300 pixels or 360 

μm, in order to ensure that all visible tissue boundaries were encompassed.  The 

difference in grayscale value between pixels spaced 10 apart was calculated over the 

entire depth, and the standard deviation of these slopes was calculated, as shown in the 

equation below where  is the pixel number and  is the grayscale value at pixel .  

This metric is sensitive to sharp changes in slope, which occur at hyperintense 

interfaces such as the mucosal/submucosal boundary.  

For normal areas, the grayscale value in the mucosa is expected to be high, the slope is 

expected to be flat or near zero, and the slope standard deviation is expected to be 

high.  In diseased areas, the opposite is true, low grayscale value, more negative slope, 

and low slope standard deviation.  After adding nanoshells, increased surface 

backscattering is expected, resulting in increased grayscale values, more negative 

slopes, and decreased slope standard deviations.  Table 3 summarizes the metrics, 

expected results for tissue type, and physical meanings.

Table 3:  Quantitative metric predictions for different tissue types and tissue with 

nanoshells.
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Normal GIN Adenoma Nanoshells Physical Meaning

Grayscale value high medium low higher
increases with increased backscattering 
in mucosal layer

Slope
low (near 

zero)
more 

negative
most 

negative
more 

negative
becomes more negative with increased 
attenuation in mucosal layer

Slope standard 
deviation high medium low lower increases with boundary visibility

2.5.3 Metric Analysis

To assess the correlation between the quantitative metrics and disease, p-values using 

the z-test were calculated as well as the sensitivity and specificity to disease at different 

metric value thresholds.

Adenomas and GINs were identified in OCT images manually using criteria developed 

by Hariri, et al. [14].  Each adenoma and GIN identified was verified in H&E histology 

slides.  The rest of the colon was classified as normal.  Normal regions were segmented 

in 667 A-scan (4 mm) pieces, which was the average size of the observed adenomas in 

this study.  In cases where a left-over segment was less than 667 A-scans, a minimum 

segment size of 167 A-scans (1 mm) was required for the segment to be included in the 

analysis.  In each adenoma, GIN, or normal segment, the average of each metric for 

every A-scan was calculated.

A-scans that were too far from the endoscope focus were excluded in the analysis.  The 

endoscope focus was located approximately 0.2 mm from the endoscope outer glass; 

therefore, A-scans with the colon surface located deeper than 0.2 mm were excluded. 
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To calculate p-value, the average and standard deviation of the metrics were calculated 

for each tissue type (adenoma, GIN, and normal).  The number of samples, N, was 

taken as the number of adenomas, GINs, or normal segments.  The z-test was 

performed between adenoma and GIN values, adenoma and normal values, and GIN 

and normal values.  This analysis was performed for images without nanoshells, since 

nanoshells significantly change OCT image properties.  

The z-test was also performed between adenomas pre- and post-nanoshells, GINs pre- 

and post-nanoshells, and normals pre- and post-nanoshells to demonstrate sensitivity to 

nanoshells.  To test for nanoshell-enhancement correlated with EGFR expression, each 

tissue type (adenoma, GIN, and normal) was subdivided into EGFR grade levels.  To 

maintain a sufficient N, grades 0 and 1 were combined and renamed “low grade”, and 

grades 3 and 4 were combined and renamed “high grade”.  In keeping with the new 

naming convention, grade 2 was renamed “medium grade”.  The z-test was performed 

for each tissue type subdivided by EGFR grade pre- and post-nanoshells.

3. Results:

3.1 Distinguishing Adenoma, GIN, and Normal Regions

Correlating OCT and histology revealed 140 adenomas, 32 GINs, and 269 normal 

segments.  One saline-treated mouse, Control 2, was not classified as normal due to 

being diagnosed with diffuse mucosal edema.  Using the surface depth and segment 

size criteria, 5 adenomas, 4 GINs, and 42 normal segments were excluded.  The 

included tissue segments totaled 135 adenomas, 28 GINs, and 227 normal segments.
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The best metric for distinguishing adenomas, GINs, and normals was the slope 

standard deviation metric.  As predicted, this metric was highest for normals and 

decreases for GINs and adenomas, and it was statistically significantly different 

between the three tissue types with p<0.0002 in all cases.  At one threshold value, this 

metric was 89% sensitive and 70% specific for identifying adenomas and GINs from 

normals.  At a lower threshold value, this metric distinguished adenomas from GINs with 

70% sensitivity and 76% specificity.

Average grayscale and slope were less predictive.  Average grayscale decreased as 

predicted from normals to GINs to adenomas.  This difference was statistically 

significant for differentiating adenomas from normals and adenomas from GINs but not 

for differentiating normals from GINs.  The difference in slope was statistically significant 

between normals and GINs, with GINs have steeper slopes than normals.  The slope for 

adenomas was steeper than the slope for normals, as predicted, but less steep than the 

slope for GINs, contrary to prediction.  The metrics are shown graphically for each 

tissue type in Figure 4.

3.2 Utility for 3D Imaging

The slope standard deviation metric was calculated for a three-dimensional dataset 

from one AOM-treated mouse, shown in Figure 5.  This metric was mapped to a 

grayscale value, where dark gray (blue online) indicated the highest slope standard 

deviation or most “normal” and white (pink online) indicated the lowest slope standard 

deviation or most “diseased”.  A-scans with the colon surface deeper than 0.2 mm, 

which could not be classified, were mapped to black.  The image is overlaid with 
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histologically verified features, specifically adenoma (Ad), GIN (G), and lymphoid 

aggregate (LA).  LAs are normal immune tissue in the colon.  As the image suggests, 

LAs can be confounders for adenomas and GINs. 

3.3 Identifying Nanoshells

Data from EGFR-targeted nanoshells and untargeted pegylated nanoshells were first 

combined in order to show sensitivity to nanoshells overall regardless of specificity to 

EGFR.  For all tissue types, average grayscale increases as predicted with p<0.05 

between pre- and post-nanoshell images.  Slope and slope standard deviation, 

however, did not have a consistent response to nanoshells for all three tissue types.  

3.4 Visualizing EGFR with Targeted Nanoshells

The data was graded using EGFR immunostained slides and each tissue type was 

subdivided into low, medium, and high grade.  The number of GINs after subdividing 

into grades was too small to analyze; therefore, only normals and adenomas were 

considered for this analysis.  To grade normals, normal sections were correlated with 

histology based on surrounding features, including adenomas, GINs, and lymphoid 

aggregates.  Some normal sections were excluded from analysis for lack of an 

identifiable landmark.     

Figure 6 shows the percent change in the metrics after adding nanoshells for each 

EGFR-grade, where the percent change was calculated as the value post-nanoshells 

(xpost) minus the value pre-nanoshells (xpre) divided by the value pre-nanoshells times 

100%, (xpost - xpre)/xpre*100%.  Figure 7 shows representative OCT images before and 
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after adding nanoshells.  For both normals and adenomas, the average grayscale 

increases post-nanoshells and the percent change in grayscale increases with EGFR-

grade, suggesting higher nanoshell density with higher EGFR-expression.  The percent 

change in slope and slope standard deviation post-nanoshells decreases with EGFR-

grade in normals, which suggests that other image effects may be present besides 

increased attenuation.  The percent change in slope and slope standard deviation for 

adenomas showed no trend with EGFR-grade.  

Image metrics for untargeted pegylated nanoshells do not show a consistent response 

for all three tissue types nor show a trend with EGFR-grade for any of the metrics, 

suggesting nonspecific adherence to tissue. 

4. Discussion:

The quantitative metrics outlined in this paper demonstrate computer classification of 

tissue type (adenoma, GIN, normal) and functional OCT imaging with highly scattering 

gold nanoshells.  The utility of these metrics to create en-face disease maps and to 

identify regions with concentrated targeted nanoshells can enhance the development of 

drugs and therapies for colorectal cancer in the AOM-treated mouse model.  

The metrics were developed to reflect expected changes in optical properties with 

disease progression in the colon and with nanoshells.  Areas of AOM-induced 

abnormalities (ACF, GIN, adenoma) tend to appear as hypointense regions in OCT 

images.  As disease develops in AOM-treated mice, the nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio in 

cells increases, and the nucleus becomes larger.  Arifler, et al. [34] examines nuclear 

changes in dysplasia compared to normal cells, using finite-difference time-domain 
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(FDTD) modeling and images of cervical biopsies of dysplasia.  The results show 

significant increases in nuclear size and refractive index heterogeneity in cervical 

dysplasia biopsies as compared with normal cells.  FDTD modeling and confocal 

microscopy demonstrate increased backscattering in dysplastic cells, due to these 

nuclear changes.  

Increased backscattering results in increased attenuation in the mucosa.  In this work, a 

slight decrease in grayscale in the mucosa is observed as the tissue progresses from 

normal to GIN to adenoma, consistent with heightened attenuation.  Furthermore, an 

increase in attenuation is observed for GINs and adenomas as compared with normals, 

as expected.  Contrary to prediction, however, attenuation is greater for GINs than 

adenomas, with the difference in slope being statistically significant (p<0.05).  Further 

study is necessary to elucidate this reversal, however, it may be due to cellular or 

architectural changes in adenomas.  For example, in dysplastic cells Arifler, et al. [34] 

noted a higher concentration of enlarged nuclei in the basal/parabasal portion of the 

tissue epithelium as compared to the superficial portion and measured the highest 

backscattering from the basal/parabasal portion.  Increased scattering from deeper 

areas of the mucosa may offset attenuation due to scattering at the surface.

The slope standard deviation, which quantifies the visibility of the underlying layers, is 

not impacted by the nominal slope.  This metric most successfully differentiates the 

three tissue types, normal, GIN, and adenoma.  Perhaps the most useful application for 

this metric is the ability to visualize a three-dimensional dataset as a two-dimensional, 

en-face disease map.  This utility allows a researcher to quickly visualize the entire 
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mouse colon, non-destructively and over multiple time points.  It also enables the 

researcher to quickly locate relevant OCT images to verify the presence of disease. 

Using the metrics to generate a two-dimensional disease map can be extended to 

functional OCT imaging of a biomarker such as EGFR.  The most consistent 

quantitative metric for nanoshells detection is increased grayscale.  This effect is 

consistent with quantitative measurements made by Kah, et al. [27] in a xenograft tumor 

model, which demonstrates that signal enhancement (increased grayscale) dominates 

as compared to signal attenuation (slope) in the first 200 μm.  Slope standard deviation 

could have been confounded by increased surface brightness, by magnifying small 

slope variations.  The results of this study suggest specificity of nanoshells targeted to 

EGFR, with change in average grayscale trending with increased EGFR grade.  

Quantitative metrics enable the measurement of this effect which is subtle to visualize 

by eye in the OCT images.
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Figure Captions:

Figure 1:  (Color online) The imaging system is an endoscopic, spectral domain OCT 

system.  The light source is a superluminescent diode (890 nm, 150 nm FWHM) and is 

coupled into a fiber-based Michelson interferometer.  The detector is a custom built 

spectrometer that images light from 800 to 1000 nm.

Figure 2:  (Color online) Normal colon sections with EGFR immunostaining are shown 

above, ranging from less (grade 0) to more (grade 4) EGFR.  Note the increasing brown 

color saturation from grades 0 to 4.  (In grayscale print, increasing brown saturation 

appears as a darkening around the crypts and apical cell layer.)

Figure 3:  OCT imaging of mouse colon clearly distinguished normal from diseased 

tissue.  The top image is a 22 mm by 1.5 mm logged OCT image of AOM treated mouse 

colon.  The middle image is the same OCT image after median filtering with a large 

(21x21 pixel, 125x25 μm) kernel.  The plots at the bottom correspond to the logged 

backscattered intensity as a function of depth.  The position and length of the plots are 

indicated by the white lines in the OCT images labeled �Normal�, �Adenoma�, and �GIN�.  

Anatomical features are indicated on the �Normal� and �GIN� plots.  In both plots the 

mucosal (M) surface and mucosa (M) /submucosa (SM) boundary are visible.  The 

�Normal� plot also clearly shows the boundaries between the submucosa (SM), 

muscularis propria (MP), and adventitia.  Due to mucosal thickening and heightened 

attenuation with depth, these boundaries are not visible in the GIN.  The adenoma 

displays no clearly discernable boundaries.  Note also the marked mucosal thickening 

between the normal and GIN tissues. 
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Figure 4:  (Color online) Metric values (on an arbitrary scale) for three different tissue 

types:  Normals, GINs, and Adenomas.  From Normal to GIN to Adenoma, the grayscale 

and slope standard deviation decrease, as anticipated.  From Normal to GIN and from 

Normal to Adenoma, the slope becomes steeper, as anticipated, but from GIN to 

Adenoma, the slope becomes less negative.

Figure 5:  (Color online) The top image is a two-dimensional representation (“disease 

map”) of the mouse colon, 20 mm long in which left is rostral and right is caudal, and in 

which the top and bottom wrap around to complete the cylindrically shaped colon 

approximately 6 mm in circumference.  The metric plotted is the slope standard 

deviation, ranging from 0 (diseased) to 0.1 (normal) arb. units.  Locations of adenomas 

(Ad), GINs (G), and lymphoid aggregates (LA), verified both in OCT and histology, are 

labeled.  Notice that the white (pink online) areas, which indicate a low slope standard 

deviation or “disease”, correspond with the locations of adenomas, GINs, and lymphoid 

aggregates.  While lymphoid aggregates are considered confounders for disease in 

OCT, note the co-localization of lymphoid aggregates and adenomas, which is typical in 

the AOM-treated mouse model.  Dark gray (blue online) areas indicate high slope 

standard deviation or “normal”.  Black areas indicate that the colon surface fell below 

the minimum depth, 0.2 mm, from the endoscope window and could not be classified.  

The logged OCT images (20 mm long by 0.3 mm deep) at the bottom were taken at 

locations indicated by the dotted lines in the “disease map” at the top.  

Figure 6:  (Color online) The charts show the percent change in image metrics post 

EGFR-targeted nanoshells.  The average grayscale metric is plotted using the left axis, 
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with values indicated.  The slope and slope standard deviation metrics are plotted using 

the right axis.  For the normal segments, grayscale increases and slope becomes less 

negative with EGFR-grade.  The slope standard deviation decreases with nanoshells, 

as anticipated, but the percent change decreases with EGFR-grade.  For adenomas, 

grayscale increases with EGFR-grade, while slope and slope standard deviation do not 

correlate with EGFR-grade.  Note that for both normal segments and adenomas, the 

percent change in average grayscale increases with EGFR-grade post-nanoshells.

Figure 7:  The logged OCT images (30 mm long by 0.3 mm deep) are in the same colon 

location in the same mouse pre (above) and post (below) nanoshells.  Notice the 

increase in surface signal in the post-nanoshell image at the positions indicated by the 

arrows.
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B.2 Creating a database of disease locations, tissueCharTool.fig

This MATLAB tool is used to classify regions within an OCT image. The tool

lists five possible classifications: 1. adenoma, 2. GIN, 3. lymphoid aggregate

(lymph agg), 4. normal, and 5. other. The user uses the region of interest (ROI)

selection to identify the relevant A-scans. The A-scan range and the classification

are saved in an Excel file hard coded into the MATLAB m-file ‘z:\Amy\Mouse

Colon\mouseColonNanoTemp.xlsx’. This file name and location can be changed

within the m-file at line number 86. The image name, classification, comment from

the “Comment” box, and A-scan range are appended in a new row within the Excel

file upon clicking “Add to Database”. A detailed procedure for classifying disease

states within an OCT image of mouse colon is described.

1. Run the MATLAB m-file ‘tissueCharTool.m’.

2. Click “Load OCT”. A dialog box appears, allowing the user to select an OCT

image to open. The program can open .oca or .txt image files. The tool opens

the selected image in a MATLAB figure window, as shown in Figure B.1.

3. Use the sliding bars “Ascan Select” and “Width Select” to select an A-scan

range to classify. The sliding bars adjust the A-scan locations of two vertical,

red lines that define the A-scan range, as shown in Figure B.2.

4. In the “Tissue Classification” box, select the tissue classification. In the ex-

ample shown in Figure B.2, the classification is ‘Adenoma’. Additionally, the

user has the option to add a comment in the “Comment” box.

5. To save this information, click “Add to Database”. The box entitled “Entry

Information” updates after the information is saved, displaying the classifica-

tion and A-scan range selected.
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Figure B.1: The tissueCharTool GUI is shown. Click “Load OCT” to load an OCT
image. The image is displayed in a MATLAB figure window.

Figure B.2: Use the sliding bars “Ascan Select” and “Width Select” to select an
A-scan range to classify. The sliding bars adjust the A-scan locations of two vertical,
red lines that define the A-scan range.
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B.3 Surface Tracing, depthDependentIntensityTool2.fig

This MATLAB tool is used to locate and save the surface of sample. For identifying

disease in images of mouse colon, this tool is used to locate and save the surface

of the mucosa. This tool is adapted from a tool written by Garret Bonnema for

analyzing OCT images of skin. The tool contains algorithms to compute and save

image properties associated with a selected region of interest. These algorithms are

ignored in the following description of the MATLAB tool as only the surface tracing

capability is utilized.

The procedure for tracing the surface of the colon is described.

1. Run the MATLAB m-file ‘depthDependentIntensityTool2.m’.

2. Only a subset of this tool’s functionality is utilized for surface tracing. Figure

B.3 highlights the section of the GUI used for surface tracing.

3. Click “Load Image”. A dialog window appears, allowing the user to select an

OCT image to open. The tool can open images in .txt, .oca, .raw, and .bmp

formats. (If the user wishes to open a .raw image, make sure the calibration

is in the same directory as the .raw image and that only one file with the text

‘cal’ and extension ‘.txt’ is in that directory.)

4. The tool opens the selected image in a MATLAB figure window, as shown in

Figure B.4. If a surface file has already been created for this image, the tool

automatically reads that surface file and overlays it on the image. In this case,

if the user wishes to create a new surface, click “Clear Surface”.

5. To begin surface tracing, click “Define Surface”. When the cursor is dragged

over the image, a cross appears to assist the user in identifying the surface,

as shown in Figure B.5. It is recommended to maximize the window for this

step.

6. Begin at the leftmost side of the image and left click the mouse to define a

surface point. Always click to the right of the previous surface point. (Not
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Figure B.3: The ‘depthDependentIntensityTool2’ GUI is displayed. The region
highlighted in the red box is utilized for surface tracing. The other tools are ignored
in this description.
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Figure B.4: The tool loads the image and displays it in a MATLAB figure window.

Figure B.5: When defining a surface, the cursor changes to a cross to assist the
user in identifying the surface. Begin at the leftmost side of the image and left click
to define a surface point. Always click to the right of the previous surface point.
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doing so will result in an error and the user will have to start over by closing the

MATLAB figure window and re-loading the image.) Between surface points,

the tool applies linear interpolation to determine the surface location for the

intervening A-scans. To specify the last surface point, right click the mouse.

7. If the user is satisfied with the final surface, click “Save Surface”. Otherwise,

click “Clear Surface” and then “Define Surface” to define a new surface. The

surface is saved in a text document with the save name as the image but with

the extension ‘ surface.txt’.

8. To view a previously saved surface, click “Load Surface”. A dialog box ap-

pears, allowing the user to choose a surface file.

B.4 Computing Quantitative Metrics

The following MATLAB algorithm computes the quantitative metrics described in

the manuscript “Quantitative Tool for Rapid Disease Mapping”. The user enters

the image file name and the surface file associated with that image. The algorithm

computes the metrics 1. average grayscale, 2. slope, and 3. slope standard deviation

for each A-scan with a specified surface and stores them in the variable ‘metric’.

% User inputs

imFile = ’OCTimage.oca’;

surfaceFile = ’OCTimage_surface.txt’;

% end user inputs

% read in image file and surface tracing file

im = dlmread(imFile);

surface = dlmread(surfaceFile);

% median filter the image

im = medfilt2(im, [21 21]);
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% flatten the colonic surface, based on manual tracing

xTop = surface(1,:);

yTop = surface(2,:);

height = size(im,1) - max(yTop);

width = xTop(size(xTop,2)) - xTop(1);

imFlat = zeros(height,width);

cnt = 1;

for k = 1:size(xTop,2)

if yTop(k) > 0

imFlat(:,cnt) = im(yTop(k):(yTop(k)+height-1),xTop(k));

cnt = cnt+1;

end

end

% calculate metrics - average grayscale, slope, slope standard deviation

depth0 = 25;

depth1 = 75;

depth2 = 300;

cnt = 1;

for k = 1:size(imFlat,2)

temp = log10(imFlat(:,k));

% find the surface of the colon

[aM bM] = max(temp(1:depth0));

% calculate the average grayscale in the mucosa (top 75 pixels or depth1)

m = mean(temp(bM:(bM+depth1)));

% Calculate the slope in the mucosa (top 75 pixels or depth1)

y = robustfit((bM:(bM+depth1))’,(temp(bM:(bM+depth1))));
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slopeRobFit = y(2);

% Calculate the slope variability in the entire field of view (top

% 300 pixels or depth2)

y = temp(bM:(bM+depth2));

delx = 10; % separation between subtracted pixels

yDiff = zeros(size(y));

for j=1:max(size(y)-delx)

yDiff(j) = y(j+delx)-y(j);

end

slopeStd = std(yDiff);

metric(cnt,1) = m; % average grayscale in mucosa

metric(cnt,2) = slopeRobFit; % slope in mucosa

metric(cnt,3) = slopeStd; % slope standard deviation

cnt = cnt + 1;

end

B.5 Creating 2D Disease Map

The following MATLAB algorithm is used to create a disease map, like that shown

in the manuscript “Quantitative Tool for Rapid Disease Mapping”. The algorithm

reads in a file with the extension ‘ parametersAll3.txt’. This file contains the met-

rics computed as described in the previous section plus others not described here.

These other metrics are variations on the metrics average grayscale, slope, and slope

standard deviation that are not used any longer and can be ignored. The slope

standard deviation metric used to create the disease map is in column 15 in the file

‘... parametersAll3.txt’, as specified in the ‘User inputs’ in variable ‘paramNum’.

The term ‘parameter’ is the previous term used to describe ‘metric’. The MATLAB
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algorithm shown below uses the previous term ‘parameter’ in variable names storing

or pertaining to the quantitative metrics.

clear;

% User inputs

impath = ’Z:\Mouse colon\July_17_2009’; % image path

mouse = ’AOM2V_3d_P1-120’; % name common to all images in map

positionMarker = ’_’; % marker specifying the image order

length = 20; % image length in mm

height = 1.7; % image height in mm

numImages = 120; % total number of images in image series

numAscans = 4000; % number of A-scans

pixelsPerAscan = 1024; % pixels per A-scan

mapHeight = 360; % number of pixels in map height (cosmetic)

paramNum = 15; % metric (parameter) to display (15=slope std)

depthLimit = 0.2; % lowest surface value acceptable, mm

windowSize = 50; % window size to smooth over

% save information

savepath = ’Z:\Mouse Colon\3D Maps - 29-May-2009 and 1-Jun-2009’;

saveAppend = ’_slopeStd’; % append this to the save name

write = 0; % 1 to save, 0 to not save

minValue = 0; % minValue in display (pink)

maxValue = 0.1; % maxValue in display (blue)

% end user inputs

% Convert depth limit to pixel number

depthLimit = depthLimit*pixelsPerAscan/height;
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% change directory to the image path

cd(impath);

% find the data for the entire image series

imfiles = dir([’*’ mouse ’*_parametersAll3.txt’]);

% initialize variables

ascan = zeros(numImages,numAscans);

paramTest = zeros(numImages,numAscans);

depth = zeros(numImages,numAscans);

for j=1:size(imfiles,1)

% read in text file with stored metrics and surface file

params = dlmread(imfiles(j).name);

surface = dlmread(strrep(imfiles(j).name,’parametersAll3’,’surface’));

surface = surface(:,2:(size(surface,2)-1));

ascanStart = surface(1,1);

ascanEnd = surface(1,size(surface,2));

% determine the position of this image in the series

temp = imfiles(j).name;

temp1 = temp(strfind(temp, positionMarker)+size(positionMarker,2));

for jjj = size(temp1,2):-1:1

if str2double(temp1(jjj)) >= 0

break;

end

end

cnt = 1;

temp2 = temp1(jjj);
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while str2double(temp1(jjj)) >= 0

temp1 = temp(strfind(temp, positionMarker)...

+size(positionMarker,2)+cnt);

if str2double(temp1(jjj)) >= 0

temp2 = [temp2 temp1(jjj)];

cnt = cnt+1;

end

end

position = str2double(temp2);

% separate relevant parameters

ascan(position,ascanStart:ascanEnd) = ...

ascanStart-1+params(1:(ascanEnd-ascanStart+1),1)’;

paramTest(position,ascanStart:ascanEnd) = ...

params(1:(ascanEnd-ascanStart+1),paramNum)’;

depth(position,ascanStart:ascanEnd) = ...

surface(2,:)-min(min(surface(2,:)));

end

% create disease map

map = paramTest;

% set ‘not a number’ values to a normal (high) value

map(isnan(map)==1) = 10;

% if the A-scan is below the depth limit, set it to a normal (high)

% value

map(depth>depthLimit) = max(max(map));
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% some of the .oca images are flipped relative to their .bmp images, flip

% the map if this is a problem

map = map(:,size(map,2):-1:1);

mapMean = mean(map);

mapStd = std(map);

% create inverted 8 bit colormap: blue=normal (high); pink=diseased (low)

cmap = colormap(jet(256));

cmap2 = cmap(256:-1:1,:);

% display data

figure(1); imagesc(map, [minValue maxValue]); colormap(map2);

% smooth the data and display

for j=1:120

mapSmooth(j,:) = smooth(map(j,:),windowSize);

end

figure(2); imagesc(mapSmooth, [minValue maxValue]); colormap(cmap2);

B.6 OCT Post-processing to Eliminate Artifacts

The most common artifacts in our spectral domain OCT images are vertical and

horizontal bands. Vertical bands are caused by saturation events. Horizontal bands

are not completely understood but seem to be caused by errors in background sub-

traction. The following MATLAB algorithms can be implemented post-processing
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to minimize these artifacts.

B.6.1 Saturation, saturationCorrection.m

The MATLAB algorithm to eliminate or minimize vertical bands is called ‘satura-

tionCorrection.m’. This function uses the image data (already read into MATLAB

with variable type double) and the vertical range over which there is no signal from

the sample. It returns a corrected image. The algorithm divides each A-scan by

the mean value in the vertical range specified. Since there is no signal from the

sample in this range, only a saturation event (or vertical band) causes the value

to increase. Saturated A-scans are divided by a larger number than unsaturated

A-scans, causing the image to appear more uniform.

function im2 = saturationCorrection(im1, rangeVert)

% ‘im1’ = unlogged image data

% ‘rangeVert’ = vertical range below the sample

% Correct vertical streaks

if rangeVert(1) ~= 0

im2 = zeros(size(im1));

for j=1:size(im1,2)

if mean(double(im1(rangeVert,j))) > 0

im2(:,j) = double(im1(:,j))./mean(double(im1(rangeVert,j)));

end

end

end

B.6.2 Horizontal Banding, hBanding.m

The MATLAB algorithm to eliminate horizontal banding includes some manual

steps. The code described below is split into two parts. The first part reads in the
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image (either .oca or .bmp) and displays the image and the mean A-scan. These

figures are displayed after Part 1 of the MATLAB code.

Part 1

%% Part 1

clear;

% User inputs

impath = ’Z:\amy\Mouse Colon\Images\Nanoparticle_Images\Dec_12_2008’;

imFile = ’AOM12_ns_pre3__002.oca’;

% end user inputs

cd(impath);

if ~isempty(findstr(imFile,’.oca’))

im = dlmread(imFile);

im = medfilt2(im,[3,3]); % median filter

im = im/(max(max(im)))+1; % scale between 1 and 2

im = log10(im-0.999); % logarithmic transformation

else if ~isempty(findstr(imFile,’.bmp’))

im = imread(imFile);

else

break;

end

end

figure(1); imagesc(im); colormap(’gray’); title(’Original’);

im = double(im);

% Identify the region containing the banding artifacts

range = 400:1000;

figure(2); plot(mean(im,2))

data = mean(im(range,:),2);
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Figure B.6: The first figure displayed is the image to be corrected. Note the
repeated horizontal bands just beneath the tissue in this image.

xdata=1:length(range);

cftool

Output of Part 1

The figures from Part 1 are displayed in Figures B.6 and B.7. The first figure,

Figure B.6, simply displays the image to be corrected. The second figure, Figure

B.7, plots the mean A-scan from Figure B.6. The user identifies the A-scan range

of the horizontal bands. For this image, the horizontal bands seem to occur in the

range 400-1000. This range is inserted at the end of Part 1 where the variable ‘data’

is defined. The variable ‘data’ is the mean of all the columns over the rows 400 to

1000, in this example.

At the end of Part 1, the command ‘cftool’ calls MATLAB’s ‘Curve Fitting Tool’

GUI. Click “Data...” and add the dataset (xdata,data). Click “Create Dataset” and

then click “Close”. Next, click “Fitting...”, “New fit”, and select “Exponential” as

the type of fit. Specifically, choose the exponential of the form: a ∗ exp(b ∗ x) +

c ∗ exp(d ∗ x). Click “Apply” to fit the data. The results of the fit in this example

are shown in Figure B.8. Notice that the horizontal bands appear as a modulation

on top of the exponential decay illustrated in Figure B.8. Part 2 of the algorithm

subtracts the exponential decay to isolate the horizontal bands and then subtracts
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Figure B.7: The second figure displays the mean A-scan from the image. From this
plot, the user identifies the A-scan range of the horizontal bands. For this image,
the horizontal bands seem to occur in the range 400 - 1000.

Figure B.8: Using MATLAB’s ‘Curve Fitting Tool’, the data is fit to an exponential.
Notice that the horizontal bands appear as a modulation on top of this exponential
decay.
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these bands from the original image.

To enter the fitted exponential into Part 2 of the MATLAB algorithm, find the

“Results” of the fit in the ‘Curve Fitting Tool’ GUI. The output in this example is:

General model Exp2:

f(x) = a ∗ exp(b ∗ x) + c ∗ exp(d ∗ x)

Coefficients (with 95% confidence bounds):

a = -2.503 (-2.511, -2.494)

b = 0.0001087 (0.0001011, 0.0001162)

c = 0.3227 (0.3125, 0.3329)

d = -0.01466 (-0.01572, -0.01359)

Goodness of fit:

SSE: 0.2019

R-square: 0.9719

Adjusted R-square: 0.9717

RMSE: 0.01839

The values for ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’, and ‘d’ are entered by the user into Part 2, under the

heading ‘User Inputs’.

Part 2

%% Part 2

% User inputs

a = -2.503;

b = 0.0001087;

c = 0.3227;

d = -0.01466;

savepath = ’Z:\amy\Mouse Colon\Images\Nanoparticle_Images\Dec_12_2008’;

savename = ’AOM12_ns_pre3__002_nobanding.bmp’;

Min = -3;
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Max = -0.8;

% end user inputs

fit=a*exp(b*xdata)+c*exp(d*xdata);

% isolate the horizontal bands

bandingPart=(data-fit’);

% set to 0 the values from 1 to the first 0 crossing, to avoid large

% discontinuities when ‘bandingPart’ is padded with zeros in the next steps

bandingPart(1:18)=0;

% create an A-scan called ‘banding’

banding(1:400)=0;

banding(400:1000)=bandingPart;

banding(1000:1024)=0;

banding=banding’;

% repeat this A-scan to be the size of the image

banding=repmat(banding,1,size(im,2));

% display the corrected image

figure(3); imagesc(im-banding); colormap(’gray’); title(’Corrected’)

% save the corrected image as a bitmap

im2 = im-banding;

im2(im2>Max) = Max;

im2(im2<Min) = Min;

im3 = (im2-min(min(im2)))*255/(max(max(im2))-min(min(im2)));

im3 = uint8(im3);
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Figure B.9: After running Part 2, the corrected figure is displayed. Note the absence
of the horizontal bands evident in Figure B.6.

path = cd;

cd(savepath);

imwrite(im3,savename,’bmp’);

cd(path);
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APPENDIX C

C.1 Submitted Manuscript: Dual Modality Imaging with VEGFR Probe

The following manuscript has been submitted to the journal Molecular Imaging and

Biology.
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ABSTRACT 

Background and Objective: 

Increased vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) receptor expression has been found at the sites of angiogenesis, 

particularly in tumor growth areas, as compared with quiescent vasculature. An increase in VEGF receptor-2 is 

associated with colon cancer progression.  The in vivo detection of VEGF receptor is of interest for the purposes of 

studying basic mechanisms of carcinogenesis, making clinical diagnoses, and monitoring the efficacy of 

chemopreventive and therapeutic agents.  In this study, a novel single chain (sc) VEGF-based molecular probe is utilized 

in the azoxymethane (AOM) -treated mouse model of colorectal cancer to study delivery route and specificity for 

disease.  

Study Design/Materials and Methods: 

The probe was constructed by site-specific conjugation of a near-infrared fluorescent dye, Cy5.5, to scVEGF and 

detected in vivo with a dual-modality optical coherence tomography / laser-induced fluorescence (OCT/LIF) endoscopic 

system.  A probe inactivated via biotinylation was utilized as a control for non-receptor mediated binding.  The LIF 

excitation source was a 633 nm He:Ne laser and red/near-infrared fluorescence was detected with a spectrometer.  OCT 

was used to obtain two-dimensional longitudinal tomograms at eight rotations in the distal colon. Fluorescence emission 

levels were correlated with OCT-detected disease in vivo.  OCT-detected disease was verified with hematoxylin and 

eosin (H&E) stained histology slides ex vivo.  

Results: 

High fluorescence emission intensity from the targeted probe was correlated with tumor presence as detected using OCT 

in vivo and VEGFR-2 immunostaining on histological sections ex vivo.  The inactivated probe accumulated preferentially 

on the surface of tumor lesions and in lymphoid aggregate tissue but not in VEGFR-2 positive areas.  

Conclusions: 

The scVEGF/Cy probe delivered via colonic lavage reaches tumor vasculature and is internalized selectively and 

specifically in VEGFR-2 positive areas, resulting in high sensitivity and specificity for tumor detection.  The 
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combination of OCT and LIF imaging modalities allow the simultaneous study of tumor morphology and protein 

expression for the development of diagnostic and therapeutic methods for colorectal cancer. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Role of VEGF in Carcinogenesis 

Angiogenesis is an essential component of tumor development and metastasis.  Vascular endothelial growth factor 

(VEGF) is produced in tumor cells in response to increasing metabolic needs.  VEGF binds to VEGF receptors 

(VEGFR), primarily VEGFR-2 (kinase-insert domain receptor (KDR)/foetal liver kinase (Flk)-1), on the surface of 

vascular endothelial cells, inducing the growth and survival of endothelial cells as well as increasing the permeability of 

tumor vasculature.
1
 

 

Many drugs and combination treatment regiments, clinical and preclinical, target angiogenesis with the idea of 

“starving” the tumor, as first presented by Folkman in 1971.
2
  Anti-angiogenic drugs, such as Avastin (Genentech, San 

Francisco, CA), are now used clinically in some cases, in conjunction with chemotherapy, and have been shown to 

increase life expectancy in cancer patients.
3
  Research performed in the Jain laboratory has also shown that the high 

concentration of VEGF around tumor areas results in disorganized vasculature and heightened permeability of vessels in 

the region.
3
  The tortuosity of the vasculature and the heightened permeability (up to 10 times the permeability in normal 

blood vessels) causes intravenous (IV) drug treatments to be delivered unevenly in the tumor.  Some areas of the tumor 

may not receive treatment at all, increasing the risk of tumor regrowth.   

 

Due to these findings and other research, the prevalence of VEGFR is considered a predictor for clinical outcome and 

can be impacted by seemingly unrelated cancer therapies, including photodynamic therapy (PDT), radiotherapy, and 

chemotherapy.
4-7

  Therefore, monitoring VEGFR during disease progression and therapy is essential to improving our 

understanding of cancer and ultimately bolstering the efficacy of current treatments.
8
   

 

1.2 Molecular Imaging 
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The paradigm for detecting, stratifying, and monitoring tumors is shifting from purely structural imaging to include 

molecular imaging.  Molecular imaging facilitates monitoring biomarkers, such as molecular signals for angiogenesis 

that are critical to cancer development.   

 

Monitoring these processes in vivo can expedite drug development and facilitate personalized treatment.
9,10

  For example, 

a drug inhibiting angiogenesis, such as a VEGFR inhibitor like pazopanib, can be evaluated based on the prevalence of 

angiogenesis biomarkers, such as VEGFR.  Recent pre-clinical studies indicate that imaging biomarkers may predict 

therapy outcome earlier than more downstream effects like tumor size.
11, 12

  Molecular imaging in the clinic is expected 

to guide decision making regarding treatment, allowing doctors to select the optimal combination of anti-angiogenic and 

chemotherapy and to achieve precise, evidence-based treatment scheduling.  Fine-tuning treatment based on feedback 

from molecular imaging may increase the chances of successful tumor elimination.
3
   

 

In vivo molecular imaging is a two-fold process, involving first the development of a stable, specific molecular probe and 

second the development of a non-invasive or minimally invasive imaging system and protocol for detecting that probe.  

In this paper, we describe using a VEGFR-targeted near-infrared fluorescent probe
13

, and a minimally invasive imaging 

method for locating pre-metastatic tumors in mice in vivo.   

 

1.3 Optical Imaging – A Dual Modality Approach 

In this paper, we report a dual-modality, optical imaging system for minimally invasive tumor identification of VEGFR 

expression in tumor vasculature.  Optical imaging methods are a relatively inexpensive and simple means to monitor 

cancer development in vivo, particularly in settings that allow endoscopic procedures.  In this study, optical coherence 

tomography (OCT) is used to acquire depth-resolved, structural images of tumors and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) is 

used to monitor VEGFR expression with a novel fluorescent VEGFR-targeted probe.  These imaging modalities are 

combined and miniaturized in a 2-mm diameter endoscope for minimally invasive imaging in the mouse colon in vivo.   

 

OCT is rapidly acquiring acceptance for several biomedical applications.  The leading clinical application is in assessing 

retinal diseases of the eye.
14

  Pre-clinically, OCT is being studied as a means of “optical biopsy” in human patients, e.g. 
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in diagnosing Barrett’s esophagus and ovarian cancer.
15,16

  It is also being studied as a research tool for longitudinal 

animal studies, toward ultimately expediting drug development.  Previous work in our group has shown the ability of 

OCT to detect early stage tumors in vivo in a mouse model of colorectal cancer.
17

  In that study, a blinded panel detected 

95% of benign tumors (adenomas) and only misclassified one normal location as adenoma using OCT images, out of 38 

total adenomas identified and correlated with histology. 

 

Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) provides biochemical information about the sample, complementary information to the 

structure provided by OCT.  In previous studies, LIF images based on autofluorescence at 325 nm were coregistered with 

OCT images of Apc
min/+

 mouse colon in vivo.
18

  Decreased autofluorescence at 390 nm, associated with Type I collagen, 

and 450 nm, associated with NADH, correlated with adenomas.  Decreased 390 nm and 450 nm autofluorescence may 

result from mucosal thickening with the growth of abnormal cells and leaky vasculature, which attenuates fluorescence 

from the deeper collagen layers.  However, the ratio of NADH to collagen autofluorescence increases, strongly 

suggesting increasing metabolic needs associated with tumor development.  While autofluorescence has been shown to 

be proficient at identifying colonic adenomas based on mucosal thickening, increasing metabolism, and bleeding, 

targeted contrast agents can enhance the functionality of LIF imaging by enabling specific molecular imaging.   In this 

respect, a near-infrared fluorescent probe scVEGF/Cy5.5 has demonstrated its utility for VEGFR imaging in angiogenic 

vasculature in tumor and inflammation models.
13,19, 20, 21, 12

  In one study, luciferase-expressing adenocarcinoma cells 

were implanted subcutaneously in a mouse.  Bioluminescence imaging overlaid with near-infrared fluorescence imaging 

confirmed the selective uptake of the VEGF-based probe in the bioluminescent tumor.  Furthermore, immunofluorescent 

slides showed that dye fluorescence co-localized with VEGFR-2 immunostaining, confirming in vitro that the tracer is 

internalized via VEGFR-2 mediated endocytosis
13

.    

 

This study examines the in vivo utility of this VEGFR-targeted near-infrared fluorescent probe in the azoxymethane 

(AOM) -treated mouse model.  AOM is a carcinogen that induces aberrant crypt foci (ACF) in the colon, a condition that 

has been observed in humans prior to developing cancer.
22

  In mice, this condition precedes the development of tumors, 

called adenomas.
23,24

  Mice treated with AOM develop colonic tumors randomly, similarly to how the disease progresses 

in humans. 
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Our imaging method utilizes a dual-modality OCT/LIF system to observe the structural and molecular changes that 

accompany tumor development.  Using criteria developed by Hariri, et al.
25

 for identifying adenomas using OCT, we 

were able to map adenomas in the colon and compare this data with co-registered fluorescence data from 

scVEGF/Cy5.5.  In addition to reporting the performance of scVEGF/Cy5.5, this study demonstrates the utility of a dual-

modality system for evaluating tumors based on morphology, size, and VEGFR expression. 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 scVEGF/Cy5.5 Synthesis 

Fluorescent tracer scVEGF/Cy5.5 (SibTech, Inc.) is an engineered single chain (sc) VEGF that combines two 3-110 aa 

fragments of human VEGF121 expressed with cysteine-containing Cys-tag that was used for site-specific conjugation of a 

fluorescent dye, Cy5.5-maleimide (GE Healthcare), as described in Backer, et al.
13

  An inactivated probe, 

inVEGF/Cy5.5, (SibTech, Inc.) was generated by excessive biotinylation of scVEGF/Cy5.5 via NHS chemistry, 

resulting in the complete loss of VEGFR-binding ability of the probe
13

.  

 

2.2 Dual modality OCT/LIF Imaging 

The endoscopic OCT/LIF system is shown schematically in Figure 1.  A similar system has been described in detail by 

our group previously.
26

  Briefly, the OCT channel utilizes a 1300 nm center wavelength, 70 nm bandwidth 

superluminescent diode.  The reference arm modulates the signal at 100 kHz, which is detected using a lock-in amplifier.  

Two millimeter A-scans (depth-scans) are collected over a length of 30 mm.  The LIF channel utilizes a He:Ne laser at 

633 nm for exciting Cy5.5.  Both OCT and LIF fibers are packaged in a 2 mm diameter endoscope.  The OCT channel is 

focused with a gradient-index (GRIN) lens, resulting in 18 µm lateral resolution.  The axial resolution is determined by 

the light source bandwidth and is 11 µm in air and 8 µm in tissue (assuming a refractive index in tissue of 1.4).  The LIF 

channel is unfocused and produces a 1.25 mm diameter spot on the tissue.  Fluorescence is detected by two fibers on 

either side of the LIF excitation fiber.  The collection fibers are relayed to a CCD-based spectrometer. 

 

2.3 Imaging Protocol 
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OCT and LIF images were collected from 11 female AOM-treated A/J mice and 4 saline-treated (control) A/J mice.  

Prior to imaging, mice were anesthetized with 2.5% Avertin, delivered intraperitoneally.  The targeted scVEGF/Cy5.5 

and inactivated inVEGF/Cy5.5 probes were delivered to AOM-treated mice (n=7 for targeted, n=4 for inactivated) and 

control (tumor-free) mice (n=2 for targeted, n=2 for inactivated) via colon lavage four hours prior to imaging.  The colon 

was rinsed with saline immediately prior to imaging, to remove unbound and/or degraded probes.  This procedure was 

established as being preferable to intravenous (IV) injection in a previous study comparing both methods, the drawback 

to IV injection being significant nonspecific uptake in the mammary fat pad, bladder, and small intestines.
27

  

 

After administering the fluorescent probe, the endoscope was lubricated with a water-based lubricant and inserted 30 mm 

inside the colon.  OCT/LIF images were taken in eight rotations, 45 degrees apart, around the colon.  Each OCT image 

was 30 mm lateral by 1.5 mm axial (in tissue).  LIF spectra were collected approximately every 200 µm.   

 

2.4 Histology 

After OCT/LIF imaging, animals were sacrificed and the distal 40 mm of the colon was excised.  The colons were sliced 

longitudinally for comparison with longitudinal OCT images.  Between 10 and 16 histology slides were prepared per 

mouse.   

 

The eight OCT images and 10 to 16 histology slides per mouse were used to map adenomas in the colon.  The adenomas 

observed in OCT were correlated with those detected in histology based on location in the colon and size.   

 

2.5 Data Analysis 

LIF spectra were processed to separate Cy5.5 fluorescence from autofluorescence.  Both Cy5.5 fluorescence in colon 

tissue and the autofluorescence of colon tissue were characterized in vivo in colon tissue using the OCT/LIF system.  The 

Cy5.5 spectrum was measured in a control (tumor-free) mouse injected with scVEGF/Cy5.5.  The mouse had no 

appreciable autofluorescence prior to probe injection.  The injection method was utilized because it provided sufficient 

nonspecific uptake of scVEGF/Cy5.5, as reported in previous work.
27

  Otherwise, control mice with colon lavage of 

scVEGF/Cy5.5 exhibited fluorescence too weak to characterize.  The autofluorescence spectrum was measured in an 
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AOM-treated mouse with no administered Cy5.5.  In both cases, all the spectra collected from each mouse were 

averaged to produce the final Cy5.5 and autofluorescence spectra, shown in Figure 2.  Use of a mouse injected with 

contrast agent for defining Cy5.5 fluorescence was considered superior to simply using the spectrum of Cy5.5 dissolved 

in saline in vitro because the in vivo environment and presence of the dye in highly scattering tissue can alter the detected 

emission spectrum. 

 

To separate the two sources of fluorescence, two points on each acquired LIF spectrum were considered: the value at 706 

nm and 670 nm.  At 670 nm, fluorescence from Cy5.5 was very low; therefore, this value was used to initially 

approximate the fluorescence due to tissue autofluorescence.  By knowing the value at 670 nm and using the 

autofluorescence spectrum characterized as described above, the autofluorescence at 706 nm could be estimated.  This 

value was then used to estimate the fluorescence due to Cy5.5 at 706 nm, by subtracting it from the measured spectral 

value at 706 nm.  This procedure was iterated to obtain incrementally better estimates of both autofluorescence and 

Cy5.5 fluorescence as follows.  The estimated value of fluorescence due to Cy5.5 at 706 nm together with the Cy5.5 

fluorescence spectrum characterized as described above were used to compute the fluorescence value of Cy5.5 at 670 

nm.  This value was then subtracted from the measured value at 670 nm to obtain a better estimate for the value of 

autofluorescence at 670 nm.  Using this more accurate estimate of autofluorescence at 670 nm, the level of 

autofluorescence at 706 nm was computed.  This value was again subtracted from the measured value at 706 nm to 

obtain a better estimate of the level of Cy5.5 fluorescence at 706 nm.  This procedure for separating autofluoresence and 

Cy5.5 fluorescence was iterated ten times, at which point the value converged to less than 1% changes.  For the 

remainder of the analysis, the final value of Cy5.5 fluorescence at 706 nm was used to quantitatively represent Cy5.5 

fluorescence. 

 

To study the fluorescence in normal versus adenoma regions in the colon, OCT and LIF data were subdivided into 5 mm 

lateral segments, the approximate size of the observed adenomas.  The maximum value of Cy5.5 fluorescence emission 

at 706 nm was found for each segment.  OCT was used to classify a region as normal or adenoma, using criteria 

developed by Hariri, et al.
25

  Using OCT-detected adenomas correlated with histology as the gold standard, the 

sensitivity and specificity of scVEGF/Cy5.5 and inVEGF/Cy5.5 were calculated for a range of thresholds for maximum 
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Cy5.5 fluorescence.  Sensitivity was calculated as the number of true positives divided by the total number of adenoma 

segments detected using OCT.  An adenoma segment was considered a true positive when the fluorescence value 

exceeded threshold in that segment or an immediately adjacent segment.  Specificity was calculated as the number of 

true negatives divided by the total number of normal segments as detected using OCT.  A normal segment was 

considered a true negative when the fluorescence value was below threshold.  

 

2.6 Immunofluorescence Staining and ex vivo Microscopy 

A short follow-up study with 2 AOM-treated mice was performed ex vivo to compare scVEGF/Cy5.5 and 

inVEGF/Cy5.5 accumulation using fluorescence microscopy.  Each mouse was treated with either scVEGF/Cy5.5 or 

inVEGF/Cy5.5 in vivo using the lavage procedure described in Section 2.3.  Mice were sacrificed and up to 40 mm of the 

distal colon was excised.  Tissue was frozen using isopentane pre-cooled in liquid nitrogen and embedded in optimal 

cutting temperature compound in cryomolds.  Cryosectioning was performed, producing 5 µm thick tissue sections.  

Sections were treated with an immunofluorescent antibody for VEGFR-2 (Flk-1), as described previously.
13

  Sections 

were imaged using an Olympus Macro Zoom Fluorescence Microscope (Olympus MVX10 MacroView).  A Green 

Fluorescence Protein (GFP) filter cube with Mercury lamp was used to view immunofluorescence.  A Cy5.5 filter cube 

with Mercury lamp was used to view Cy5.5 fluorescence. 

 

3. RESULTS 

Correlating OCT and histology revealed 110 adenoma and 185 normal segments in mice treated with targeted probe and 

96 adenoma and 78 normal segments in mice treated with inactivated probe.  Both the targeted and inactivated probes 

resulted in high sensitivity and specificity for disease in vivo.  Plots of sensitivity and specificity for a range of thresholds 

are shown in Figure 3 for both targeted (scVEGF/Cy5.5) and inactivated (inVEGF/Cy5.5) probes.  The values were 

similar with the targeted probe achieving 83% sensitivity and 85% specificity at one threshold (0.060 arb. units) and the 

inactive probe performing slightly better with 87% sensitivity and 85% specificity at a higher threshold (0.125 arb. 

units). 
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The controls exhibited very weak fluorescence in comparison to the AOM-treated mice.  All fluorescence values in the 

four control mice treated with either scVEGF/Cy5.5 or inVEGF/Cy5.5 were below 0.020 arb. units, averaging under 

0.010 arb. units, compared to the example thresholds 0.060 and 0.125 for achieving over 80% sensitivity and specificity 

for both contrast agents.  Histological examination of the normal areas in the control mice verses the AOM-treated mice 

showed that the AOM-treated mice tended to have elevated mucosal thickening throughout their colons, indicating that 

the areas classified as normal in AOM-treated mice were exhibiting abnormalities.  Therefore, we consider the control 

mice to be a better indicator of how the agents will respond to normal areas in a human colon.  Using a fluorescence 

threshold of 0.020 arb. units, which results in no false positives or 100% specificity in the control mice, scVEGF/Cy5.5 

and inVEGF/Cy5.5 are 93% and 99% sensitive for adenomas respectively. 

 

The fluorescence from the targeted probe was less intense than that from the inactivated probe, resulting in a lower 

sensitivity with the targeted probe.  Figure 4 and Figure 5 show sample OCT/LIF images obtained with targeted and 

inactivated probes.  Note fluorescence enhancement in both figures of adenoma regions.  Some adenomas show a dark 

center in the fluorescence images, which was not uncommon in the dataset.  This effect is especially evident in the 

adenoma labeled number 2 in Figure 4 and adenoma number 1 in Figure 5.  Note that these adenomas exhibit marked 

mucosal thickening as well as hypointense regions corresponding to blood vessels.  Both mucosal thickening and blood 

vessels contribute to light attenuation, resulting in the dark centers as compared to the edges of the adenomas.  

Significant variability in tumor fluorescence was observed with LIF imaging and in situ fluorescence microscopy of 

scVEGF/Cy5.5, shown in Figure 4, believed to correlate with differences in VEGFR expression.  In situ fluorescence 

microscope images also verify the difference in fluorescence intensity between colons treated with targeted and 

inactivated probes.  Note also the difference in probe accumulation.  The targeted probe appears dotted in areas; whereas, 

the inactivated probe appears to delineate folds and creases in the adenomas. 

 

While specificity for adenomas was expected using targeted probe due to VEGFR binding
12, 13, 19, 20, 21

, the highly specific 

uptake of the inactivated probe was a surprising finding.  This finding warranted further investigation into the specificity 

of scVEGF/Cy5.5 for VEGFR using lavage administration.  A short study of 2 AOM-treated mice was conducted ex vivo 

to gain insight into how targeted and inactivated probes are distributed in the colon.  Fresh frozen sections from mice 
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treated with either scVEGF/Cy5.5 or inVEGF/Cy5.5 were immunostained for VEGFR-2 in order to determine 

localization of Cy5.5 fluorescence relative to VEGFR-2.  Figures 6 and 7 show representative fluorescent images of 

scVEGF/Cy5.5 and inVEGF/Cy5.5 sections, respectively.  Although we observed tissue autofluorescence, near-infrared 

fluorescence clearly distinguishable from the tissue structure was observed, most noticeably punctate Cy5.5 fluorescence 

on scVEGF/Cy5.5 sections (Fig. 6, indicated with yellow arrows).  The punctate Cy5.5 fluorescence co-localized with 

part, but not all immunofluorescent staining for VEGFR-2 on scVEGF/Cy5.5 sections (Fig. 6).  In addition, on these 

sections Cy5.5 fluorescence was observed at the tissue surface (Fig. 6, indicated with red arrows).  In contrast, on 

inVEGF/Cy5.5 sections, Cy5.5 fluorescence did not colocalized to VEGFR-2 immunostaining but was noticed at the 

tissue surface (Fig. 7, indicated by red arrows) and also in lymphoid aggregate tissue (data not shown).  Sections without 

immunofluorescent staining were examined using the GFP filter cube as a control.  While autofluorescence was evident, 

punctuate fluorescence was negligible as compared to the immunofluorescent stained slides.    

4. DISCUSSION 

In this paper, we report on the performance of a new targeted fluorescence agent, scVEGF/Cy5.5, applied via lavage, for 

detection of colorectal tumors and describe a method and an endoscopic tool for simultaneously studying tumor 

morphology and VEGFR expression in small animal models.  VEGF receptors are overexpressed in colorectal tumor 

vasculature and are therapeutic targets in FDA-approved anti-angiogenic therapy regimens in colorectal cancers. Thus 

early imaging of these receptors or imaging in the course of therapy might facilitate early diagnostic and treatment 

management.  In previous work, we demonstrated an imaging system for gathering morphological and biochemical 

information simultaneously.
18,26,28

  In this study, we used this tool and a targeted scVEGF/Cy5.5 probe for VEGFR 

imaging to explore mice with AOM-induced colorectal lesions. Our goal was to correlate the presence of tumors with 

fluorescence from a targeted agent, scVEGF/Cy5.5 that binds to and is internalized by VEGF receptors, primarily 

VEGFR-2
13

.  Using OCT-detected tumors confirmed by histology as the gold standard, we established high sensitivity 

and specificity of scVEGF/Cy5.5 based tumor detection, reaching 83%/85% for one threshold.  

 

Interestingly, while VEGFR expression and therefore fluorescence from scVEGF/Cy5.5 are particularly prominent in 

tumors, we also discovered higher levels of fluorescence in normal areas of AOM-treated mice than in the control mice.  

Histology from the AOM-treated mice showed that the areas classified as normal exhibited mucosal thickening, 
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indicating early stages of disease development.  Furthermore, immunostaining of normal areas in the AOM-treated 

mouse colon using a VEGFR antibody showed significant positive staining in some cases, suggesting that the enhanced 

scVEGF/Cy5.5 uptake might be used as indication of the very early stages of malignant development.  

 

An inactivated probe, inVEGF/Cy5.5, created by overbiotinilation of scVEGF/Cy5,5, performed as well for identifying 

adenomas in our study.   InVEGF/Cy5.5 and other overbiotinilated scVEGF-based probes do not bind to VEGFR and 

therefore they have been successfully used as controls for non-specific accumulation of imaging tracers in several 

preclinical tumor and inflammation models.
12,19,20,21

  

 

To understand the difference between uptake of scVEGF/Cy5.5 and inVEGF/Cy5.5, we examined in situ fluorescence 

microscopy images of the colon as well as ex vivo slides.  In situ fluorescence images showed brighter fluorescence from 

the inactivated probe, consistent with in vivo LIF measurements, as well as difference in accumulation that could not be 

resolved with LIF imaging.  The ex vivo slides allowed us to examine these effects more closely.  Some nonspecific 

uptake of scVEGF/Cy5.5 was observed on the colon surface that may be due to impaired transport through epithelial 

surface in abnormal legions, as described Wang, et al.
29

  However, the majority of scVEGF/Cy5.5 was highly specific, as 

judged by colocalization of significant fraction of Cy5.5 fluorescence with VEGFR-2 immunostaining.  As in other 

tumor models
13

, Cy5.5 fluorescence colocalized only with some VEGFR-2 immunostaining, suggesting a significant 

variability in the access of probe to VEGFR-expressing cells in tumor vasculature.  Future improvements for this system 

are now in progress to achieve a higher resolution LIF imaging to better visualize Cy5.5 distribution in vivo.  

 

As expected, the inactivated probe, inVEGF/Cy5.5, did not co-localize with VEGFR-2 immunostaining. However, Cy5.5 

fluorescence was observed on the colon surface, as well as in lymphoid aggregate tissue.  Further study is necessary to 

establish if the presence of multiple biotin residues (12-13 residues per scVEGF) enhances the affinity of inVEGF/Cy5.5 

to the surface of tumor lesions and stimulates its uptake in lymphoid aggregate tissue, not evident for scVEGF/Cy5.5.  

However, regardless of these studies, it is evident that inVEGF/Cy5.5 is not an appropriate control for non-specific 

binding of scVEGF/Cy5.5 delivered to colon tumor vasculature via lavage. We are exploring alternative approaches to 

eliminating VEGFR binding capacity of scVEGF-based tracers.  
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The main finding of this work is that a significant fraction of scVEGF/Cy5.5 probe delivered via lavage transverses 

colonic epithelium and is selectively and specifically internalized by VEGF receptors in tumor lesions in AOM-treated 

mice.  The resulting appreciable yet variable Cy5.5 fluorescence signal provides information which is complementary to 

anatomical findings visualized using OCT.  We expect that dual modality OCT/LIF imaging with scVEGF/Cy5.5 

provides co-registered structural and molecular information relevant for the study of new drugs and therapies for 

colorectal cancer.   
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Figures and Figure Captions 

 

 

Fig. 1.  OCT/LIF system diagram.  OCT source is a superluminescent diode with 1300 nm center 

wavelength and 70 nm bandwidth.  A 50:50 coupler splits the light into the reference and sample arms.  

The sample arm contains a 2 mm diameter endoscope for mouse colon imaging.  The LIF excitation 

source is a He:Ne laser at 633 nm.  The light is fiber coupled into the endoscope.  Two collection fibers 

detect the fluorescence emission, which is relayed to a CCD-based spectrometer.  The OCT and LIF 

excitation illuminate adjacent sections of tissue.  This shift is accounted for in post-processing to achieve 

co-registration of OCT and LIF imaging. 
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Fig. 2.  Spectra of autofluorescence from a diseased mouse colon and Cy5.5 from a control mouse colon 

in vivo with 633 nm excitation. 
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Fig. 3.  Sensitivity versus (1-Specificity) is plotted for a range of fluorescence value thresholds for both 

the targeted (scVEGF/Cy5.5) (left) and inactivated (inVEGF/Cy5.5) probes (right).   
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Fig. 4.  Example OCT/LIF images from five radial locations spaced 45 degrees apart in one AOM-treated 

mouse colon treated with scVEGF/Cy5.5.  On the left, the five OCT images are stacked vertically.  Each 

OCT image is 15 mm by 1.5 mm.  On the right, five co-registered LIF images are stacked vertically.  The 

gray-scale value corresponds to the fluorescence emission intensity of Cy5.5 at 706 nm at each lateral 

position.  Beneath is shown an ex vivo fluorescence microscope image.  Adenomas in the images are 

outlined by a white box and numbered for comparison between OCT, LIF, and ex vivo fluorescence.  

Adenomas 2 and 3 show a sharp decrease in fluorescence at the center of the adenoma.  In the data set, 

the center of the adenoma often appeared darker than the edges, which may be due to mucosal thickening 

or increased blood absorption.   
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Fig. 5.  Example OCT/LIF images from three radial locations spaced 45 degrees apart in one AOM-

treated mouse colon treated with inVEGF/Cy5.5.  At the top, three OCT images are stacked vertically.  

Each OCT image shown is 30 mm by 1.5 mm.  In the middle, three LIF images are stacked vertically.  

The gray-scale value corresponds to the fluorescence emission intensity of Cy5.5 at 706 nm at each lateral 

position.  Beneath is shown an ex vivo fluorescence microscope image.  Adenomas in the images are 

outlined by a white box and numbered for comparison between OCT, LIF, and ex vivo fluorescence.   
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Fig. 6  Fluorescence microscopy images of two ex vivo sections (labeled 1 and 2) from one AOM-treated 

mouse colon are shown.  Section 1 is a normal (tumor-free) area, and section 2 contains a developing tumor.  

The mouse was treated with scVEGF/Cy5.5 in vivo and fresh frozen sections from that mouse were treated 

with an immunofluorescent probe for VEGFR-2 (Flk-1) ex vivo.  The left-most images (1A and 2A) show 

Cy5.5 fluorescence in red.  The middle images (1B and 2B) show VEGFR-2 immunofluorescence in green.  

The right-most images (1C and 2C) show a merge of the two, with yellow indicating co-localized 

fluorescence.  The red arrows indicate nonspecific Cy5.5 fluorescence at the tissue surface and in some 

colonic crypts.  The yellow arrows indicate co-localized Cy5.5 and VEGFR-2 immunofluorescence.  

Heterogeneous binding is evident in one location of section 2, as shown by the green circle, in which weak 

VEGFR-2 immunofluorescence occurs but no Cy5.5.  
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Fig. 7  Fluorescence microscopy images of two ex vivo sections (labeled 1 and 2) from an AOM-treated 

mouse colon are shown.  Both sections contain developing tumors.  The mouse was treated with 

inVEGF/Cy5.5 in vivo and fresh frozen sections from that mouse were treated with an immunofluorescent 

probe for VEGFR-2 (Flk-1) ex vivo.  The left-most images (1A and 2A) show Cy5.5 fluorescence in red.  The 

middle images (1B and 2B) shows VEGFR-2 immunofluorescence in green.  The right-most images (1C and 

2C) show a merge of the two, with yellow indicating co-localized fluorescence.  Note the absence of co-

localized Cy5.5 and VEGFR-2 immunofluorescence.  Punctate VEGFR-2 immunofluorescence is evident in 

the merged images as well as nonspecific Cy5.5 fluorescence at the tissue surface and in some colonic crypts. 
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C.2 Adaptations to main.m

The MATLAB algorithm ‘main.m’ is used in our laboratory to create and print

OCT/LIF images. The following functions have been added to a copy of this file,

renamed ‘main amy 1.m’. These functions use the original ‘main.m’ functions to

correct the raw spectra and then print the corrected spectra to a file with the

extension ‘ spectra.txt’.

%% Write Corrected Spectra

function writeFcspectra()

directory=’Z:\amy\meili\1300System_031209\325’;

backNum=’9999’; % fluorescence background

beginNum=16; % extension of starting .fla image

cfact=0.0001; % subtract cfact*background from each spectrum

reSpectralCal=1; % 1 to insert new pixel to wavelength map from

% cal files in directory.

% 0 leaves map printed by aquisition software

while beginNum < 17 % < 17, means stop at .fla image with extension 17

if beginNum < 10

sampleNum = [’000’ num2str(abs(beginNum))];

end

if beginNum >= 10 && beginNum < 100

sampleNum = [’00’ num2str(beginNum)];

end

if beginNum >= 100 && beginNum < 1000

sampleNum = [’0’ num2str(beginNum)];

end

if beginNum >=1000

sampleNum = num2str(beginNum);
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end

OCTspectraLinePlotter2(directory,backNum,sampleNum,cfact,reSpectralCal);

beginNum = beginNum+1;

end

%% OCTspectraLinePlotter2

function FNF = OCTspectraLinePlotter2...

(directory,backNum,sampleNum,cfact,reSpectralCal)

% Modified to return a value, FNF; Amy added 10-01-07

%Function loads spectra file

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%function spectraLinePlots =

%OCTspectraLinePlotter(directory,excitation,waves,backNum,sampleNum,cfact,s

%ave);

%

% directory- directory where data files located waves- 1x1 or 1x2 vector

% with wavelengths to evaluate in bar charts backNum- last four digits of

% filename corresponding to background file (in text format already)

% sampleNum last four digits of filename (in text format already) cfact-

% background intensity correction factor save- if true will save image of

% figure in outdir createlog- if true will create log file of spectral data

% ribbonplot- a boolean variable, 1=ribbon plot, 0=imagesc plotfig

% numAscans- number of Ascans in current OCT image sumfigurenum- figure

% number of summary OCT/LIF data figure sumfigureVpos- vertical position in

% summary figure of current data plot

currentD = cd;

addpath(currentD)

% Calculate offset between spectra and OCT a-scans Separation of excitation
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% fiber center to grin center is 0.65mm For collection channels estimate at

% 0.60mm

beamSeparation = 0.6; % in mm

ascanFrequency = 14; % in Hz

normalize = 0; % 0=do not normalize; 1=peak normalization;

% ~350-750=wavelength at which to normalize

% Load and Display the OCT Image

cd(directory) % any function that goes to a different directory should

% return us to this directory, then we dont have to pass this

% variable around so much

[OCTXYZ, octname]=loadLoggedOCT(sampleNum);

% Added by Amy 10-01-07

if strcmp(octname, ’fileNotFound’)

FNF = 1;

return

else

FNF = 0;

end

% end Amy’s modifications

% Load and Display Fluorescence Spectra

[wavelengths spectraAscanLabels fcspectra ...

firstSpectraIndex darkDir darkFile]=loadCorrectedSpectra(directory,...

sampleNum, backNum, cfact, reSpectralCal, normalize, beamSeparation,...

ascanFrequency);

dlmwrite(strrep(octname,’.oca’,’_spectra.txt’),[wavelengths fcspectra], ...
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’newline’,’pc’,’delimiter’,’\t’);

%Return matlab to the directory where this script was run from

cd(currentD)

C.3 Spectral Decomposition

This MATLAB algorithm decomposes Cy5.5 fluorescence from autofluorescence for

each A-scan from fluorescence images produced by ‘main.m’. As described in the pre-

vious section, ‘main.m’ has been modified to write .txt files with the final, processed

fluorescence spectra. The extension on these files is ‘ spectra.txt’. The algorithm

writes the OCT A-scan location (indicesOCT), LIF A-scan location (indicesLIF),

Cy5.5 fluorescence at 706 nm (cy), and autofluorescence at 670 nm (endog) to a .txt

file with the extension ‘ fluorValuesAll.txt’.

clear;

% User inputs

path = ’Z:\Amy\Mouse Colon\Images\VEGFCy_Images\Dec_30_2008_inactVEGF\’;

imageText = ’Mouse’;% Text that distinguishes _spectra.txt files of interest

background = ’080522background1000.oca’; % File with wavelength calibration

ascanStart = 1; % OCT ascans to consider

ascanEnd = 3000; % OCT ascans to consider

lifShift = 0; % Number of OCT ascans that lag behind LIF spectra

vegfMax = 706; % VEGF/Cy5.5 peak (706)

endogMax = 670; % autofluorescence (endogeneous) peak (670)

vegfRatio = 0.31; % emission at endogenous peak divided by Cy5.5 peak

endogRatio = 0.9; % emission at cy5.5 peak divided by endogenous peak

% End user inputs
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d = cd;

cd(path);

files = dir;

for j=1:size(files,1)

if ~isempty(strfind(files(j).name, ’_spectra.txt’)) ...

&& ~isempty(strfind(files(j).name, imageText))

lif = dlmread(files(j).name);

% Find wavelength locations for Cy5.5 and endogenous fluorescence

wavelengths = lif(:,1);

startIndex = find(round(wavelengths) == 650);

if size(startIndex) > 0

startIndex = startIndex(1);

lif = lif(:,2:size(lif,2));

else

temp = dlmread(strrep(background,’.oca’,’_spectra.txt’));

wavelengths = temp(:,1);

startIndex = find(round(wavelengths) == 650);

startIndex = startIndex(1);

end

cyIndex = find(round(wavelengths(:,1)) == vegfMax);

endogIndex = find(round(wavelengths(:,1)) == endogMax);

% Determine lif ascan locations associated with oct ascan start and

% end

ascanConvert = 3000/size(lif,2);

lifStart = round((ascanStart-lifShift)/ascanConvert)+1;

lifEnd = round((ascanEnd-lifShift)/ascanConvert);
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% separate fluorescence

cnt = 1;

indicesOCT = zeros(size(lifStart:lifEnd));

indicesLIF = zeros(size(lifStart:lifEnd));

cy = zeros(size(lifStart:lifEnd));

endog = zeros(size(lifStart:lifEnd));

for k=lifStart:lifEnd

cyTemp = lif(cyIndex(1,1),k);

endogTemp = lif(endogIndex(1,1),k);

endogTemp1 = endogTemp;

for n = 1:1:15

cyTemp1 = cyTemp - endogRatio*endogTemp1;

endogTemp1 = endogTemp - vegfRatio*cyTemp1;

end

cyTemp1 = cyTemp - endogRatio*endogTemp1;

indicesOCT(cnt) = uint16(double(k)*ascanConvert)+lifShift;

indicesLIF(cnt) = k;

cy(cnt) = cyTemp1;

endog(cnt) = endogTemp1;

cnt = cnt+1;

end

dlmwrite(strrep(files(j).name, ’_spectra.txt’,...

’_fluorValuesAll.txt’),...

double([indicesOCT’ indicesLIF’ cy’ endog’]), ’newline’,’pc’);

end

end
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cd(d);

C.4 Creating merged images in MATLAB, mergeImages.m

The MATLAB algorithm, ‘mergeImages.m’, creates a color image where yellow in-

dicates overlapping positive fluorescence, red indicates non-overlapping positive flu-

orescence from the first image, and green indicates non-overlapping positive fluores-

cence from the second image. This algorithm was used to create the merged images

in Figures 6 and 7 of the manuscript “In vivo, dual modality OCT/LIF imaging

using a novel VEGF receptor targeted NIR fluorescence probe in the AOM-treated

mouse model”. For these figures, images taken with a Cy5.5 filter cube were overlaid

with images taken with a GFP filter cube.

clear; close all;

cd(’z:\Mouse Colon\Aug_20_2009_MVX10’);

% Read in files

cyFileName = ’fig_8b_vegfcy_norm3_cy55.tif’;

gfpFileName = ’fig_8b_vegfcy_norm3_gfp.tif’;

cy = imread(cyFileName);

gfp = imread(gfpFileName);

% The brightness increases linearly across these images due to light from

% the computer screen just to the right of the microscope. To minimize

% this artifact, a linear scaling factor is applied.

f = 1;
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threshimage = 1:(f/796):((1+f)-f/796);

threshimage = repmat(threshimage,596,1);

% scale the 8 bit images between 0 and 1

gfpThresh = double(gfp)/255;

cyThresh = double(cy)/255;

% Choose thresholds for positive fluorescence. (On an 8 bit scale, the

% thresholds in this example are 45 for the gfp image and 35 for the cy

% image.

gfpThresh(gfpThresh<45/255*threshimage(:,:,1)) = 0;

cyThresh(cyThresh<35/255*threshimage(:,:,1)) = 0;

% Check that all the positive fluorescence areas are nonzero. Choose new

% thresholds if necessary.

figure(1); imagesc(gfp); colormap(’gray’);

figure(2); imagesc(gfpThresh); colormap(’gray’);

figure(3); imagesc(cy); colormap(’gray’);

figure(4); imagesc(cyThresh); colormap(’gray’);

% Where the thresholded images overlap, set the pixels to be yellow. The

% brightness of the yellow pixels is determined from the gfp image. The

% slight increase in the red channel (+0.15) is subjective. I find this

% color to be more yellow than when the red and green channels are equal.

mergeThresh(:,:,1) = im2bw(cyThresh.*gfpThresh,0).*...

(gfpThresh+.15)./threshimage;

mergeThresh(:,:,2) = im2bw(cyThresh.*gfpThresh,0).*gfpThresh./threshimage;

mergeThresh(:,:,3) = zeros(size(cy));
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% Where the thresholded images do not overlap, use the cy image to set the

% red pixels and the gfp image to set the green pixels.

[row,col] = find(mergeThresh(:,:,1)==0);

for j=1:size(row,1)

mergeThresh(row(j),col(j),1) = ...

1.6/threshimage(row(j),col(j),1)*double(cy(row(j),col(j)))/255;

end;

[row,col] = find(mergeThresh(:,:,2)==0);

for j=1:size(row,1)

mergeThresh(row(j),col(j),2) = ...

1/threshimage(row(j),col(j),1)*double(gfp(row(j),col(j)))/255;

end;

% Make sure the image vales are between 0 and 1

mergeThresh(mergeThresh>1) = 1;

% Display

figure(5); image(mergeThresh)

% Save the images as tifs. Adjust the brightness and contrast as necessary.

% brightness/contrast adjust

cyImage(:,:,1) = 2*(1.6./threshimage.*double(cy)/255-0.07);

cyImage(cyImage>1) = 1;

cyImage(cyImage<0) = 0;

% convert to 8 bit rgb

cyImage(:,:,1) = uint8(cyImage(:,:,1)*255);

cyImage(:,:,2) = uint8(zeros(size(cy)));
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cyImage(:,:,3) = uint8(zeros(size(cy)));

% save

imwrite(uint8(cyImage),strrep(cyFileName,’.tif’,’_color.tif’),’tif’);

% brightness/contrast adjust

gfpImage(:,:,2) = 2*(1./threshimage.*double(gfp)/255-0.05);

gfpImage(gfpImage>1) = 1;

gfpImage(gfpImage<0) = 0;

% convert to 8 bit rgb

gfpImage(:,:,2) = uint8(gfpImage(:,:,2)*255);

gfpImage(:,:,1) = uint8(zeros(size(gfp)));

gfpImage(:,:,3) = uint8(zeros(size(gfp)));

% save

imwrite(uint8(gfpImage),strrep(gfpFileName,’.tif’,’_color.tif’),’tif’);

% brightness/contrast adjust

mergeThresh = mergeThresh2;

mergeThresh = 2*(mergeThresh-0.05);

mergeThresh(mergeThresh>1) = 1;

mergeThresh(mergeThresh<0) = 0;

% convert to 8 bit rgb

mergeImage = uint8(mergeThresh*255);

% save

imwrite(uint8(mergeImage),strrep(cyFileName,’_cy55.tif’,’_merge.tif’),’tif’);
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Figure C.1: Figures 1 and 2 from MATLAB display the original (left) and thresh-
olded (right) GFP images. The thresholded image should be nonzero in regions
positive for GFP fluorescence.

Figure C.2: Figures 3 and 4 from MATLAB display the original (left) and thresh-
olded (right) Cy5.5 images. The thresholded image should be nonzero in regions
positive for Cy5.5 fluorescence.
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Figure C.3: Figure 5 from MATLAB is the merged image. Check that the overlap-
ping regions are yellow.

Figure C.4: MATLAB saves the Cy5.5, GFP, and merged images as 8 bit RGB
images. The Cy5.5 image is encoded using red, the GFP image is encoded using
green, and the merged image contains red, green, and yellow. MATLAB adjusts
the brightness and contrast relative to the image shown in Figure C.3. To show
agreement with the manuscript figure, these images are cropped.
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APPENDIX D

D.1 SPIE Proceedings: Polarimetric Glucose Sensing without Polarizers

The following manuscript was published in the 2010 Proceedings of SPIE, Vol. 7572.

A. M. Winkler, G. T. Bonnema, and J. K. Barton. “New scheme for polari-

metric glucose sensing without polarizers,” Proc SPIE. 7572, 757204 (2010).
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New Scheme for Polarimetric Glucose Sensing without
Polarizers
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USA;
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ABSTRACT

Polarimetric glucose sensing is a promising method for noninvasive estimation of blood glucose concentration.
Published methods of polarimetric glucose sensing generally rely on measuring the rotation of light as it traverses
the aqueous humor of the eye. In this article, an interferometer is described that can detect polarization changes
due to glucose without the use of polarization control or polarization analyzing elements. Without polarizers,
this system is sensitive to optical activity, inherent to glucose, but minimally sensitive to linear retardance,
inherent to the cornea. The underlying principle of the system was experimentally verified using spectral domain
optical coherence tomography. A detection scheme involving amplitude modulation was simulated, demonstrat-
ing sensitivity to clinically relevant glucose concentrations and an acceptable error due to time varying linear
birefringence of the cornea using Clarke Error Grid Analysis.

Keywords: noninvasive glucose monitoring, polarimetry, optical

1. INTRODUCTION

Diabetes is a prominent and growing disease affecting over 23 million people in the United States1 and 190 million
worldwide.2 The disease is treatable, although not curable, through timely shots of insulin. Most people with
diabetes treat themselves at home, relying on accurate and perpetual blood glucose level monitoring. The current
method of monitoring involves taking a small sample of blood by pricking a finger, a painful and inconvenient
procedure. A noninvasive method of monitoring blood glucose could eliminate discomfort and enable diabetics
to monitor their blood glucose levels more often.

A number of different paradigms for noninvasive blood glucose monitoring have been proposed. Optical
methods are attractive due to biocompatibility (non-harmful radiation), no need for consumable reagents, and
speed. Optical methods include near and mid-infrared spectroscopy, optical coherence tomography, fluores-
cence detection, Raman spectroscopy, and polarimetry.3–6 The main problem with many of these methods is
calibration.

Seminal papers by March, et al. and Rabinovitch, et al. in 1979 and 1982 outline a method of using
polarimetry in the aqueous humor of the eye to detect the slight changes in optical rotation due to changing
glucose concentrations.7–9 Glucose is a chiral molecule, which causes linearly polarized light to rotate as it
traverses a solution of glucose. Chiral molecules are described by their specific rotation. Specific rotation is
typically denoted by [α]Tλ , showing its dependence on temperature (T) and wavelength (λ). The units are degrees
per decimeter per g/mL; a negative value implies levorotary (rotates light counterclockwise) and a positive value
dextrorotary (rotates light clockwise). For a solution of glucose, the specific rotation is equated to the optical
rotation divided by the length of the solution and the concentration.

[α]Tλ =
α

l ∗ c , (1)

In Equation 1, α is the optical rotation in degrees, l is the length in decimeters, and c is concentration in g/mL.
By measuring the amount of optical rotation over a fixed path length at a given wavelength and temperature,
the glucose concentration is known. The wavelength and path length can be fixed in the system design, but
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temperature is mostly uncontrollable. Fortunately, Baba et al.10 found that over physiological temperatures,
the change in glucose specific rotation is negligible when using a wavelength beyond 700 nm.

The aqueous humor was chosen for being minimally scattering. In other tissues, light scattering causes depo-
larization on the order of millimeters of path length, making polarimetry measurements of glucose impractical.
The glucose concentration in the aqueous humor is proportional to blood glucose concentration, as reported by
both Pohjola11 and March, et al.,9 and lags changes in blood glucose on the order of minutes,12 making it a
suitable site for glucose sensing.

To detect changes in glucose concentration over the physiological range, submillidegree sensitivity is re-
quired, specifically 0.4m ◦ corresponds to a change in glucose concentration of 10 mg/dL at 670 nm wavelength.
Cameron and Coté built an amplitude modulated polarimeter with a digital feedback loop with less than 0.4m ◦

resolution.13

Confounders for glucose in the aqueous humor include other chiral molecules and time varying linear bire-
fringence induced by the cornea. Baba, et al.10 reports that other chiral molecules, specifically albumin and
ascorbic acid, contribute a negligible amount of optical rotation when using a wavelength beyond 700 nm. The
same article by Baba, et al.10 reports significant signal contributions due to time varying linear birefringence
induced by the cornea. Measurements in rabbits showed that the fast axis of birefringence was consistently
near 160 ◦. This problem was addressed by Cameron, et al.,14 taking advantage of the nearly constant fast axis
orientation and implementing a feedback loop to control a compensating variable retarder based on the ellipticity
of the exiting beam.

A new scheme for polarimetry glucose sensing is presented in this paper, demonstrating a design that does not
require birefringence compensation. Furthermore, the measured signal is insensitive to input polarization state,
meaning alignment with the cornea fast axis is not required. This scheme has the potential to be a significantly
simpler solution than those previously reported.

The difference between this scheme and other polarimeters is based on not using polarizers, allowing it to
distinguish between optical rotation and linear birefringence. The new scheme is sensitive only to net optical
rotation, although it can be adapted to measure linear birefringence by adding a half wave plate. It has the
potential not just for measuring glucose concentration but for measuring any chiral solution, such as amino acids
for pharmaceutical drug testing, or any linearly birefringent sample, such as glassware for measuring mechanical
stress.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Principle of Operation

The system diagram for the proposed scheme is shown in Figure 1. A light source, with no defined polarization
state, is incident on a nonpolarizing beam splitter. Each beam reflects off a mirror, directing it toward the eye.
The beam passes through the cornea, aqueous humor, and cornea again. After reflecting off the opposing mirror,
the beams are recombined at the nonpolarizing beam splitter and detected with a photodiode.

The design is similar to a ring gyroscope, which measures the optical path difference between light traveling
in one direction versus light traveling in the other. Unlike a ring gyroscope, however, the number of mirrors
is important. At any location inside the ring, half the light was reflected twice and the other half once. If an
optically active sample, such as glucose, is in the system, then at the detector light that traveled in one direction
around the system experiences an optical rotation opposite light that traveled in the other direction, as depicted
in Figure 2.

This effect is caused due to the difference in index of refraction for left and right circularly polarized light
(LCP and RCP). In the system, each reflection converts LCP to RCP and vice versa. Recall that at any location
in the system, half the light has reflected twice and half once. Therefore, if LCP is incident on the system, half
the light is LCP and half is RCP everywhere in the system, meaning that half the light sees an optical path
difference dependent on the index of refraction for LCP and half that for RCP. At the exit of the system, half
the light is reflected, converting RCP to LCP, so that all the light is in the same polarization state, LCP. Since
all the circularly polarized light exits in the same polarization, the difference in optical path produces a change
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Mirror Mirror

Optical activity 
modulator/

compensator

Nonpolarizing 
beam spitter

Light source Detector

Figure 1. The system diagram for detecting optical rotations in the aqueous humor without polarizers is depicted. The
image of the eye is from the National Eye Institute.15 The optical activity modulator / compensator can be realized in
more than one way. The simplest way is to modulate the orientation of a half wave plate with respect to another half
wave plate.

Input 
polarization state

Optical rotation 
in one path

Optical rotation 
in other path

Summation - the resultant 
intensity goes as the 

cosine of optical rotation

Figure 2. Light that traveled in one direction around the system experiences an optical rotation opposite light that traveled
in the other direction.
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Figure 3. A spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) system was modified to test the proposed scheme.
The light source is a superluminescent diode, 890 nm center wavelength 150 nm FWHM bandwidth. The sample arm
and reference arm are replaced by the proposed system comprising a nonpolarizing beam splitter and two mirrors. The
detector is a spectrometer for measuring optical path difference.

in signal amplitude, detectable without a polarizer. Since all polarization states of light can be decomposed into
a linear combination of LCP and RCP, the change in signal amplitude is independent of input polarization state,
meaning no polarizers are needed anywhere in the system.

2.2 Proof of Principle

To test the concept that optical rotation is detectable without polarizers, a prototype was built into our lab’s
existing spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) system. This system uses a broad bandwidth
source and spectrometer detector, but in place of a sample arm and reference arm the system depicted in Figure
1 was built using a nonpolarizing beam splitter and two mirrors. The modified SD-OCT system is shown in
Figure 3. The light source is a superluminescent diode with 890 nm center wavelength and 150 nm full width
half maximum (FWHM) bandwidth (Superlum, Moscow, Russia). The spectrometer uses a 2048 pixel CCD
camera (Atmel Corp., San Jose, CA) and images 800 nm to 1000 nm. Quartz pieces cut perpendicular to their
optic axis were used as the sample. Quartz cut perpendicular to its optic axis exhibits a difference in index of
refraction between LCP and RCP of ΔnCP = 2.22x10−5 at λ = 900nm and no linear birefringence. The quartz
pieces were each 12 mm in length. Between 0 and 19 quartz pieces were placed in the system. The optical path
difference due to the quartz pieces ranges from 0 to about 5 μm.

In SD-OCT, optical path difference (opd) is measured as a frequency as a function of wavenumber ( 1λ ). The
interference equation is shown in Equation 2.

S(λ) = |A1(λ)| 2 + |A2(λ)| 2 + 2
√

|A1(λ)||A2(λ)| cos
(
2πopd

1

λ

)
, (2)

Since the opd is so low for these quartz pieces, the frequency as a function of wavenumber is not entirely
separable from the spectral shape of the source. In order to verify the accuracy of these measurements, simulated
data was created using Equation 2 and using the measured spectral shape as A(λ).

2.3 Eye Simulation

To detect submillidegree optical rotations, which correspond to optical path differences on the order of 10−7μm,
SD-OCT cannot be used. In previous art, submillidegree precision was achieved by modulating the amount of
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A

B

Figure 4. Modulating the polarization state symmetrically results in approximately a cosinusoidal signal (A). A slight
optical rotation in the system introduces an additional frequency component (B).

/2/2 circ 12

160 1600
mcos(wt)+ o

Figure 5. To simulate the response of the system to the eye, the following model was used. From the left, the sample is
composed of two half wave plates, one modulating with an adjustable offset and one fixed, a linear retarder oriented at
160 ◦ with a randomly varying birefringence (cornea), an optically active sample (glucose), and a second linear retarder
oriented at 160 ◦ with a randomly varying birefringence (cornea).

optical rotation in the system. Specifically, in the system described by Cameron, et al.,13 a Faraday rotator
was placed in the system, modulating the polarization state between −1 ◦ and +1 ◦. A polarizer in front of the
detector oriented at 90 ◦ resulted in a symmetric waveform, as shown in Figure 4A. A slight amount of optical
rotation in the system introduces an additional frequency component, as shown in Figure 4B. A feedback loop
was used to control an additional Faraday rotator to null the additional frequency component. The voltage used
to drive the compensating Faraday rotator was proportional to the optical rotation in the system.

Since the proposed system does not rely on polarization modulation, but rather the difference in optical path
between LCP and RCP, a different mechanism of modulation is required. A number of solutions are possible, but
the simplest is to use two half wave plates and modulate the orientation of one with respect to the other. A half
wave plate converts LCP to RCP and vice versa. Two half wave plates retain LCP as LCP and RCP as RCP,
but the difference in fast axis orientation between the two introduces an optical path difference between LCP
and RCP. In analogy to previous art, the orientation of a half wave plate can be modulated between between
−1 ◦ and +1 ◦ while the orientation of a second half wave plate can be adjusted to null any optical rotation in
the system.

To simulate the response of the system to the eye, the eye was modeled as an optically active sample (glucose
in the aqueous humor) between two linear retarders (cornea). Based on work by Baba, et al.,10 the orientation
of the linear retarders was fixed at 160 ◦ and the birefringence as randomly varied between Δn = 0 and 3x10−4.
The length of the retarders was fixed at 0.4 mm. The wavelength was chosen to be 890 nm, corresponding to
the center wavelength of the source. The two half wave plates were positioned on one side of the eye model,
with the half wave plate furthest from the eye being modulated with an adjustable offset. This model is depicted
graphically in Figure 5.
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Experiment Simulated

Figure 6. Experimental (left) and simulated (right) spectra are shown. The x-axis extends from 0.8μm to 1μm. The y-axis
is proportional to the optical intensity in arbitrary units. With additional quartz pieces, a clear fringe pattern emerges,
as expected. The spectra demonstrate the sensitivity of the system to optical rotation due to quartz without polarizers.

The simulation was run over 1000 times for optical rotations from 0.2m ◦ (approximatly 47 mg/dL at 890
nm) to 14m ◦ (approximately 700 mg/dL at 890 nm). The results were assessed using Clarke Error Grid Analysis
(EGA).16

3. RESULTS

3.1 Proof of Principle Results

The experimental and simulated spectra are shown in Figure 6 for 0, 3, 7, 11, 15, and 19 quartz pieces. As
anticipated, an interference pattern emerges as the optical path difference increases. While the interference
fringes are difficult to distinguish from the spectral shape, nearly identical changes to the spectral shape are
observed in the experimental and simulated plots. After 19 quartz pieces (5μm opd), a clear fringe pattern is
visible.

3.2 Eye Simulation Results

The simulation results yielded a nulling offset, θ◦, dependent on the optical rotation, δcirc, and linear retardance,
θ1 and θ2, as shown in Equation 3.

θ0 = δcirc
cos

(
1
2 (θ1 − θ2)

)
cos

(
1
2 (θ1 + θ2)

) , (3)

As may be expected, this formula describes the mathematically equivalent optical rotation of the eye model,
as described by Savenkov, et al.17 Savenkov, et al. describes a method of separating optical rotation (called
circular retardance) from linear retardance in a Jones matrix.

When plotted on a Clarke Error Grid (Figure 7), the simulated results fall within zones A and B, which are
considering clinically safe zones for diabetics monitoring their glucose levels. With foreknowledge of the constant
offset described by the equation above, the results can be improved using a constant offset to nearly all fall
within zone A.
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Figure 7. Predicted glucose concentration is plotted versus actual glucose concentration in mg/dL. Even with randomly
varying linear birefringence, the points lie within zones A and B, considering clinically safe for diabetics monitoring their
blood glucose levels.

4. DISCUSSION

A new scheme for polarimetric glucose sensing is proposed that has the potential to overcome time varying
linear birefringence of the cornea, a confounder for measuring glucose in the aqueous humor of the eye. The
proposed scheme is simpler than previous art, requiring no polarizers, no alignment with the corneal axis, and
no birefringence compensation. Polarization components are only needed to modulate and compensate optical
rotation in the system to achieve submillidegree sensitivity. A disadvantage to the technique is the difficultly of
modulating optical rotation. Cameron, et al.13 used Faraday rotators, which modulate the polarization state of
light dependent on a voltage input and no mechanical parts. Unfortunately, the proposed system is insensitive
to Faraday rotation, requiring a different method for modulating optical rotation. A solution described in this
paper involves mechanically rotating a half wave plate. Commercially available rotators can achieve the required
precision but are limited in how quickly they can be modulated. A better solution may be found in liquid crystal
technology, in which the orientation of birefringence can be adjusted with a voltage input. In order to fix the
amount of birefringence, however, polymer dispersed liquid crystal may be required, which is a technology not
readily available commercially.
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D.2 Corneal Birefringence Simulation

The following Mathematica notebook (.nb) file was used to run the simulation pub-

lished in the 2010 Proceedings of SPIE. The exact simulation is for ‘Amplitude

Modulation’, with n=1. To run the code for n=1, the ‘StandardDeviation’ com-

mand needs to be commented out. Additionally, the ‘ListPlot’ command needs to

be modified to exclude data from the data array ‘measGlucStd’. After publishing

the manuscript, I modified the code to include information about the standard de-

viation, which I believe to be more informative than simply running the code with

n=1.



Optical Activity Sensor

Generate functions 
getRetarder@del_, rx_, ry_, rz_D :=
88Cos@Re@delD ê 2D - Â * Re@rxD * Sin@Re@delD ê 2D, Sin@Re@delD ê 2D * H-Â * Re@ryD + Re@rzDL<,
8-Sin@Re@delD ê 2D * HÂ * Re@ryD + Re@rzDL, Cos@Re@delD ê 2D + Â * Re@rxD * Sin@Re@delD ê 2D<<

getDiattenuator@Tu_, D_, theta_D :=
getRetarder@theta * 2, 0, 0, -1D.H2 * Tu * 881, 0<, 80, 1 - D<<L.getRetarder@theta * 2, 0, 0, 1D

sample1@delc_, del1_, del2_, rx1_, ry1_, rx2_, ry2_D :=
getRetarder@del1, rx1, ry1, 0D.getRetarder@delc, 0, 0, 1D.getRetarder@del2, rx2, ry2, 0D;

sample2@delc_, del1_, del2_, rx1_, ry1_, rx2_, ry2_D := getRetarder@del2, rx2, -1 * ry2, 0D.
getRetarder@delc, 0, 0, 1D.getRetarder@del1, rx1, -1 * ry1, 0D;

mirror = 881, 0<, 80, -1<< ;

bsRef = H1 ê Sqrt@2D * IdentityMatrix@2DL.mirror;

bsTrans = 1 ê Sqrt@2D * IdentityMatrix@2D;

path1@delc_, del1_, del2_, rx1_, ry1_, rx2_, ry2_D :=
bsTrans.mirror.sample1@delc, del1, del2, rx1, ry1, rx2, ry2D.mirror.bsRef;

path2 @delc_, del1_, del2_, rx1_, ry1_, rx2_, ry2_D :=
bsRef.mirror.sample2@delc, del1, del2, rx1, ry1, rx2, ry2D.mirror.bsTrans;

Alinemin@x_D := 0.77 * x; Alinemax@x_D := 1.21 * x;
Clinemin@x_D := H310 - 175L ê H200 - 70L * Hx - 70L + 175;
Clinemax@x_D := H70L ê H180 - 130L * Hx - 130L;
ClarkeErrorGrid =

8Table@8x, Alinemin@xD<, 8x, 70, 500<D, Table@8x, Alinemax@xD<, 8x, 60, 500<D,
Table@8x, Clinemin@xD<, 8x, 70, 500<D, Table@8x, Clinemax@xD<, 8x, 130, 180<D,
Table@870, y<, 8y, 85, 1000<D, Table@8180, y<, 8y, 0, 70<D, Table@8240, y<, 8y, 70, 175<D,
Table@8x, 175<, 8x, 240, 500<D, Table@8x, 70<, 8x, 180, 500<D,
Table@8x, 175<, 8x, 0, 70<D, Table@8x, 70<, 8x, 0, 60<D, Table@870, y<, 8y, 0, 60<D<;

ListPlot@ClarkeErrorGrid, PlotRange Ø 880, 500<, 80, 1000<<D
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Generate random input polarization state
input = 88HRandomInteger@80, 10<D + Â * RandomInteger@80, 10<DL<,

8HRandomInteger@80, 10<D + Â * RandomInteger@80, 10<DL<< ê H10 * Sqrt@2DL;
input = 8input@@1DD ê HSqrt@input@@1DD * Conjugate@input@@1DDD +

input@@2DD * Conjugate@input@@2DDDDL,
input@@2DD ê HSqrt@input@@1DD * Conjugate@input@@1DDD + input@@2DD * Conjugate@input@@2DDDDL<

::
Â

2
>, :

Â

2
>>
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Compute intensity variation as a function of glucose, cornea, and user controlled, modulating 
linear retarders.

OASresult@delc_, del1_, del2_, delm1_, delm2_, rxm1_, rym1_, rxm2_, rym2_D :=
Part@ConjugateTranspose@

HHbsTrans.mirror.getRetarder@delm1, rxm1, rym1, 0D.getRetarder@delm2, rxm2, rym2, 0D.
sample1@delc, del1, del2, 1, 0, 1, 0D.mirror.bsRef + bsRef.mirror.
sample2@delc, del1, del2, 1, 0, 1, 0D.getRetarder@delm2, rxm2, -1 * rym2, 0D.
getRetarder@delm1, rxm1, -1 * rym1, 0D.mirror.bsTransL.inputLD.

HHbsTrans.mirror.getRetarder@delm1, rxm1, rym1, 0D.getRetarder@delm2, rxm2, rym2, 0D.
sample1@delc, del1, del2, 1, 0, 1, 0D.mirror.bsRef + bsRef.mirror.
sample2@delc, del1, del2, 1, 0, 1, 0D.getRetarder@delm2, rxm2, -1 * rym2, 0D.
getRetarder@delm1, rxm1, -1 * rym1, 0D.mirror.bsTransL.inputL, 1, 1D;

Phase modulation technique.  Linear HWPs with adjustable orientation.
FullSimplify@
OASresult@delc, del1, del2, p, p, 1, 0, Cos@thD, Sin@thDD êê. Re@Sin@thDD Ø Sin@thD êê.

Re@Cos@thDD Ø Cos@thD êê. Re@delcD Ø delc êê. Re@del2D Ø del2 êê. Re@del1D Ø del1D

1

4
H3 - Cos@del1D Cos@del2D + Cos@delcD Cos@2 thD +

Cos@del1D Cos@del2D Cos@delcD Cos@2 thD + Cos@delcD Sin@del1D Sin@del2D -
Cos@2 thD Sin@del1D Sin@del2D - HCos@del1D + Cos@del2DL Sin@delcD Sin@2 thDL

H*Form copied from above. It saves time to not multiply matrices for every plot.*L

TEMP@delc_, del1_, del2_, th_D :=
1

4
H3 - Cos@del1D Cos@del2D + Cos@delcD Cos@2 thD +

Cos@del1D Cos@del2D Cos@delcD Cos@2 thD + Cos@delcD Sin@del1D Sin@del2D -
Cos@2 thD Sin@del1D Sin@del2D - HCos@del1D + Cos@del2DL Sin@delcD Sin@2 thDL;

ü Illustration of Method

ref = Table@TEMP@0 °, 0 °, 0 °, thD, 8th, 0, 5 * 360 °, .1 °<D;
sample = Table@TEMP@117 °, 0 °, 130 °, thD, 8th, 0, 5 * 360 °, .1 °<D;
ListPlot@8ref, sample<, Joined Ø TrueD
ListPlot@Abs@Fourier@refDD, Joined Ø True, PlotRange Ø 880, 50<, 80, 50<<D
HPart@Arg@Fourier@sampleDD, 11D - Part@Arg@Fourier@refDD, 11DL * 180 ê p
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Part@Arg@Fourier@refDD, 11D * 180 ê p

-0.0999944

ü Savenkov's definition of circular retardance predicts phase difference

For@k = 1, k < 10, k++,
delc = RandomReal@80 °, 10 °<, 1D;
del1 = RandomReal@80 °, 10 °<, 1D;
del2 = RandomReal@80 °, 10 °<, 1D;
sample = Table@TEMP@delc, del1, del2, thD, 8th, 0, 5 * 360 °, .1 °<D;
phaseMeas@kD = Mod@HPart@Arg@Fourier@sampleDD, 11DL, 2 * pD * 180 ê p;
phasePred@kD = Mod@-delc * Cos@0.5 * Hdel1 - del2LD ê Cos@0.5 * Hdel1 + del2LD, 2 * pD * 180 ê p;

D
Mean@Array@phaseMeas, k - 1D - Array@phasePred, k - 1DD
StandardDeviation@Array@phaseMeas, k - 1D - Array@phasePred, k - 1DD
phaseMeas@1D
phasePred@1D

8-0.0996984<

80.000163178<

8351.171<

8351.271<
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ü Simulation using randomly varying corneal birefringence

wav = .9; H*microns*L
spRot = 20.8 °; H*degêdmêHgêmLL*L H*At wav = .9,
spRot = 20.8 degêdmêHgêmLL. At wav = 1.3, spRot = 9.29 degêdmêHgêmLL*L
glucConc = Range@0, 500, 10D; H*mgêdL*L
LaqAssumed = 0.1; H*dm*L
ref = Table@TEMP@0 °, 0 °, 0 °, thD, 8th, 0, 5 * 360 °, .1 °<D;
freq = 11;
n = 100;
For@k = 1, k < Part@Dimensions@glucConcD, 1D + 1, k++,

Laq = RandomReal@8.1, .1<, nD; H*8.09,.11< dm*L
delc = spRot * HLaq * Part@glucConc, kD ê 100 000L;

H*Baba - 2002 Effect of temperature, pH, and corneal birefringence...*L
Lcornea = 400; H*microns*L
delNcornea = RandomReal@80 * 10^-4, 3 * 10^-4<, nD;
delNasal = 360 ° ê wav * Lcornea * delNcornea;
delNcornea = RandomReal@80 * 10^-4, 3 * 10^-4<, nD;
delTemporal = 360 ° ê wav * Lcornea * delNcornea;

H*Blokland - 1987 Corneal polarization in the living human eye...
delNasal = RandomReal@870°,100°<,nD*.514êwav;

delTemporal = RandomReal@830°,100°<,nD*.514êwav;*L
For@kk = 1, kk < n + 1, kk++,
sample = Table@TEMP@Part@delc, kkD,

Part@delNasal, kkD, Part@delTemporal, kkD, thD, 8th, 0, 5 * 360 °, .1 °<D;
phase@kkD = HPart@Arg@Fourier@sampleDD, freqD - Part@Arg@Fourier@refDD, freqDL;

D;
measGlucMean@kD = 100 000 ê HLaqAssumed * spRotL * Mean@Array@phase, kk - 1DD;
measGlucStd@kD = 100 000 ê HLaqAssumed * spRotL * StandardDeviation@Array@phase, kk - 1DD;
measGlucMax@kD = 100 000 ê HLaqAssumed * spRotL * Max@Array@phase, kk - 1DD;
measGlucMin@kD = 100 000 ê HLaqAssumed * spRotL * Min@Array@phase, kk - 1DD;
errorMean@kD =
Mean@Cos@H1 ê 2L * HdelNasal - delTemporalLD ê Cos@H1 ê 2L * HdelNasal + delTemporalLDD;

D;
offset = Mean@Array@errorMean, Part@Dimensions@glucConcD, 1DDD

1.10188

offset = 1.1; H*At wav = .9, offset = 1.1 or 1.36. At wav = 1.3,
offset = 1.23 Hdepends on which corneal model is used*L
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ListPlot@8Partition@Flatten@ClarkeErrorGridD, 2D,
Table@8Part@glucConc, iD, -1 * measGlucMean@iD ê offset<, 8i, 1, k - 1<D,
Table@8Part@glucConc, iD, H-1 * measGlucMean@iD + measGlucStd@iDL ê offset<, 8i, 1, k - 1<D,
Table@8Part@glucConc, iD, H-1 * measGlucMean@iD - measGlucStd@iDL ê offset<, 8i, 1, k - 1<D<,

PlotRange Ø 880, 500<, 80, 500<<D
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H*Needs@"ErrorBarPlots`"D*L
ErrorListPlot@Table@8Part@glucConc, iD, -1 * measGlucMean@iD ê offset, measGlucStd@iD ê offset<,

8i, 1, Part@Dimensions@glucConcD, 1D, 1<D, PlotRange Ø 880, 500<, 80, 600<<D
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Amplitude modulation technique.  Linear HWPs with adjustable orientation.
Clear@delc, del1, del2, thmD
FullSimplify@
OASresult@delc, del1, del2, p, p, 1, 0, Cos@thm * Cos@tD + thD, Sin@thm * Cos@tD + thDD êê.

Re@Sin@thm * Cos@tD + thDD Ø Sin@thm * Cos@tD + thD êê. Re@Cos@thm * Cos@tD + thDD Ø
Cos@thm * Cos@tD + thD êê. Re@delcD Ø delc êê. Re@del2D Ø del2 êê. Re@del1D Ø del1D

1

16
H12 + 2 Cos@del1 - del2D H-1 + Cos@delcDL - 2 Cos@del1 + del2D H1 + Cos@delcDL -

Cos@del1 - del2 - 2 th - 2 thm Cos@tDD + Cos@del1 + del2 - 2 th - 2 thm Cos@tDD +
4 H1 + Cos@del1D Cos@del2DL Cos@delcD Cos@2 Hth + thm Cos@tDLD -
Cos@del1 - del2 + 2 th + 2 thm Cos@tDD + Cos@del1 + del2 + 2 th + 2 thm Cos@tDD -
4 HCos@del1D + Cos@del2DL Sin@delcD Sin@2 Hth + thm Cos@tDLDL

H*Form copied from above. It saves time to not multiply matrices for every plot.*L
TEMP@delc_, del1_, del2_, thm_, t_, th_D :=

1

16
H12 + 2 Cos@del1 - del2D H-1 + Cos@delcDL - 2 Cos@del1 + del2D H1 + Cos@delcDL -

Cos@del1 - del2 - 2 th - 2 thm Cos@tDD + Cos@del1 + del2 - 2 th - 2 thm Cos@tDD +
4 H1 + Cos@del1D Cos@del2DL Cos@delcD Cos@2 Hth + thm Cos@tDLD -
Cos@del1 - del2 + 2 th + 2 thm Cos@tDD + Cos@del1 + del2 + 2 th + 2 thm Cos@tDD -
4 HCos@del1D + Cos@del2DL Sin@delcD Sin@2 Hth + thm Cos@tDLDL;

ü Illustration of Method

thm = 1 °;
ref = Table@TEMP@0 °, 0 °, 0 °, thm, t, 0 °D, 8t, 0, 5 * 360 °, 0.1 °<D;
sample = Table@TEMP@0.25 °, 0 °, 130 °, thm, t, 0 °D, 8t, 0, 5 * 360 °, 0.1 °<D;
ListPlot@8ref, sample<, Joined Ø TrueD
ListPlot@Abs@Fourier@sampleDD, Joined Ø True, PlotRange Ø 881, 12<, 80, 0.01<<D
thm ê 2 * 180 ê p * HPart@Abs@Fourier@sampleDD, 6D ê Part@Abs@Fourier@sampleDD, 11D -

Part@Abs@Fourier@refDD, 6D ê Part@Abs@Fourier@refDD, 11DL
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ü Savenkov's definition of circular retardance predicts amplitude measurement

thm = 1 °;
For@k = 1, k < 10, k++,
delc = RandomReal@80 °, 1 °<, 1D;
del1 = RandomReal@80 °, 1 °<, 1D;
del2 = RandomReal@80 °, 1 °<, 1D;
sample = Table@TEMP@delc, del1, del2, thm, t, 0 °D, 8t, 0, 5 * 360 °, 0.1 °<D;
phaseMeas@kD =
thm ê 2 * 180 ê p * HPart@Abs@Fourier@sampleDD, 6D ê Part@Abs@Fourier@sampleDD, 11DL;

phasePred@kD = delc * Cos@0.5 * Hdel1 - del2LD ê Cos@0.5 * Hdel1 + del2LD * 180 ê p;
D
Mean@Array@phaseMeas, k - 1D - Array@phasePred, k - 1DD
StandardDeviation@Array@phaseMeas, k - 1D - Array@phasePred, k - 1DD
phaseMeas@1D
phasePred@1D

80.000108011<

80.0000477864<

80.82211<

80.821971<
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ü Orientation of HWP can compensate for circular retardance

thm = 1 °;
For@k = 1, k < 10, k++,
delc = RandomReal@80 °, 1 °<, 1D;
del1 = RandomReal@80 °, 1 °<, 1D;
del2 = RandomReal@80 °, 1 °<, 1D;
phasePred@kD = delc * Cos@0.5 * Hdel1 - del2LD ê Cos@0.5 * Hdel1 + del2LD;
sample = Table@TEMP@delc, del1, del2, thm, t, -phasePred@kD ê 2D, 8t, 0, 5 * 360 °, 0.1 °<D;
compensatedMeas@kD = HPart@Abs@Fourier@sampleDD, 6D ê Part@Abs@Fourier@sampleDD, 11DL;

D
Mean@Array@compensatedMeas, k - 1DD * thm ê 2 * 180 ê p
StandardDeviation@Array@compensatedMeas, k - 1DD * thm ê 2 * 180 ê p
compensatedMeas@1D * thm ê 2 * 180 ê p

80.0000740634<

95.16481 µ 10-10=

80.0000740623<

ü Simulation using randomly varying corneal birefringence

wav = .9; H*microns*L
spRot = 20.8 °; H*degêdmêHgêmLL*L H*At wav = .9,
spRot = 20.8 degêdmêHgêmLL. At wav = 1.3, spRot = 9.29 degêdmêHgêmLL*L
glucConc = Range@0, 500, 10D; H*mgêdL*L
LaqAssumed = 0.1; H*dm*L
thm = 1 °;
ref = Table@TEMP@0 °, 0 °, 0 °, thm, t, 0 °D, 8t, 0, 5 * 360 °, .1 °<D;
freq = 6;
n = 100; H*n=1000 is best but takes a long time*L
For@k = 1, k < Part@Dimensions@glucConcD, 1D + 1, k++,

Laq = RandomReal@8.1, .1<, nD; H*8.09,.11< dm*L
delc = spRot * HLaq * Part@glucConc, kD ê 100 000L;

H*Baba - 2002 Effect of temperature, pH, and corneal birefringence...*L
Lcornea = 400; H*microns*L
delNcornea = RandomReal@80 * 10^-4, 3 * 10^-4<, nD;
delNasal = 360 ° ê wav * Lcornea * delNcornea;
delNcornea = RandomReal@80 * 10^-4, 3 * 10^-4<, nD;
delTemporal = 360 ° ê wav * Lcornea * delNcornea;

H*Blokland - 1987 Corneal polarization in the living human eye...
delNasal = RandomReal@870°,100°<,nD*.514êwav;

delTemporal = RandomReal@830°,100°<,nD*.514êwav;*L
For@kk = 1, kk < n + 1, kk++,
sample = Table@TEMP@Part@delc, kkD, Part@delNasal, kkD,

Part@delTemporal, kkD, thm, t, 0 °D, 8t, 0, 5 * 360 °, .1 °<D;
phase@kkD = thm ê 2 * HPart@Abs@Fourier@sampleDD, freqD ê

Part@Abs@Fourier@sampleDD, Hfreq - 1L * 2 + 1DL;
D;
measGlucMean@kD = 100 000 ê HLaqAssumed * spRotL * Mean@Array@phase, kk - 1DD;
measGlucStd@kD = 100 000 ê HLaqAssumed * spRotL * StandardDeviation@Array@phase, kk - 1DD;
measGlucMax@kD = 100 000 ê HLaqAssumed * spRotL * Max@Array@phase, kk - 1DD;
measGlucMin@kD = 100 000 ê HLaqAssumed * spRotL * Min@Array@phase, kk - 1DD;
errorMean@kD =
Mean@Cos@H1 ê 2L * HdelNasal - delTemporalLD ê Cos@H1 ê 2L * HdelNasal + delTemporalLDD;

D;
offset = Mean@Array@errorMean, Part@Dimensions@glucConcD, 1DDD
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1.10099

offset = 1.1; H*At wav = .9, offset = 1.1 or 1.36. At wav = 1.3,
offset = 1.23 - depends on which corneal model is used*L

ListPlot@8Partition@Flatten@ClarkeErrorGridD, 2D,
Table@8Part@glucConc, iD, measGlucMean@iD ê offset<, 8i, 1, k - 1<D,
Table@8Part@glucConc, iD, HmeasGlucMean@iD + measGlucStd@iDL ê offset<, 8i, 1, k - 1<D,
Table@8Part@glucConc, iD, HmeasGlucMean@iD - measGlucStd@iDL ê offset<, 8i, 1, k - 1<D<,

PlotRange Ø 880, 500<, 80, 500<<D
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H*Needs@"ErrorBarPlots`"D*L
ErrorListPlot@Table@8Part@glucConc, iD, measGlucMean@iD ê offset, measGlucStd@iD ê offset<,

8i, 1, Part@Dimensions@glucConcD, 1D, 1<D, PlotRange Ø 880, 500<, 80, 600<<D
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The Mathematica notebook (.nb) file above requires a package entitled ‘Error-

BarPlots.m’ to generate the plots with error bars. This package is included in the

student version of Mathematica and is also included below. Run this package before

running the parts of notebook file that call the command ‘ErrorListPlot’.



In[44]:= BeginPackage@"ErrorBarPlots`"D

If@!ValueQ@ErrorBarFunction::usageD, ErrorBarFunction::usage = "ErrorBarFunction is an option
If@!ValueQ@ErrorBar::usageD, ErrorBar::usage = "\!\H\*RowBox@8RowBox@8\"ErrorBar\", \"@\", \"
If@!ValueQ@ErrorBarPlot::usageD, ErrorListPlot::usage = "\!\H\*RowBox@8\"ErrorListPlot\", \"

Out[44]= ErrorBarPlots`

In[48]:= Begin@"`Private`"D

H* ErrorListPlot *L
Options@ErrorListPlotD = Append@

Complement@
Options@ListLinePlotD,
8MaxPlotPoints->Infinity<
D,

ErrorBarFunction -> Automatic
D;

Out[48]= ErrorBarPlots`Private`

In[50]:= ErrorListPlot@dat_, opts:OptionsPattern@DD :=
Block@8newdat, error, newopts, ebfunc, range<,

8ebfunc, range< = OptionValue@8ErrorBarFunction, DataRange<D;

If@ebfunc === Automatic, ebfunc = ebarfunD;

If@range === All,
newdat = dat ê. 8a_ê;VectorQ@a, HNumericQ@ÒD»»Head@ÒD===PlusMinus»»Head@ÒD===ErrorBar

Transpose@8Range@Length@aDD, a<D<,
newdat = dat ê. 8

a_ê;VectorQ@a, MatchQ@Ò1, 8_?NumericQ, _?NumericQ<D &D :>
MapIndexed@Prepend@Ò,First@Ò2DD&, aD,

a_ê;HVectorQ@aD && Length@aD>3L :> Transpose@8Range@Length@aDD, a<D
<

D;

newdat = newdat ê. 8
8x_?NumericQ, y_?NumericQ, e_?NumericQ< :> Herror@N@8x,y<DD = ErrorBar@80,0<,8-e
88x_,y_<, e_ErrorBar< :> Herror@N@8x,y<DD = makeError@eD; 8x,y<L,
8x_ê;Head@xD=!=List,y_ê;Head@yD=!=List< :> handlePlusMinus@8x,y<D
<;

newopts = FilterRules@8opts<, Options@ListLinePlotDD;

p = ListPlot@newdat, newoptsD;

H*Needed to handle points introduced by clipping when Joined->True*L
;
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error@_D := ErrorBar@80,0<,80,0<D;

p@@1DD = p@@1DD ê. 8
g_GraphicsComplex :> markErrors@g, ebfuncD,
l_Line :> markErrors@l,ebfuncD,
p_Point :> markErrors@p, ebfuncD,
i_Inset :> markErrors@i, ebfuncD

<;

p

D

makeError@ErrorBar@y_DD := ErrorBar@80,0<, eb@yDD
makeError@ErrorBar@x_,y_DD := ErrorBar@eb@xD,eb@yDD
eb@n_?PositiveD := 8-n,n<
eb@8n_?NumericQ, p_?NumericQ<D := 8n,p<
eb@_D:=80,0<

handlePlusMinus@8x_?NumericQ, y_?NumericQ<D :=
Herror@N@8x,y<DD = ErrorBar@80,0<,80,0<D; 8x,y<L

handlePlusMinus@8PlusMinus@x_,e_D, y_?NumericQ<D :=
Herror@N@8x,y<DD = ErrorBar@8-e,e<,80,0<D; 8x,y<L

handlePlusMinus@8PlusMinus@x_,ex_D, PlusMinus@y_,ey_D<D :=
Herror@N@8x,y<DD = ErrorBar@8-ex,ex<,8-ey,ey<D; 8x,y<L

handlePlusMinus@8x_?NumericQ, PlusMinus@y_,ey_D<D :=
Herror@N@8x,y<DD = ErrorBar@80,0<,8-ey,ey<D; 8x,y<L

handlePlusMinus@a_D := a

markErrors@GraphicsComplex@pts_, prims_, opts___D, ebfunc_D :=
GraphicsComplex@pts, prims ê. 8

Line@l:8__Integer<D :> 8Line@lD, ebfunc@pts@@ÒDD, error@pts@@ÒDDDD& êü l<,
Line@l:88__Integer<..<D :> 8Line@lD, ebfunc@pts@@ÒDD, error@pts@@ÒDDDD& êü Flatten@l
Point@l:8__Integer<D :> 8Point@lD, ebfunc@pts@@ÒDD, error@pts@@ÒDDDD& êü l<,
Point@l:88__Integer<..<D :> 8Point@lD, ebfunc@pts@@ÒDD, error@pts@@ÒDDDD& êü Flatten
Hl:Inset@obj_, pos_, a___DL :> 8l, ebfunc@pts@@posDD, error@pts@@posDDDD<

<, optsD

markErrors@l_Line, ebfunc_D :=
8l, ebfunc@Ò, error@ÒDD& êü Cases@l, 8_?NumericQ, _?NumericQ<, InfinityD<

markErrors@l_Point, ebfunc_D :=
8l, ebfunc@Ò, error@ÒDD& êü Cases@l, 8_?NumericQ, _?NumericQ<, InfinityD<

markErrors@l:Inset@obj_, pos_, a___D, ebfunc_D :=
8l, ebfunc@pos, error@posDD<

H* default error bar function *L
ebarfun@pt:8x_, y_<, ErrorBar@8xmin_, xmax_<, 8ymin_, ymax_<DD :=

Module@ 8xline, yline<,
If@ xmin === 0 && xmax === 0,

,

2   ErrorBarPlots.m
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If@ xmin === 0 && xmax === 0,
xline = 8<,
xline = 8Line@88x + xmax, y<, 8x + xmin, y<<D,

Line@8Offset@80,1.5<, 8x + xmax, y<D,
Offset@80,-1.5<, 8x + xmax, y<D<D,

Line@8Offset@80,1.5<, 8x + xmin, y<D,
Offset@80,-1.5<, 8x + xmin, y<D<D<

D;
If@ ymin === 0 && ymax === 0,

yline = 8<,
yline = 8Line@88x, y + ymax<, 8x, y + ymin<<D,

Line@8Offset@81.5,0<, 8x, y + ymax<D,
Offset@8-1.5,0<, 8x, y + ymax<D<D,

Line@8Offset@81.5,0<, 8x, y + ymin<D,
Offset@8-1.5,0<, 8x, y + ymin<D<D<

D;
Join@xline, ylineD

D

End@D

EndPackage@D

Out[66]= ErrorBarPlots`Private`

ErrorBarPlots.m  3
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